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PREFACE.

THE theory of the elastic arch as developed in the follow-

ing pages is based upon four fundamental equations demon-

strated by Weyrauch in 1879. From these equations have

been deduced formulas similar to those commonly given in

American text-books, but in a simplified form for practical

use. In addition to these a large number of general formulas

have been introduced, many of which are new.

In Chapter V an attempt has been made to give a set of

general formulas which can be applied to any symmetrical

arch either fixed or hinged, and subjected to either vertical or

horizontal loads. These formulas readily reduce to the com-

mon forms, and can be applied in their integral form to any

symmetrical arch when the equation of the axis and the law

of variation of the moments of inertia of the cross-sections

are known. In many cases the reduction of the integrals

to a simple form for a given case would be complicated and

perhaps impossible ; for such cases these formulas are given

in their summation form when they apply to any symmetrical

arch subjected to any loading.

The effect of the axial stress, which is usually neglected

by American authors, is thoroughly discussed, exact as well

as approximate formulas being given for all cases likely to

iii



IV PREFA CE.

occur in practice. It is shown that in flat arches fixed at the

ends the effect of this stress should not be neglected if

economy of material is considered.

Formulas for vertical and horizontal loads are deduced for

each case considered, making it possible easily to treat loads

making any angle with the axis of the arch. The effect of a

couple is discussed, and general as well as special formulas

given.

Changes of temperature and of shape have been con-

sidered, and when not too complicated, formulas for special

cases are given.

Masonry arches are considered, and the many difficulties

and inaccuracies of the common methods of treatment

pointed out. With a little good judgment it is easy to so

design a masonry arch that the stresses will practically

follow the laws demonstrated for the elastic arch. This has

been experimentally shown by the " Austrian Experiments
"

and by many large arches designed and erected by European

engineers.

Alexander and Thomson's method for designing seg-

mental masonry arches has been given as being the most

consistent of the many methods which assume all loading

due to material to act as vertical forces upon the arch.

It is hoped that the .practising engineer, who has, as a

rule, little time to study mathematical demonstrations or to

search through several pages of transformations for a desired

formula, will appreciate the collection in simple form (Chapter

II) of all of the necessary formulas likely to be needed in

practice, and also the ease and celerity with which they

can be applied, with the aid of the tables, to the case in hand.

A fair trial of the summation formulas given in the same

chapter will, it is believed, lead to the adoption of metal

arches more artistic in form than the usual American type.
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These summation formulas are readily applied in the design-

ing of masonry arches.

Nearly all of the formulas given have been deduced for

this treatise by two radically different methods. Many of

these formulas are old, and while it was desired to give full

credit in every particular, it was not found either expedient or

possible to do so for each form.

The tables were carefully computed, and when possible

by the method of differences, each tenth value being checked

by direct computation.

The demonstrations are believed to be sufficiently simple

to be easily followed by senior students in Technical schools.

With the aid of the tables, class problems can be solved

which otherwise would be impossible on account of the time

required where direct computation of the various terms must

be resorted to.

The author will esteem it a favor if any errors that may-

be found are at once brought to his notice.

M. A. H.
TERRE HAUTE, May 1897.
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INTRODUCTION,

PROBABLY the Chinese first employed the arch in the

construction of bridges across small streams. No authentic

information is obtainable in reference to the time of its first

use. It is known, however, that bridges and other public

works were executed in China 2900 B.C., and that possibly

the arch may have been used at as early a date as this.

CHINESE BRIDGE.

Stone and brick arches have been found in Egypt, but the

dates of their construction are not positively known.
xiii



XIV INTROD UCTION.

In
"
Campbell's Tomb "

an arch of brick composed of

CHINESE BRIDGE.

four ring-courses, the inner ring having a span of eleven feet,

was found. This arch, according to Wilkinson, was built

about 1540 B.C.

"CAMPBELL'S TOMB."

In Ethiopia, arched porticos were found before some of

the pyramids, as well as arches over tombs, which it is

claimed were erected 1540 B.C.

Five brick arches of from twelve to fourteen feet span
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have been discovered in Thebes, in ancient Greece, said to

have been inscribed with the name of Sesostris, a legen-

dary monarch whose deeds are supposed to refer to those

of Rameses III., who lived about 1200 B.C.

Although the arch was known to the Egyptians, yet

they did not use it to any great extent in their structures,

preferring a solid lintel as a covering for openings, rooms,
etc.

TREASURY OF ATREUS.

A large number of apparent arches have been found, com-

posed of masonry in horizontal layers, corbelled ->ut over the

openings and then cut to resemble arches. This method
of spanning openings seems to have been almost universal,

judging from ruins found in all parts of the world. The
Greeks employed this method for covering quite large areas,

although it is claimed that they were familiar with the true

arch

To the Romans belongs the credit of first using the arch

for spanning openings of considerable magnitude.
The earliest Roman arch of which we have authentic

knowledge was the Cloaca Maxima sewer, constructed about

615 B.C. This arch consisted of three concentric rings of
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stone, the inner ring having a span of about fourteen feet.

Like the majority of early Roman arches, it was circular.

CLOACA MAXIMA.

Bridges of from fifty to seventy feet in span were built or

stone by yEmilius Scaurus 120 B.C.

Trajan (about 104 A.D.) is credited with having constructed

a wooden arch bridge having a span of one hundred and seventy

feet, but some authorities doubt that such a structure ever

existed.

One of the largest stone arch bridges constructed by
the Romans was built by Trajan, 105 A.D., at Alcantara

in Spain. The largest arch was semicircular, and had a

span of one hundred and ten feet. Outside of China this is

probably the oldest stone arch (of any considerable magni-

tude) which exists at the present time.

Many aqueducts were constructed by the Romans which

were carried across valleys upon arch bridges sometimes

built in three tiers one above the other.

Accurate data exist of many masonry arches constructed

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by the French

and the English, of which the general dimensions of some of

the most noted are given in Table XXX, which also contains

data in reference to masonry arches built in the nineteenth

century.
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The greatest distance spanned by a single masonry arch

is supposed to be two hundred and fifty-one feet, which was

the span of the Trezzo Bridge constructed in 1380 and

destroyed by Carmagnola in 1416.

At the present day the Cabin John aqueduct bridge has

the greatest span of any masonry arch. The span is about

two hundred and twenty feet.

Cast-iron arch bridges were first constructed in England,
and the Coalbrookdale bridge, with a span of one hundred feet

and a rise of fifty feet, has the distinction of being the first

cast-iron arch bridge which was successfully constructed.

This bridge was built by Abraham Darby, an iron-founder,

in 1779.

From this time up to the introduction of wrought iron,

many very artistic cast-iron bridges were constructed; and

even as late as 1871 a cast-iron arch bridge of one hundred

feet span was constructed at Nottingham. As far as known,
with the exception of the Chestnut-street bridge, Philadel-

phia, there are no casc-iron arch bridges of any magnitude
in the United States.

The maximum span of any cast-iron arch bridge is that of

the Southwark bridge, built in 1819; this has a span of two

hundred andforty feet.

The dimensions of a few cast-iron bridges are given in

Table XXXI.
With but few exceptions, these bridges were arches with-

out hinges.

The use of wrought iron and steel in the construction of

arch bridges is of recent date.

The first arch bridge
* with ribs practically of wrought

iron was probably the Cron bridge at St. Denis, which was

constructed in 1808. Wrought iron and steel have come
into general use for large arch bridges since 1870.

William H. Wahl, A.M., Ph.D.,
"
Iconographic Encyclopedia," vol. v.

268.
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The maximum span at the present time* is that of the

Luiz I. bridge at Oporto, Portugal, which has a span of five

hundred and sixty-six feet.

The dimensions of a few wrought-iron and steel arches

are given in Table XXXII.
Wooden arches are probably not very recent. The

maximum span constructed was built by Louis Wernway
in 1812 in Philadelphia. The bridge crossed the Schuylkill

River, and had a span of about three hundred andforty feet.

It was burned in 1838.

Since the time of the Romans the arch in some form has

been the favorite method for roof construction in stone, wood,

and metal, where artistic interior effects were sought and

means were obtainable for executing the work.

In the United States the arch is freely used for roofs

covering large areas, as train-sheds, armories, exhibition

buildings, etc. These arches are usually of the three-hinged

type.

The dimensions of a few large roof-arches are given in

Table XXXII.
Whether the ancients had any knowledge of the theoret-

ical principles of the arch is not known, but it is known

that they were very successful in designing arch structures

which have remained until the present time. It is prob-

able that their knowledge was purely the results of ex-

periments, and in the case of masonry arches very little

advancement has been made even now, as one may see by

comparing the dimensions and details of arches constructed

since 1750.

Since the time of Newton (1642-1727) volumes have been

written upon the theory of arches, especially the masonry
arch. The theory of the masonry arch has been and is now

quite unsatisfactory from a practical point of view, since we
are unable to discover the directions and magnitudes of the

* See Viaur Viaduct in Table XXXII.
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forces caused by the spandrel-filling.* The necessary assump-
tions which must be made for computation according to ordi-

nary methods have been a source of much controversy among
engineers, and will probably continue unsettled for a long time.

The theory of the elastic arch and its application to metal

arched ribs has been developed since 1840, and is now

generally accepted as being sufficiently accurate for practical

purposes.

* See Chapter XII for a method of construction which fixes the directions

and magnitudes of the forces caused by the spandrel -filling





NOMENCLATURE.

NOMENCLATURE USED IN CHAPTERS II TO XI INCLUSIVE.

A =. EO cos = constant for Parabolic Arches.

2E0A = = constant for Circular Arches.K
a = the abscissa of the point of application of any load P

or Q.

a
l
and a^ = the abscissas of the extreme limits of any uni-

form horizontally distributed load.

b = the ordinate of the point of application of any load P
or Q.

c = the difference in elevation of the right and left sup-

ports.

E = the modulus of elasticity.

e = coefficient of expansion.

f= the rise of the linear arch.

Fx = the area of the arch-rib at any section x.

g = the abscissa of the crown of the linear arch.

Hx the horizontal thrust at any section x.

HI = the horizontal thrust at the left support.

HI = the horizontal thrust at the right support.

j,
= the horizontal thrust at the left support due to two

equal and symmetrically placed loads.

k = a11.

k' = R - f.

/ = the span of the linear arch.(\ a n

radius of gyration
:J

= -=, for Parabolic Arches.

xxi
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I radius efgyration\
a

m (

--
75 J -ppi

ior Circular Arches.

J/j = the moment at the left support.

M^ = the moment at the right support.

Mx the moment at any section x.

^
and N^ = the normal intensities of the resultant force

upon any section at the extreme fibres.

Nx = the normal component of any force acting upon the

section x.

n-f/l.
P = any vertical concentrated load.

p = parameter of parabola.

/ = the average intensity of the resultant force acting upon
any section.

Q = any horizontal concentrated load.

r = radius of gyration.

R, = the resultant of V
l
and //,.

RI = the resultant of F2 and //
2

.

R = the radius of a circular linear arch.

Rx = the resultant force acting upon any section.

s = the length of the linear arch curve.

Tx = the normal shear at any point x.

t = the number of degrees of change in temperature.
Vx the vertical shear at any section x.

V^ = the vertical reaction at the left support.

F2
= the vertical reaction at the right support.

w = the load per lineal unit of span.
x = the abscissa of any point of the linear arch.

x<>
= the abscissa of the point of intersection of Q, R, and R

2 *

x^ = the abscissa of the point where 7?, cuts the horizontal

passing through the left support.

x^ = the abscissa of the point where R
z
cuts the horizontal

passing through the right support.

y the ordinate of any point having the abscissa x.

y l
= the ordinate of the point where 7?, cuts the vertical

through the left support.
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yt
= the ordinate of the point where R^ cuts the vertical

through the right support.

j/
= the ordinate of the point of intersection of R, and R^.

a = angular distance of the point of application of the load

P or <2 from the crown.

6 = moment of inertia of a normal section of the arch-rib.

Bx = the moment of inertia at the section x.

ft
= the angle made by the resultant at any section with

the horizontal.

tp = the angular distance of any point x from the crown of

the arch.

-0 = the angular distance of the left support from the crown

of the arch.

;
= the angular distance of the right support from the

crown.

,, AV etc., = value of A, will be found in Tables I, II, etc.,

respectively.

Al = small finite change in /.

small finite change in 0.

small finite change in .

small finite change in 0/.

Ax = a finite value of dx.

Ay = a finite value of dy.

As a finite value of ds.

X

2 = algebraic sum up to the section x.

MASONRY ARCHES.

NOMENCLATURE USED IN ALEXANDER AND THOMSON'S
METHOD.

b distance of directrix to centre of described circle.

2,c = clear span of arch.

d = distance of directrix from soffit of arch at crown.

e = base of Naperian system of logarithms.

k tlve clear rise of arch.

m =. the parameter of catenary.
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/ = depth of arch-ring at the crown.

ts = depth of arch-ring at the skew-backs.

w weight of a unit mass of masonry.

r = ratio of transformation = Vs.

R
l
= the radius of the described circle.

7?a
= the radius of the three-point circle.

x and y = general co-ordinates.

jTj and y l
co-ordinates of the nose of a two-nosed

catenary.

jr
2
and /2

= the co-ordinates of the point where the two-

nosed catenary is cut by the three-point circle.

yQ
= the ordinate of the two-nosed catenary at the crown.

F the ordinate of the described circle at the crown.

8.=yt -Y..
d

2
= departure of the two-nosed catenary from the described

circle at the skew-backs, measured radially.

d
l
= departure of the two-nosed catenary from the three-

point circle at the noses.

P = radius of curvature of two-nosed catenary at the crown.

p,
= radius of two-nosed. catenary at the nose.

pa
= radius of the two-nosed catenary at the point where it

cuts the three-point circle.

cf) l

= the angle which p l
makes with the vertical.

2
= the angle which p2 makes with the vertical.

/?2
= the angle which R^ makes with the vertical.

flf Vlt M^ , etc., have the s-ame meaning in general as for

elastic arches.

SOME FORMULAS CONSTANTLY REFERRED TO.

--~

~
Î dy

...... (b)

i CN
As^effds-^J ^ds

......... (C)
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=

Z/ir* . . (d)

Nm =j?+ *lJ (e)

X
Hx = Hl 2Q . . . x > a.

X
V, = F, -

Nx = Vx sin + Hx cos 0. '.

M = -
b). (41)

,
= Mt

- VJ+ H,c, + 2P(l-a)- 2Q(c - b\ . (49)

V, = j{M,
-

31, + Hj + 2J\l-a)- 2Q(c - b). (47)

M, + V,a

~TT~....... - (50)

M, M9^ = ^ and y^~H^ .... ,. ..... (so

M. M,
** = jr

and ** =
jr-

..... (54)

_ bx, x,y,
*> ~ ~ ~ "'





A TREATISE ON ARCHES.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL PRELIMINARY FORMULAS.

DEFORMATION FORMULAS.*

LET Fig. I represent a portion of an elastic arch; then the

relation between the length of any fibre between two adjacent

FIG. i.

radial sections can be expressed in terms of the length of the

neutral fibre (limited by the same radial sections) by the

equation
dsn ds -f- n sin ( d(p>]

= ds ndcf). . . . (i)

* The formulas and demonstrations in this article are essentially the same as

given by Prot Weyrauch in
" Theorie der Elastigen BogemrJiger

"
(Miinchen,

1879).
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Now suppose some circumstance, as the application of a

load, changes the lengths of these fibres, and let s become
s + As, sn become sn -f Asn , etc., as shown in Fig. 2. Then we
have for the new condition

d(sn+ Asn}
= d(s + As)

-

Combining (i) and (2),

dAsn = dAs n

. . . (2)

(3)

or

dAsn

dAs dAs (4)

where dAsn represents the change in magnitude of dsn and dAs
that of ds.

F r

represent the intensity of the force necessary to

^change the magnitude of dsn by the amount dAsn ,
and let E

.represent the modulus of elasticity of the material. Then

.If the force F' is due to a change of temperature, and e rep-
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resents the coefficient of expansion per degree of change, then

for an increase of temperature of t we have

Let NH be the intensity of any normal force acting upon the

fibre sn ', assuming that this force acts at the same time with

the change of temperature but of opposite effect, then we have

from (5) and (6)

dAs N
'

From (i) and (2),

dAsn dAs

dsn
'

ds nd<p

Substituting (8) in (7) and solving for Nn ,
we obtain

(8)

Ar zr .o 77 ndA$NH = Eet E j J-T-, (o)
ds

. . . (10)

Now ^/y = 7? sin ( ^/0) = .fo/0, or -3- = -r,; hence

dAs R

or

_ dAs ndA<f> i

Let/' represent the area of the fibre sny andNx the resultant

normal force acting upon the section. Then
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If we take the centre of moments on the axis of the arch at

the section x, the moment of the radial force upon the section

will be zero.

If ;? is the distance of the point of application of the force

Nx from the axis, we have

=themoment of the external forces acting uponthe section ;

then from (12) we can write

M ?N f',, FM* - 2Nn n = E

'n.. . . (13)

Let
f^^qr^

= W and 2f = Fx then 2f'n = O ;

hence in (12)

^T+~R
= f̂ '

~^~ + 2
R(n+R)

= F*+ -j?'

N
Substituting these values in (12) and solving for, we obtain

or

(13) reduces to

M_._\dA*E ~\ ds
K

~dT R
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From (15)

j dA(J> \dAs\ Mx

\ ds
^ R ds \

: ~ EW
Substituting this in (14),

or

Substituting (16) in (15) and reducing, we have

d**-\ N M
*\

' + M*- et - X
ds --\

N^- R \-REF3Tr ~WE 5T

Substituting (16) and (17) in (11), and reducing, we have

From Fig. 2,

d(x -f Ax) d(s + As) cos (0+ A(f>) ;

d(y + Ay] = d(s + As) sin (0 +
but

cos (0+J0)=cos cos J0 sin sin J0 = -^ ^0 ; (19)

sin (0+J0)=sin cos J0 +cos sin ^0 = +J0-. (20)
as as

Substituting (19) and (20) in the two expressions above,
and integrating, we have

Ax =
-J*A<t>dy+f

u

-^(dx
- dyA$) ;

or, from (16),

Ax = -fAcfrdy+f Ydx -f YA<j>dy. . . (21)
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But / YA<pdy can be neglected in comparison with the terms

preceding. Hence

Ax = - AQdy + Ydx....... (22)

In a similar manner,

fYdy.. ....... (23)

From (16) and (17),

As ^ Yds, ........... (24)

and

... (25)

These four equations, (22), (23), (24), and (25), completely

determine the effect of any change of position of any point in

the axis of the arch when X, F, and the equation of the axis

of the arch are known.

The expressions for X, Y, and Nn can be simplified by

replacing IV by = ^f'ri* = the moment of inertia of the cross-

section. Since in the expression W R2 J R is usually

very large in comparison with n, no material error results from

the change.

In (16)
- is a very small quantity, and consequently

Mxwe can neglect .

M ef
In (17) 02

* and can be omitted.
A. hrx K

In (xg)
_JL can be neglected and

n
be assumed to

Rrf

x n -J- J\

equal n.
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Making these modifications and collecting our formulas,

we have finally

d3c; . . (a)

, ...(*)

(c)

" = + *' ..... .......

The term containing Nx shows the effect of the axial stress,

which is usually neglected in the common investigation of the

problem. In many cases the influence of this stress is of little

or no importance, but in very flat arches it should not be

neglected.

Omitting the terms containing Nx greatly simplifies the

deduction of equations for special forms of arches, and also

the solution of these equations in the determination of the

reactions, bending-moments, etc.

Omitting the terms containing Nx ,
we have

effete \ .... (aa)

, ..... (bb)

. ..... (cc)

...... (dd)

...... (ee)
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS UPON ANY RADIAL SECTION
X OF THE ELASTIC ARCH.

In Fig. 3 let AC represent any radial section of the arch,

and Nx the resultant normal force applied to the section at a

distance XQ
from the axis of the arch passing through the

centre of gravity of the section
;
then

FIG. 3.

From (e), after substituting (29),

N v
*4--=r r

or

(29)

LV
Now ~ represents the average intensity of the pressure

on the section, and may be represented by/ for convenience ;

N F x
and * *

"n represents an intensity which varies directly with

n ; hence Nn is composed of the algebraic sum of an average

intensity and a uniformly varying intensity.
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Replacing - by /, and remembering that _? = *

, where
f* 7*

r represents the radius ofgyration, (30) becomes

/

from which the intensity of pressure at any point of the section

can be determined.

Let = k^ and = kr (Fig. 3.)

Making n = a
l
in (f), we have

Making n = #
2
in (/), we have

(so

(32)

(31) and (32) determine the intensities upon the extreme

fibres of the section.

When x =
^

o.

*.=?

> _
k^, NI and Nx have the same sign.

y
N=i

FIG. 4.

Hence when X
Q > k^ and < ^, the entire section is sub-

jected to the same kind of stress.

To illustrate : Suppose the section to be rectangular ; then

F = bh and = ^bh\ and

"=>(< +T'> .

'
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NI = o when i + -r9 = or x*
~

^ k* 5
or tne

h 6

resultant stress acting upon the section must cut the sec-

tion at a point distant from the axis one sixth the depth of

the section and below the axis (see Fig. 4). Evidently, if Nx

were applied above the axis and X
Q
= -, Nz

= o and N
l
=

2/> .

Hence, in order that all parts of a rectangular section be sub-

jected to the same kind of stress, the resultant stress Nx must

be applied within the middle third of the section.

Adding (3 1) and (32),

*i

or flXo a/

Tf

^'^=A (34)

Returning to
(<?),

A' = ~, A'/
1

=%/',
From Fig. 3, letting <2 represent the force whose intensity

is uniformly varying, we have

But Mx = ^> = e>^ ;
therefore89

^. = - = V '

5/w 2fn
o o

(35>

f ...

(36)

which completely determines the arm of the couple whose
moment is Qh^ Now since the intensities of the force Q vary

directly with
,
the intensity at the axis of the arch must be
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zero, and the application of Q be // from the axis as indicated

in Fig. 3.

ARCHES HAVING TWO FLANGES OR CHORDS.

In case the arch is composed of two flanges connected by a
thin web or by struts and ties, it is customary to consider the
material of each flange concentrated at its center of gravity,
and that the flanges resist all stresses excepting radial stresses

From Fig. 5,

Q =
h. (37)

FIG. 5.

Also

and

_ NJt, -
A.

(38)

Q and Q" will be of the same kind as long as + *"<>

'

ls

than h
v
and x^ less than h^ or Nx must lie between Q' and

VALUES OF FOR VARIOUS SECTIONS.

The following table contains the maximum values which x^

can have when the entire cross-section is subjected to the same
kind of stress for the various sections shown.
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F = bh,

k 6
=

6 = = fa

i .414

$^

12'
= 0.

F = 2.598$', a, = a, = 0.866$,

= 0.5413$*, r* = 0.2083$',

^ 0.240$.

= 2.598^,

6 = 0.5413^,

a^ b,

0.2083^,

0.2083^.

= 0.638^,

2
= 0.924$,

0.2256^,

i# .5 4

~=
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|
6 >

**.*> -"=,

* = -f
I M'+

= bh - (I
-

,)// a, = a, = -,

=

r. =

~
(b
~

,)*,'],

-(b- ,)/*.'

12 bfi (b

i /7//
3 U

^
bh-(b -

b,)h,

tf,
= ^,= -,

4 2

0.049 1 </4
,

r2 = 0.062 5*/
2

x
n
= 0.125^ = J radius.

F -d^ = 0.7854^',

T
0.0491 (^ - < 4

),

^ = 0.125

0.7854^,

0.049 1M9

,
r

2 = 0.0625^',

= O.I25//.

_h
| ill 1

-
2

2
>

<9 = 0.0491(^/5' <Mi
3

)> ^
2

0.0625
'

* ~
// M ^,A.
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GENERAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE EXTERNAL FORCES.

In Fig. 6 let ABC represent the axis of any elastic arch,

and P and Q the vertical and horizontal components respec-

FIG. 6.

tively, of any load applied at a point having the co-ordinates a

and b
;
then for equilibrium we have

x>a

X = M,+ V,x - Hj - P(x -a) + Q(y - b).

Referring to Fig. 7,

N, = Vx sin + H, cos <j> ; . . .

T, Vx cos - H, sin <p ; . . .

y
tan ft

=
-ff ; .....

(39)

(40)

(40

(42)

(43)

(44)
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Differentiating (41),

dMx

dx dx ~dx

= V\ Hi tan - 2P+ 2Q tan 0.

FIG. 7.

Since dx = ds cos 0, we have from (43)

Also, from (40), Vx = V,
- 2P

Hence

~ = Vx H, tan + 2Q tan

=
gj +^ tan - (^ - 10 tan

<fr

Therefore
dMx

ds (46)

Making x / and j = ^ in (41), $/"* becomes J/
a , and we

have

M, = Mt + VJ- H,c - 2P(t-a) + ^Q(c-b).
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Solving this for F,, we obtain

V,
l

j-\Mz M,-\-H,c-}-2P(l a)- 2Q(c b)\. (47)

Making x = I in (40), and combining with (47), we have

i / /

F3
=

j \M^ M, + Hf 2Pa 2Q(c b)\. . . (48)

Collecting the equations which will be employed in the.

investigation of special cases, we have

Nx = Vx sin + Hx cos 0.

(39)

(40),

.. (42)

-b) ; (41)

,
= M, - VJ+ H.c + 2P(t -a)- 2Q(c - b) ; (49)

-a] - 2Q(c-b)\\ (47)

- 2Q(c -b)\. . (48)

ORDINATES LOCATING THE EQUILIBRIUM POLYGONS.

(a) Vertical Components.

In Fig. 8 let ABC represent the axis of any elastic arch

u

FIG. 8.

and let a single vertical load (corresponding to the vertical

component of any load) be applied at B. This load causes
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the reactions R
l
and R, and the moments J/, and M

t
at A and

C respectively. This condition can be represented graphically

by the equilibrium polygon GEK, which must be so situated

V V
that H^y l

= M^ H^y, = M^ tan ft l
=

-y^-,
and tan ft,

= ~.n
l ti,

From Fig. 8, taking moments about E,

MI + V^a H
lJ = O,

or

^ =Jf'

Jr,^'
' ' ' ' * * (50)

which locates the point E when Mlt Vlt and Hl
are known.

Taking moments about D,

M,
MI -

ffjrt =o, or y, = . . . . (51)

Taking moments about .F,

From the triangles DGA and CKF,

tan /31
=

-jr
and tan /?,

=
-7^-.

. . . (53)
Jj

t -"a

From the triangles GAD and 67J5",

x, -.x, -\-a\\y, \y

and

or

-=^=f- -<>
We also have

*. =^v . ......... (55)

The above equations completely determine the locations

of GDEF and K, and hence the equilibrium polygon GEK
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can be drawn in its true position and the values of R
l
and R

t

at once determined.

Having determined R
l
and R^ in magnitude and position,

the distribution of pressure over the section at A can be found,

and then the stresses in other portions of the arch determined.

When the arch is solid in section the stresses are best deter-

mined by equations (39), (40), etc. If, however, the arch is

composed of two flanges connected by a thin web or by
bracing, the graphical method is the more expeditious.

The methods of determining the stresses, etc., at different

points of the arch will be fully illustrated by problems, but a

brief outline of one method of procedure after R^ has been

determined will be given here.

In Fig. 9 let AB be any radial section of a solid elastic

arch. Suppose I, 2, ... 5 represent the positions and

FIG. 9.

magnitudes of the resultants for -five vertical loads. Then
the position of their resultant and its magnitude can be found

graphically as shown. The distance x^ can now be scaled, the

force R resolved into the components Nx and Tx ,
and the

stresses upon the section AB completely determined. (See

page 8.)

If the arch is composed of flanges, the method is practi-

cally the same, with the exception that each flange is assumed
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to have a uniform stress over its entire section, as explained
above. (See page 11.)

(b} Horizontal Components.

An examination of Fig. 10 shows that we can locate the

equilibrium polygon GEK for the horizontal load Q in a

FIG. 10.

manner similar to that employed for the vertical component ;

in fact, all of the equations will be the same, with the exception
^T 4-V-*4- fs\f i/ 1 1 r r\ f /- l- 4-VTo x^^r-zi J-k s* s\ rv% > c- *~

,

of that for^ , which in this case becomes

We have then

Also,

and yt
c =

M, M,= __> and *i=T,

.<*>

(57)

From the figure

or

(58)



CHAPTER II.

FORMULAS FOR PRACTICAL USE.

IN this chapter all of the important formulas for parabolic
and circular arches have been collected and arranged for ready

application. The demonstrations of these formulas are given
in chapters which follow.

(A) SYMMETRICAL PARABOLIC ARCHES.

A = E6 cos </>
= a constant, or 6 varies inversely as cos 0.

Ed cos = A = a constant
; X59*)> (59)

f\

m = = (radius of gyration)
8

; /(6o) . (60)

p parameter of parabola = ;
. . . . (61)

b = 4/(i k)f= y for x = a = kl\ . (62)

tan0=-^ /. (63)

A^ = function given in Table I,

A^ =. function given in Table II,

A
z
= etc. etc.

ARCH WITH TWO HINGES, ONE AT EACH SUPPORT.

(a) Vertical Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress neglected

Common Method.

(64)

*X59) indicates that this equation is taken from the chapter on Parabolic

Arches (Chap. Ill), its number in that place being ($<))
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or

,(A = function given in Table I).

/(93)

FIG. ii.

or

. (64*)

(65)

. (66)

j'o y u
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SOLID RIB.

For the solid rib we compute the values of //, and Vlt
and

then determine the values of Mx ,
Nx ,

and Tx for each section of

the arch, the sections being taken at convenient distances apart.

The values of Mx ,
Tx ,

and Nx can be found from a graphi-

cal construction as shown in Fig. 12.

Draw the locus line S after computing yQ (formula 66), and

then draw FA and FC for the load being considered. By reso-

lution of forces R^ R9 , //,, //"a , K, ,
and F

a
can be determined.

FIG. 12.

Let ab be any radial section where Mx ,
Nx ,

and Tx are desired.

ThenNx equals the normal component of R^ upon ab, Tx equals
the tangential component of R

l upon ab, and Mx equals the

ordinate (o) multiplied by N*
Maximum Value of Mx . Let ab, Fig. 14, be any section

where the maximum moment is desired. Draw the lines Ao and

Co until they cut the locus line S. Then since the loads at

these points produce no moment at the section ab, these points

separate the loadings which cause moments of different signs.

The shaded sections in the figure clearly indicate the loadings
which cause maximum Mx .

Maximum Value of Tx . At any section ab, Fig. 13, draw
AD perpendicular to ab. Then the loading causing positive
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and negative shear is distributed as shown by the shaded por-
tions in the figure ; or, for maximum upward shear the arch
must be loaded on the left up to the section ab and on the right
between D and E.

Shetir T,

FIG. 14.

Uniform Loading. Thus far only concentrations have been

considered. If, however, the loading is uniformly distributed

horizontally, we have

(70)

n = f/l and w = load per unit length of span.

(70
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k>

Mx =

". /(i 34) (72)
^

if jf

wir i= k(2 k) cos - wl &($ 5/
2

-|- 2/^
3

) sin2 I I D72
k" k"

-
(wl(k

f

k"} cos 0, where '

^
j).

. ^(135) (73)

f^v '1

FIG. 15.

OPEN RIB.

The values of H
l
and Fj are found by the formulas given

for the solid rib. The internal stresses can then be found by
Clerke- Maxwell's method of graphics.

The loadings causing maximum values of Mx and Tx are

clearly defined in Figs. 16 to 18 inclusive. ,

Fig. 1 8 is strictly true only when cd and ab are parallel.

PLATE-GIRDER RIB.

In plate-girder ribs the flanges usually are assumed to resist

the bending-moment, and the web the shear or Tx \ hence we

may treat them the same as the open rib.

EQUILIBRIUM POLYGON.

If in any of the above cases it is desired to construct an

equilibrium polygon for any given loading, it can be done as
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Piece ' ab

FIG. 16.

FIG. 18.
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.follows (Fig. 19) : Construct the resultants R
l
for each concen-

tration, and find the resultant of the system, also the corre-

FIG. 19.

spending values of //, and V^ then the polygon can be con-

structed by the usual methods.

(b) Vertical Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress included.

S//
3 +

/(I03)

where is the value found from (64^) for fflt
or approxi-

mately

(75)

(Tables I and V.)
The axial stress affects only the value of H^ ;

hence to in-

clude the effect of the axial stress we have merely to compute
H

l by (74), and then proceed as already outlined for the case

where the axial stress is neglected.

*See Appendix C.
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If the locus Hue Sis determined by computing the ordinates

yn they must be deduced from the formula

y. = Tf* (so) (76)
**!

where H
l
is to be found from (74).

(c) Horizontal Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress neglected-
Common Method.

/(in) . (77)

or

FIG. 20.

or

or

(77")

. (79)

(79^)

From (39), (40), and (43),

7; = F; cos -
(//,

- io sin (43) . . (80)
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From (39), (40), and (42),

Nx = V, sin + (//,- i'0 cos ..... (42) . . (81)

From (41),

b)...... /(1 19) . (82)

The application of the above formulas to either the solid or

open arch rib is quite simple. After the locus line S has been

located by means of (79), the reactions can be drawn as shown

in Fig. 20, and from these the values of //"and V determined.

Horizontal loads are usually caused by wind
;
hence the

ordinary case to consider is half the arch covered with a steady

load.

(d) Horizontal Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress included.

. (83)B

where

is
(84)

6 = L .......... (58) ' ' (85)

The axial stress does not affect the other equations ex-

cepting where they contain //, or X
Q ,

the values of which must

be found from the above expressions.
After the values of H

l ,
V

l , etc., have been determined for

horizontal loads, the stresses can be found in the manner out-

lined for vertical loads.
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(e) Temperature.

HI = ^t, .... j(i28) . (86)

ctywJi
neglecting the effect of the aetasri stress

;
or

(87)

including the effect of the axial stress.

A rise in temperature causes a horizontal thrust similar in

character to that produced by vertical loads acting downward.

V, = o..... . . . (47) (88)

T, = -
If, sin 0. ... (43) . . (89)

(41) (90)

In case of the open rib arch the stresses in the individual

members can be found by graphics after H
l
has been deter-

mined.

(/) Change of Length in Span.

By replacing ef by in the above equations they may be

applied to any change in length of span.

ARCH WITHOUT HINGES.

(a) Vertical Loads, neglecting Effect of Axial Stress

Common Method.

4*

or

= pj n) where ==///.
4/2
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or

M
l

-2P4
tt reading (i k) for k.

1
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M
or

*a
= J, , reading (i ) for k........ (980)

Tx = (V, - iY>) cos0 - H, sin 0. .... (43) . (99)

-
a). . . . (41) . (100)

As in the case of the two-hinged arch, it is necessary only
to compute //,, F,, and j to determine all the outer forces

acting upon the arch, and then the stresses
;
but as a check it

is advisable to compute x
lt x^, y^ ,

and y t
.

The methods of determining the fields of loading which

cause maximum values ofMx and Tx are the same as for the

two-hinged arch, only the resultants R
l
and R^ do not neces-

sarily pass through the supports, but must have their locations

fixed by the ordinates x^ , jj/, , x^ ,
and yf

(b) Vertical Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress included.

where

Approximately,

*H, =
f,(l

-
'), ..... (I03)

where ^ = ff
l
in (91).

k(i-k)=4 t
. . . . . . . (105)

k\i -)' = J
tl...... .. (106)

* See Appendix C.
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Note that all quantities in the above equations excepting those

given by the tables are constant for any given arch.

- 2k'

2/y

(io7)

where H
l
is to be found from (101).

-

I V#i^g-^...... (I08)

= <...... . (109)

= J
1
..... I . (i 10)

k(i-k) = A
b
....... (in)

* To determine M, replace k by (i k) in (107), or compute

a
from (107) and substitute the value in

- 2k*

77- .

......... (5 1
)

* Note that only the terms containing 2k 3/
9 + & and 2/& i change in

magnitude when i k is used in place of k.
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Having computed H, ,
Mlt M9 , Viy and y v , all the other

outside forces can be found as follows(Fig. 22) : Lay off H
l
and

V^ at ^4 and complete the parallelogram of forces, thereby de-

termining the direction and magnitude of R^ Then lay off 7,

FIG. 22.

at A above or below, according to the sign, and draw R
l
in its

proper position, extending its direction until it cuts the load

being considered. By parallelogram of forces V9 and R^ are

readily found. As a check,//,, V^, and y^ should be com-

puted.

(^r)
Horizontal Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress neglected

Common Method.

. (115)

or

("6)

(H7)

or

("8)

. A'72) . (119)

or

entering table with I k. (120)
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V,= i2n2Qk\i - k)> ........ /(i;6) (121)

or

/(i77) (122)

2k(l
-

)'(2
-

or

f, =f4,.................. (123^)

15
-

or

y^fA^, reading I k for k. , . . . . . . .(124^)

Xl8o) (I25)

or

or

;tT3
= /^

1B , reading I ^ for k......... (126^)

or

^o = -^
18...... .....: ..... (1270)
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(d) Horizontal Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress included.

rr _. ^(4/4 -
'5

(128)v J

where

C=
//' _L^^^" ( I29)

,

i + '(- 1 5 + 50/6
- 6o + 24/6') = 4,. . (131)

-
2^(2

-
5 + 5^') + 3^}

{
i -

|[Sd
-*- 2*-+ 4^')

-
8*-]

j

Xi9) ('32)

where /T, is given by (128).

^=I+3_,. .... (I33)

3^ = A- (134)

-^-2^ + 4^)-8^i=//3
. . (I35)
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k(l-k)=A.......... (I 36)

For M
l
read (i k) for k, and replace //rby ffi, in (132).

Pi = 1(^-^ + 2(2*) . (47) . (137)

Having the values ot Hlt Mlt Vl9 and yl9 the remaining
outside forces are readily determined in the manner outlined

for vertical loads on page 33.

(e) Temperature.

(I39)

when the effect of the axial stress is included, and

H^^ef ...... /(I9 i) . (140)
4/

when the axial stress is neglected.

f f\
o 5

/ / jr

f(i92) . . (141)

when the effect of the axial stress is considered, and

when the axial stress is neglected.
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From /( 193) and /( 191),

(144)

. . (146

(/) Effect of a Change of Al in the Length of the Span.

If et be replaced by in the equations for temperature,

they apply to this case.

(g) Uniform Loading.

Let w be the uniform load per unit length of span. Then

k"

k1

2
a"

/(ap7) . . (149)

/(209) . . (ISO)

. (151)
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In some of the equations the quantities A and m appear.

For A an average value of EB cos may be taken, and for m
an average value of 0/F.

In case it is desired to take advantage of the effect of the

axial stress, it will be advisable to first proportion the arch

members with the effect of the axial stress neglected ;
this

makes it possible to take nearly correct values for A and m in

a second computation which includes the effect of the axial

stress.

*In parabolic arches which have a large rise in comparison
with the length of the span the effect of the axial stress upon
the values of M

l
and H

l
is very small, in fact smaller than

errors which are likely to be made in graphical solutions.

In flat arches the axial stress may be of considerable

magnitude (about 20 per cent for H
l
in the case of the St.

Louis arch) ; yet this is greatly reduced when the stresses are

determined, and considering that a safety factor of from four

to six is employed in proportioning the members, the degree
of danger is exceedingly small in omitting the effect entirely.

B. SYMMETRICAL CIRCULAR ARCHES.

2E
A = -O = a constant. . . ^(59) . (152)

* See Appendix C
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6 /radius of gyrationVm =
JR*

=
(- ~iir -) ^(6 ) ('53)

k' = R-f. .V . . ... c(6i) . (154)

x = R(sin a sin 0). . . c(62) . (155)

y = ^(cos cos ). . ^(63) . (156)

(157)

i/ x k' -\-y
sin0= 75 ; cos0 = ^. c(66) . (158)

tan0=^7-r c(6?) . (159)

Since the general method of treating circular arches is the

same as for parabolic arches, it will be necessary to only give

the equations.

ARCHES HAVING TWO HINGES, ONE AT EACH ABUTMENT.

(a) Vertical Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress neglected

Common Method.

f (sin
2

sin
3

a)
)

__
' J -f cos0 (cosQH-Q>sin a cos sin ) I

( 20 cos
3

3 sin cos + )

^(108) (160)

or

V, = 2P(l - k) where k = a/L
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*=*> .

or

A

or

( l63)

(163)

Vertical Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress included.

I + ^(<A> + sin cos )

where

^=^in(i6o) = ipJ 17 ,. . .' . . (165)

B = J
18
= 20 cos8

3 sin cos + . . . (166)

^4 = -J(sin
2

sin
3

a)

-f- cos (cos + a sin a cos sin ) (167)

or

^ = 4,4r ^ ......... (168)

+ sin cos = J,...... (169)

F, = i/Xi - *). . . . ^(ni) (170)

v
y = -a...... <II8) (171)
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(c) Horizontal Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress neglected.

( of sin a cos a \

H = --20 \ I 4- -

~ 2 cos <?o(sin a <* cos a) (
^

1
~~

2
^

(

h
3 sin cos + 20 cos

8

j

^(120) (172)

a sin a cos a = # 9 ( I73 )

sin <* a cos a = AA^ (174)

3 sin cos + 20 cos2 = J
18 . . . (175)

(176)

(177)

or

a sin a cos a
2cos0 (sin OL a cos a) .

* = sm0J I+ - ^ ^^(123) (178)1

3 sin cos

+ 20 cos
2

0,

or

Horizontal Loads, including Effect of Axial Stress.

f 0o 3 sin cos + 20 cos* -f a
; j

sin a cos a 2 cos ( s in a ~ a cos a )

-\-'2Q{ + w(0o + sin 0,, cos -f + sin a cos or)
j- <<I25) (180)

2(0 -
3 sin cos n -f 20 cos* )

4- sin cos )
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or

. . (181)

2(J 18) + 2I(J 19 )

(182)

Temperature.

*-*_ 4i28) (184)

3 sin cos

+ m((/> -\- sin cos )

when the effect of the axial stress is included, and

ffi=
<*n*.

t ......... C(l2g) (I85)

when the effect of the axial stress is neglected.

B = + 20 cos* 0o-3 sin cos = ^
18 . . (186)

+ sin cos = 4...... (187)

Change in the Length of the Span.

H =__ _^l ^(130) (188)

2R\B + w(0. + sin cos ) )

when the effect of the axial stress is included, and

(I89)
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when the axial stress is neglected, J/ being the actual change
in the length of the span.

B = 3 sin cos + 20 cos' = J
I8

. . (190)

+ sin cos = A,...... (IQI)

SYMMETRICAL CIRCULAR ARCH WITHOUT HINGES.

(a} Vertical Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress neglected

Common Metliod.

f 2 sin [cos a
-\- a sin a] 1

- Sin 0oC2 COS + sin ] 1
.

]

- sin
3 a__ f

L
a + 0, sin cos 2 sin

a

9 J

cos a -f- a sin a //. . . (193)

sin [2 cos + sin ]
= J fl . . . (194)

a + <A> sin ^o cos 2 sin' = J
20 . . . (195)

o cos

^ yj ir>

cos sin <t>9

o cos 0o

sn 0o

-|- (sia cos )[cos a-\-asin a cos 0o sin ] t . ^(134) (196)

sin 0. cos = JJ
19

. . . . (197)

cos a -|- a sin a = ^M. .' . . (198)

cos 0. sin = ^M . . , . (199)

(0. sin cos )
= ft l..... (200)

- (0
3 - 0o sin cos 0.) = J^ . . . (201)

(0o
5 + 0o sin cos )

= J
14 . . . . (202)
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The value of M^ can be found from (196) by assuming a

load so that a will become I a.

V, = ^(M.-M, + i/V(i - k) ). 4135) (203)

( 5o) . (204)

(so (205)

Independent equations for
jj/ , jj/j,

and
jj/a are given in

Chapter IV.

(b) Horizontal Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress neglected.

l (sin a cos a ~ a)

I
-

0.' J

sin cos or = /3 lfl
..... (208)

sin a a cos a = AA^...... (209)

sin
2

sin cos
2 = J, . . (210)

H R
i
= -~-

(sin 0o </>o cos ) .............. (211)

(cos a cos )(sin 0o cos 00 00+ 2 cos a-)
^_ <

) (

**
2(sin cos ) (

sin (sin
3 sin2

a)

^
\

y -<sin 0o 0o cos 0o + sin a a cos a> . . . . ^(143) (212)
20o ( )

sin cos = AA^..... (213)
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sin 0o cos = /319
. .... (214)

sin 0o cos = JJ 19..... (215)

sin a a cos a = JJ,...... (216)

The magnitudes of /, and J/
3 can be found from (207) and

(212) by replacing a by / a, etc.

V, = \(Mt -M,+ 2Qb). ^(144) (217)

(c) Temperature, with Effect of Axial Stress neglected.

sin 0,cos 0,
- 2 sin 0.)'

(2l8)

0o
2 + 0o sin cos 0o 2 sin

a = ^M . . (219)

It will be noticed that all of our tables, with one exception,
have been computed for whole degrees. In case the loads do

not fall at even-degree points, it will be found advisable to

make all computations for //,, Mlt F1? etc., for the even-

degree points, and then obtain the values corresponding to the

true positions of the loads by reading their values from a dia-

gram constructed from the calculations thus made.

The effect of the axial stress has been omitted here, as the

equations are long ;
these are given complete in Chapter IV.

When the rise of the circular arch is not greater than two

tenths the span, the formulas for parabolic arches can be

applied in the determination of the external forces without

sensible error.

Another approximate method may also be used for arches

where/// > 0.30, viz.: Substitute a parabolic arch of the same

span which has an area equal to the area of the given circular

arch and determine the external forces, and then apply these

forces to the given circular arch.

For arches approaching a semicircle this method is but a

few per cent in error.
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C. SUMMATION FORMULAS FOR SYMMETRICAL ARCHES OF

ANY REGULAR SHAPE AND ANY CROSS-SECTION.

ARCH WITHOUT HINGES.

(a) Vertical Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress considered*

x x X

o Fx
i

As_ f
/i

'

(220>

where ^, is the horizontal thrust due to two equal and sym-
metrically placed loads.

For a single load

V^K'As

^K'yAs
|

^NxAx _
oJflT^

\l

o * o ,

where

and

A7 A -v _ AX
F sin (224)
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iKxAs iNxAy )
^xAs 'KAs

"a
** 77 ( ^~/j

-- ^~a^ J ^ 00*0

where

l As i^s\ r--^ (226)

. (227)

1

= H^SL cos (approximately), . . (228)

and H
l
is given by (221).

. . . (229)

Having fflt Mlt
V

l ,
and j/,, the remaining outside forces

can be found by the method explained on page 22.

(b) Vertical Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress neglected.

If the effect of the axial stress is to be neglected, we have

merely to drop the terms containing Nx and F% in (221) and

(225), and proceed as before.

(c) Horizontal Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress included.

<2)....... (231)
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*NxAx"

(232)

o * o

where

1

>, ... (233)

'. (234)

o, =/-,. (235)

=?. (236)

situated a distance a from the origin = M^
for a load situated (/ ^) /r^?^ ///^ origin.

(237)

Having determined HltMlt Mt ,
Vlt and y^ the other outer

forces are readily found, as explained on page 22.
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(d) Horizontal Loads , with Effect of Axial Stress neglected.

If the effect of the axial stress is to be neglected, we have

merely to omit all the terms which contain $/'m (236) and (232),

and proceed as before. $ ^,

(e) Temperature.

Eefl
(239)

If, = --7

Ax

(241)

If the effect of the axial stress is to be neglected, omit the

terms containing in (239) and (240).
V X

ARCH WITH A HINGE AT EACH SUPPORT.

(a) Vertical Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress included.

As \L As L As p

(242)

V, =P(i -k\ (243)
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If the axial stress is neglected, omit the terms containing
Fx in the above equations.

(b) Horizontal Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress included.

(245)

(c) Temperature.

When the effect of the axial stress is neglected the terms

containing Fx are to be omitted.

DEFLECTION OF ARCH.

In considering the deflection we will assume that the axial

stress is neglected and that no change takes place in the rela-

tive positions of the several points of the arch other than

that produced by the loading.

ARCH WITHOUT HINGES OR WITH TWO HINGES

(SYMMETRICAL LOADING).

(247)

. g(6i) (248)
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The above summation formulas are sufficiently accurate for

practical purposes, and are quite simple in their application.

They apply to any regular arch figure, such as circular, par-

abolic, oval, elliptic, gothic, spandrel-braced, etc. They are

especially useful in the solution of the spandrel-braced arch,

and all arches which have variable or constant moments of

inertia not following the laws upon which the formulas of

Chapters III and IVare based.



CHAPTER III.

PARABOLIC ARCHES, WITH THE MOMENTS OF INERTIA
VARYING ACCORDING TO THE RELATION

A = EQ cos = a constant.)

GENERAL RELATIONS.

IN large arches it is convenient often to arrange the sections

so that their moments of inertia vary according to the relation

A = EB cos a constant. This assumption enables us to

deduce quite simple formulas for the determination of the

reactions, bending-moments, etc.

The nomenclature used in this chapter will be the same
as heretofore employed, and any new symbols appearing will

be found clearly represented in Fig. 24.

We have then

A = Ed cos = a constant X59)
Let

m
n

= = = (radius of gyration)' . . . /(6o)

52
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and

p = the parameter of the parabola.

The equation of the parabolic curve referred to its vertex is

or

For * = o, y = o,
A

From/(62),

therefore

. ^rjp^BLJf,
. .., -, ,^ . . ... . . /(64)

and

d^Zdx or

From (^/),

~ J
ds. . ,, ., . k ...... (rf)

If z/0 represents any change in
,
the corresponding

change up to any section x will be represented by

But -=- = -; hence
dx cos
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j*

or, since E cos <p = -
(see ^(59) ),

From (41),

Mx =^+ J> - /O -

/xMxdx.....

Substituting (41) in/(67), remembering that j/
= -x

(see ^(64) ), we have

- ' S
{p/> - >& } + .Li

{
e A j-

-
*>te 1 . /(68>^ (

Ja ) A ( Ja
)

Performing the integrations indicated, factoring, and col-

lecting, we obtain

\ 2M,x + V^ - H^ ~ X
x* - P(x - a?2A (

-h G(3^2 -
<f) -x* + a

s -
6pb(x - *)) >. . /(69)

From (a) the expression for Ax from o up to the section x

becomes

=- f A<t>dy + ef ( dx-- (
c/O I/O c/0

Substituting the value of ^/0 obtained above, integrating

and reducing, />(7) becomes (see Appendix A)

Ax =
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+ io(ga' Zg'a^x zopbg(x a)'

/(79)

From (<^) the expression for ^ from o up to the section x
becomes

tf> dy- dy, . . /(8o)
i/O t/0 c/0 *

which, reduces to (see Appendix B)

Ay = et y+ xJ<j>, + 3lf, -f- r,* - H,*-(g
-

, , ,

Lj
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Equations ^(69), /(/9), and #(84) are general expressions

for the elastic parabolic arch, symmetrical or non-symmetrical,
when EO cos <p is constant. They can be employed in the

determination of temperature stresses and stresses caused by
concentrated loads acting in any direction in the plane of the

arch. Those terms containing the factor m show the influence

of the " axial stress"

SYMMETRICAL ARCHES GENERAL FORMULAS.

For symmetrical arches these equations become somewhat
more simple, as

g \l and 0, =

Let x = /, and assume the arch to be symmetrical ;
then

= 0j = and y = c = o.

Making these changes in/(69), we have

+ ^G^ [*/(/
- a1

)
- I' + a* - fyb(l

-
a)-]

j
. /(8 5 )

From (47),

V,r = MJ - MJ+ 2P(t - a)l -f 2Qbl. . /(86)

Substituting /(86) in/(85) and reducing,

> + M,- Jf/+
l

-2P(l - a)a

From ^(79) we obtain
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5/
5

-
4<* J

}j

" -
P(l - a)a

/(88)

Equation ^(84) reduces to

Ac = /J0 + --
\ M.+-M, -HJ+1 - ^ } '2 2/ 2

1
/

1- KV+ X]
I

-
5 I (M- M,)(i

-
20.|

SYMMETRICAL PARABOLIC ARCH WITH A HINGE AT EACH
ABUTMENT.

FIG. 25.

In Fig. 25 let ABA' represent a symmetrical parabolic
arch having a hinge at A and ^'

;
then there can be no bend-
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ing-moments at these points; hence M
l
and M

z
= o, and the

resultants R
l
and R^ will pass through the hinges.

For convenience, the effects of vertical loads, horizontal

loads, and a change in temperature, with and without omitting
the effect of Nx ,

will be considered independently.
a

In all that follows, k = .

(a) Vertical Loads, with the Effect ofNx omitted

Common Method.

Assuming that /remains constant, z// o, and by remem-

bering that M
l
and J/

a
= o, and also that all terms containing

Q and m do not appear, we have at once from /(88), by solving

. . . /(9o)

or

- 2k* k* . .

Values of k(i 2k* +^3

)
are given in Table I.

Since all loads are vertical, the horizontal thrust is the

same throughout the arch.

From (39),

H, = H ..... . (39)

making x = /, Hx = H^ ,
and we have H

l H^ = o, or H
l
and

HI are equal in magnitude, but act in opposite directions.

From ^(91) the values of H
l

for each load can be very

quickly found with the aid of Table I, which gives the values

of the expression k(i 2^' -(- k*) for values of k from o to i.oo.

From (47),
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, X-
-*), . . . . . /(93)

from which the value of F, for each vertical load is readily

obtained. The value of I k can be taken directly from

Tables I or V, for k = o to k = i.o.

Having Hl
and F,,the direction of R

l
for any particular

load is found from

tan = =

When the stresses are to be determined by graphics, we
need only to use ^(94) and determine tan ft l

for each load ;

then since R, for each load must pass through the left hinge,

R
t
can be drawn in its proper position at once. Since R

lt the

load, and R^ meet in a point, R^ must pass through the point
of intersection of R^ and the vertical force (load) ;

it must also

pass through the right hinge, and hence its direction is com-

pletely determined: The values of Hlt Ht , F,, and F2 can

now be found by simple resolution of forces. The interme-

diate stresses can be found by Clerk Maxwell's method of

graphics when the arch is trussed.

To facilitate the calculation of tan /?, the values of

8 i

: : T
-

r^: have been tabulated in Table II.
5 (i+-)

From (50) we have for each load

'

which locates the point of intersection of R
l
and R^, making

the application of graphics still easier than the method using

/(94)-

8 i

The values of -
,

,
--^ are given in Table II for values

5 I -\- K K

of k from o to i.oo.
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From (39), (40), and (43) we obtain

TX =(VV

- 2P) cos H, sin 0. . . . f(g6)

From (41),

Mx = V,x
- Hj -

P(x -a)..... /(97)

By means of p(gi) t /(93) /(9^), and />(97) the stresses at

any point of the arch can be completely determined by com-

putation.

Change in Shape Due to the Action of Vertical Loads

(Nx omitted).

From /(89),

+ - HJf - Pa(l - a)(zl
-

)
. /(98)

The term = shows the effect of any change in the eleva-
/

tions of the hinges. This does not mean a slight difference of

level in the hinges before the arch is in place, but any change
which may take place afterwards.

In construction an attempt is made to so design the abut-

ments, etc., that Ac will be zero.

be written (Ac assumed zero)

-
3^ + ^). . A99)

From p(6g\ remembering that g = \l,

{
VJ - H^p-x*

- ^P(x - a? .

From /(79),
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.

From /(84)

Ay = **<t>,+i \

ViX
-H^(2l-

X
)-ySP(x-a)> \ , /(lO2>

in which

//,
=
!^if(i-2' + ')

f.

. . .... ,;., . /(90

and

_
). ....,..;. '

. .. . /(93>

(^) Vertical Loads, Effect of the Axial Stress included.

From/(88),

>

3

or

in which ^ is the value of H
l given by/(9i)

Let/= /; then

Substituting ^(104) inX IO3)>

The values of are given in Table XXV.

*H
l
= ^(i e), (approximately) /(io6)

where ^ = //", as given by/fpi).

* See Appendix C.
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For a brief discussion of the effect of the axial stress, see

Appendix C.

The expression for V^ is not affected by the axial stress
;

hence

-k). .

For any load, from (50) we have

yQ
=
^a

=
^t.

From (39),

Fx = V.-2P, , . .

Nx = Vx sin + Hx cos 0,

Mx = Vs - Hj -

(40)

(42)

(c) Horizontal Loads (Nx omitted
).

FIG. 26

In Fig. 26 is represented a single horizontal load <2 acting

from the right to the left, which produces a horizontal reaction

H^ similar in character to that produced by a vertical load

acting downward.
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From /(88), for any number of horizontal loads,

*t - Sa
6

]
<

p(\ 10)

or

H, = 2Q i - [S(i
- * - *lf +4^') - W] f(m)

The values of the quantity in brackets,

are given in Table III for values of k from o to l.oo.

For any load Q,

From (47),

V
l
=
2Q{^-=.-

k
lf= 4k(i-k)n}..

. /(i 13)

V% =-V>........ /(H4)

From Fig. 26, for a single load,

IT

V,x, = H,b or ** = yb.....
^7

From (3a), for a single load,

F-=4-

Therefore
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or

f.
==

{
X - f [5(i

- k - 2k* + 4^
3

)
- 8*]

j
/. /(i i6>

The coefficient of / is given in Table III.

Having the value of x^ for any load <2 the values of //,, V. ,

J^
1 , etc., are readily determined by graphics.

From (39),

From (40),

VX -V,...... . .. .
s

. . /(ii8)

From (41),

Mx =V^-Hiy+ ^Q(y^b}.. . . /(i 19)

From (43),

r, = Vx cos - Hx sin
;
..... (43)

tan = ........ . .

(a) Change of Shape Due to Horizontal Loads

(Nx neglected).

From /(89; we have

The coefficient of 2Q is tabulated in Table IV.

From

-
a)' + 3

'-

^ (rfOzj
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From /(84),

.......... /(I2 3 )
t- -^ '

in which

H
l
= 2Q\ i [5(1 k 2 a +4^3

) S^4
]

{-
X111

)

and

(e) Horizontal Loads, Effect of the Axial Stress included.

From /(88),

J2Q ( 4 *(/-*),, _ i/r- /
6 + s^

4 - s^/
s - s^/n

B (3
"

/
7

~I5'
4

L +io^/-^

or

where

i 15
I

'

Here we see that the effect of the axial stress is small. If

r/0 is neglected in
-^

of /(i25) at once reduces

is neglected in -

,
the first term of the second member
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The expression \2 $k(i k 2k* + 4^
3

) + 8&*\ may be

written
2(1
--

[5(1 k 2& -\- 4%*) 8/
4

]J,
and hence its

value quickly determined from Table III.

The value of F
1
is not affected by Nx ;

hence

F, = 4/Ki-%...... /(i 13)

For any particular load, from (58),

(58)

The values of Hxt VX1 Nx ,
and Tx are given by (39), (40),

(42), and (43).

-b). . . p(i27 )

(f) Change of Shape due to the Action of Horizontal Loads y

with Effect of Axial Stress included.

The, values of ^/0 , Ax, and Ay can be found from

,
and ^(84) respectively.

(g) Temperature.

A change in temperature is equivalent to applying a

certain horizontal load at trie hinges ; or,

if the axial stress is neglected, and

if the effect of the axial stress is included
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A rise in temperature creates a reaction //", acting from

the left towards the right.

The values of ffx , Vx ,
Mx ,

Nx ,
and Tx can be found from

(39). (40), (40 (42), and (43).

(h) Change of Length in the Span.
a

From/(8$),

neglecting the axial stress ; or

if the axial stress is included.

If the span is shortened, H^ acts from the left towards the

right.

The values of Hx , Vx , etc., can be found from (39),

(40), etc.

(t) Sinking of a Support.

In case one of the supports changes its elevation after the
arch is in place, a slight change in the stresses may result

from the effect of the change in the length of the span ; but

any change likely to occur may be neglected in the calcula-

tion of stresses.

(/) Uniform Loads.

Thus far we have considered only concentrated loads. If

the load is uniformly distributed (horizontally),

2P =fwda = wljdk,

where w represents the load per unit length of the span.
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Let Fig. 27 represent an arch having a partial uniform

load; then, from/fei),

From ^(93),

Prom /(97),

FIG. 27.

-
*-( S

-
5*-

/(i 33)

k"

From

= >K2
-

k) cos sn

-(wl(k'-k")tos<t>y
where #5j
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The above equations enable us to determine all the stresses

in the arch when the axial stress is neglected.

(k) Uniform Load Over AIL

In case the load is distributed horizontally and uniformly
over the entire span, then k" = o and k' = i or x/l, and we
have, from />(i32),

If n = o, HI = o.

From /(i 33),

From/(i34)>

r __ = a . . ,
( 8)

2 2 2

If = o, then y = o, and

^ = x
2 2

the expression for the bending - moment in the ordinary

straight girder.

Tx = cos - wl sin wx cos 0.
2 o/2

li n = o, 4> becomes zero, since our radius is now infinity;

hence

the expression for shear in the ordinary straight girder.
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SYMMETRICAL PARABOLIC ARCH WITHOUT HINGES.

Locus
[

Line S_

In this case we have several conditions which must be sat-

isfied. As in the case of the arch with two hinges, we shall

consider the various loadings, etc., independently.

(a) Vertical Loads (Nx neglected).

From/(87), by transposition,

and from /(88),

(Al- efl) -

Now if there are no hinges the ends of the arch must be fixed

in direction, and = 0j cannot change under any condition of

loading.

If the length of the span be assumed' unchanged and the

effect of temperature omitted, we have, by combining ^(140)

and/(i4i) and reducing,
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or

The values of
a

(i )

3
are given in Table XI for values of

k from o to i.oo inclusive.

From ^(89), assuming that Ac and /J0 are zero,

,
= ff,f- i/V - a)(2t

-
d)a. .

Combining /(H 1 ) and />(i44), assuming /// and *//to be zero,

we obtain by reduction

-I'-

or

Substituting the value of H^ from /( 143), we have

The values of k\\ ^(3 5/) are given in Table VI for

values of k from o to i.oo inclusive.

Substituting (i k) for k in/(i47), we have

The values of k(i k}\^k 2) are given in Table VI for

values of k from o to i.oo inclusive, reading (i k) for k.
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From (47),

-).. . . X'49)

Substituting /( J47) and /(i48) in ^(149), we obtain by
reduction

V, =

The values of (i )

2

(i + 2k) are given in Table VII for

'values of k from o to i.oo inclusive.

The above equations completely determine all of the ex-

ternal forces. The stresses at any section of the arch can be

determined from equations (39) to (43) inclusive, remembering
that the terms containing Q disappear, as we are not consider-

ing the horizontal components or loads.

The values ofHlt F,, and R
l
can be found graphically after

the ordinates yl , y ,
and

jj/2
are determined.

From (50), (51), and (52),

, + , , ,

-, ~ and y^

Substituting the values of fflt F, , etc., given above, we

have

jj/
= -/; (positive upward) . . /(i5r)
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which completely determines the position of the equilibrium

polygon for any vertical load.

When 7, or j/2 become very large it is more convenient to

use the abscissas x^ and x^.

From (54) and (55),

^
is negative when measured towards the left.

x^ is negative when measured towards the right.

The coefficients in/(i52) and /( 153) are tabulated in Table

VIII, and those in/(i54) and/(i55) in Table IX.

(b) Change of Shape due to the Action of Vertical Loads

(Nx neglected).

From/(89),

where M
l ,
M

9 ,
and H

l
are to be found from /(H8 ), /( T47)

and /( 143) respectively.

The values of k(2 $k -\- &*) = 2k 3^ + &* are given in

Table X for values of k from o to i.oo inclusive.

-

in which M
l , Vl ,

and //, are to be found from /(i48),/(i5o),
and /( 143) respectively.
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From /(79),

- 3* -)(*-) . . /(i 58)

where J/,, Fj ,
and H

l
are to be found from ^(148),

and/(i43) respectively.

From ^(84),

where ^ , F, ,
and ^ are to be found from /(i48),

and /( 143) respectively.

These four equations completely determine the change of

shape due to the action of any vertical load.

(c) Vertical Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress included.

From /(8 7),

From

,
= H\f - 2P(l - a)(l* rat- a')a
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Subtracting p(\ 60) from/(i6i) and solving for Hlt we have,

by reduction,

where

+

The values of k?(i k}* a d k(i k) are given in Tables
XI and V.

We have, approximately,

-e'),* p(i62a)

where ^ = Hl
in ^(143).

From/(89),

,
~i - 2^ (M, - M,) = HJ

- a a -

The first member of X*4&) mav ^>e written

orif

multiplying /(i6i) by D, we have

Appendix C.
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M.D+ MJD = #; / - ~

Eliminating Ml from/(i63) and/(i63#),

in which H
l

is to be found from #(162) and D from (m).

For values of k(\
- 2k 2 + k*\ see Table 1^; 2k 3/P + k\ see

Table X
;
and for k(i

-
k) see Table V.

It is to be noticed that D and the coefficients containing

m are constant for any particular arch, hence by the aid of the

tables, /(i6|) can be evaluated very rapidly.

The value of M
l
can be obtained from /(i68) by taking

everywhere (i K] for k, or by first computing the value of

J/3 from/(i64) and substituting in/(i6i).

The value of V can be found from

/(I49)

The stresses at any point of the arch can now be deter-

mined from (39) to (43) inclusive, remembering that all terms

containing Q disappear.

The values of j/ , y^ and y^ can be found from (50), (51), and

(52), if graphics is employed in determining the intermediate

moments and shears.
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(d) Change of Shape due to Vertical Loads, including Effect of
Axial Stress.

Afr Ax, and Ay can be found from #(69), /(79)> anc*

respectively, remembering that all terms containing Q dis-

appear, and that Ac, A I, and ^0 are zero.

(e) Horizontal Loads (Nx neglected).

From/(87),

- a

(165)

From /(88),

+ M, =Hf-
Qa(l

-
d)

Equating /(i65) and/>(i66), and solving for H19 we have

or

in which the quantity in [ ] is tabulated in Table XII.

Eliminating J/a
from /(88) and #(89), and solving forM

l ,

we obtain
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M, = 2Q\4at* - 22a*r + 4$a*r - 46*

or

M. = +

and

- 2a

where the expression in
j \

is tabulated in Table XIII.

Substituting (i k) for (k) mp(i^i),

p(i 72)

where the expression in
j \

is tabulated in Table XIII, reading

(i
-

k] for k.

From (47),

~,

Substituting /(i 74), P(^72), and^i; 1
)
inA l 73),

or

V =

The values of (k <&
2

)

a can be found from Table XI.

The above equations completely determine the external
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forces. The stresses at any point of the arch can be found

with the aid of (39) to (43) inclusive.

The method of graphics may be employed after we have

found the values of y t , y^ , x^ , x^ ,
and x^ in determining the

external forces.

, b, .............. /(i77)

-
I"

k\- 15

and

5
-

j^/!
andy^ are always measured upward.

The coefficients of /in/(i78) and ^(179) are tabulated in

Table XIV.
From (54) and (55),

3 gk +

^r, w always measured towards the left and x^ towards the

right.

The coefficients of / in /( 1 80) and /( 1 8 1
) are given in Table

XV.
From Fig. 29,
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Substituting the values of Hlt F, ,
and b from /(i68),

/(i;6), and /( 1 74), we have

is always measured from left to right.

FIG. 29.

The values of 3 \2k + 24^ i6
3
are given in Table

XVI.

(f) Change of Shape due to Horizontal Loads (Nx neglected).

From/(69), since J0 = o,

0l(i/(^
-

a")
- -

a))
j

From /(79),
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2 4

From ^(84),

where J/, , V, ,
and /^, are given by/(i70,/(i76), and/(i68)

respectively.

Horizontal Loads, with Effect of Axial Stress included.

From ^(87) and /(88), in a manner similar to that employed
for vertical loads, we have

- 1 5

where

The values of

are given in Table XII.
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From/(88) and/(89),

from which the value of M
9 can be found.

(!
_ 4^ + io^2 - lotf + 3^

4

)
= i - 2k(2 - $k

and the values of this expression are given in Table IV.

1 1 - J>

.and the values of this expression are tabulated in Table III.

and HI is given by/(i87).
The values of k(i k) are given in Table V.

It is to be noticed that D and the coefficients containing m
are constant for any particular arch ;

hence by the aid of the

tables, A(J9) can be readily evaluated.
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The value of M
l
can be found from/(i89) by taking every-

where (i k) for k.

The value of V
l
is found from

The stresses at any point of the arch can now be determined

from (39) to (43) inclusive, remembering that all terms con-

taining *2P disappear.

The values of
jj/ , y lt etc., can be found from (50), (51), and

(52), if graphics is employed in determining the intermediate

stresses

{h) Change ofShape due to Horizontal Loads, including Effect of
Axial Stress.

A(f>, Ax, and Ay can be found from,/(69), ^(79) and ^(84)

respectively, remembering that all terms containing 2P disap-

pear, and that Ac, Al, and A<f> = o.

(i ) Temperature.

From/(8;) and ^88),

where the term containing m shows the effect of the axial stress.

If this be omitted,

.H
l
= ^ ef (axial stress neglected ) . . . /> (

1 9 1 )

4/

Substituting /(j-^e) in/(88) and/(89), and solving for

letting D = i + ^?
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If the axial stress be neglected, D becomes unity, and the

terms containing m disappear.

=M
1 (axial stress neglected).

t

or

and

^,=^=^. = */- .......... #(195)

The intermediate stresses, etc., can be found from the

general equations (39) to (43) inclusive.

(/) Effect of a Change Al in the Length of the Span.

An inspection of the general equations /(8;), /(88), and

/>(89) shows that follows the same law as -f- et. Hence

H
>
=-W^^ (including axial stress) /( I97>

and

H
l ^fj-^Al, (neglecting axial stress)
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also

or. if the axial stress be neglected,

where

T~\ I O \^rrri>is Y'flD= l+T" "T5
"

The intermediate stresses can be found from (39) to (43)

inclusive.

of any Change in
, 0^, ^w^/ //^ Relative Positions

of the Supports in Elevation.

Prom/(8;) and/(88),

or, if the axial stress be neglected,

From/(88) and/(89), by substituting /(2Ol),
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If the effect of the axial stress be neglected,

and

(/) Uniform Loads.

Using the same nomenclature as employed in discussing

this case for the two-hinged arch, we have, from/(i43),

n . .* .
;,

/(2o6>

V*

From/(i47),

\i - 2k

k"

Ml =

From p( 1 50),

Vl
= '^

k

From (41),

-^^--^)2
. - /(2io
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(m) Uniform Load Over All.

Here k" = o and k' = I or x/l.

From/(2o6),

From/(207),

From/>(2o8),

J/, = o.

From /(209),

wl

From/(2io),



CHAPTER IV.

CIRCULAR ARCHES HAVING = A CONSTANT

GENERAL RELATIONS.

Let

FIG. 30.

t llL $= TT = a constant ;

8
.(60)

k'=R-f.

Then from the equation of the circle

x = g ^sin = ^(sin sin 0); . . c(62]

y = R cos - k' = ^(cos
- cos ); . ^(63)

ss
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sin =115, cos0=; .... ,(66)

From (W), for any point #

/*M~ds,

ds
since -j- = R, ds = Rd<f> ;

a(f>

hence

f <*:!J Ee A

But from (41),

MX = M,+ F> - jy, y - P(X - a) + %Q(y - b). (41)

Therefore

-
b}

The several integrals have the following forms :

^\ ..... c(72)

sin
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,R cos d<t> -*HJR. cos

r^PCx #X0 = /-J;P( * R sin #X0
t/O t/a

- cos

Substituting the above values in c(ji) and ^(68),

I + ^P(y b) %P(g a)(a
*

[ + 2Q(x - a)
- 2

From (a),

477)

. . . (a)

After substituting the value of ^0 from ^(77) in (^), the

following integrals will aid in the reduction of the term

sn
jfVo

-

I H.xdy J H^(sm sin 0)sin 0<^0
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Therefore V

'Hixdy = 4 *

P(g a)aR sin

sn

-
a){(a

-

- a)dy
- 2Q(b + k')(a

-

x

SQIf(sm' </>sinasm4>cosa</>s'm<t>-\-atcosasin

C
x Nx

Integration of j -~JJT''Jo **'*

/*
N r*

* i/o "

and _L =
2 Jt ;;^3

2;;/^ ^/^ A *

=-^r
.

But R = -'> hence we have, after substituting the value of

A^ as given by (42),
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But from (39) and (40),

.and

Jience the second member of ^(82) becomes

where

Msr 0X0

sin cos
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Therefore (a) becomes

Ax = etx yd(fig

W4

-
<*)(!> + 6) + (K +y)\(g - a)

+ (0 - )(#

R\<t>.-<t>)\

From

The following integrals are employed in reducing ^(88):

- - ^0. - 0)
-

*(0.
- 0) -/}:
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-b)(g-X)-^(a-<tf)\; c(gi)

- a)dx
-

%\(X - a)(2g
- X - a)\

(g - a)\(g
-

x)
- (g - a}\

(V + b)\y b + <f(g
~

*)
- a

-a}(y - b)\; c(g2)

k')dx

-a)}

493)

or

sn sin 0cos

in which the following integrals occur after substituting the

values of Vx and Hx from (39) and (40):

,R* sin' 0^0 = 1 xy + Vx - gy - R\^ _
0) | ;rrr^^a

sin cos 0^0 = --
-^\x(2-g x) };

. . . . ^(96)
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-
a) + k'(x

f 2QR* sin cos cf>d(f)
=

- at;

Using the above integrals, ^(88) become

= efy

+3
-kV\xy - k'X -gy

+(f- *)*P\ (^-)(

-^P\ (
X - a)\b + k'} + (y-b)(g

-
a)' + (kf

m
F,

-
a)\_2g - a -

_. ,(99)

Equations f(77)> ^(87), and ^(99) are perfectly general for

circular arches, and can be applied for any loading, either ver-

tical or horizontal. The equations also enable us to consider
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arches which are not symmetrical. The equations for sym-
metrical arches are considerably more simple.

SYMMETRICAL CIRCULAR ARCHES.

For this case we have g = /, and for x = /, y = c o, and
= 0; = 0o-

(77) now becomes, remembering that

lC
= oV, = {Mt

-M
1

" ' A

From (101),

If, + if, =

- 2aa - l(<t>,
-

a)\

- 2aot - >.-)}

>i _. <:(I02)

From <r(8/) we have, when x = I,

-\-2P{a(l-a-2ka)-k'(l<t>,-la-2b)\

4

-
a)
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from which

/ - 20

")(0 + ) +J ^(2^
-

From ^(99),

20) + (/
-

2a)(a

/
2

-2<xR*\

-
2a)(b + d)-

, c(ios)

where
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SYMMETRICAL CIRCULAR ARCHES WITH A HINGE AT EACH
SUPPORT.

FIG. 31.

In Fig. 31 let ABA' represent a symmetrical circular arch

having a hinge at A and A' : then there can be no bending-
moments at these points ;

hence M^ and M^ are zero, and the

resultants R^ and R^ will pass through the hinges.

As in the case of parabolic arches, we will consider each

class of loading, etc., separately.

(a) Vertical Loads, with the Effect ofNx neglected.

Assuming that / remains constant, Al = o; and by remem-

bering that M
l
and M^ are zero, and also that all terms con-

taining Q and m do not appear, we have, from

a(l
- a- 2Kci)

- #(/0. - la-tS)} _

' 4*0. + 2*V.-3*V

or, since a = R(s'm sin
or),

b = R(cos a cos
),

k'~ = R cos
,

and / = 2.R sin .
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c(io6) becomes

(sin
2

sin* a) 2a cos (sin sin a
C S ^'[(0- ") sin ^o+ cos - c

20.cos'0-
-

3 sin0.cos0. + i

H -
~ 2 C S ^'[(0- ") sin ^o+ cos - cos a~

or

( i(sin
a

?
sin

8 a
}

\

_ vp \
+ cos 0o(cos a +a sin or cos

o
sin

)
I

( 20 cos3 -
3 sin cos + C

"

)
^

or

'
2~

B-

The values of
-^

are given in Table XVII

Since all loads are vertical, H^ and H^ will be equal in

magnitude.
From (47),

or

where ^ =
^r//.

<r(no) can also be written

Having determined the values of //j and F
x , the stresses

in the arch can be found by graphics or by means of equations

(39) to (48).

From (50), for a single load,
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or

B .

By means of ^(114) the curve DE in Fig. 31 can be located

and the stresses in the arch found graphically.

The values of A/B can be found from Table XVII, and of

k(i
_

)
from Table V.

Change of Shape due to the Action of Vertical Loads

(Nx neglected}.

The values of ^/0, Ax, and Ay can be determined from

, ^(87), and ^(99) by remembering that all terms contain-

ing Q and m disappear, that M
l
and M

9
are zero, that g %!,

and that the values of H
l
and V

l
are to be found from ^(109)

and c(m).

(b) Vertical Loads, Effect of the Axial Stress included.*

From ^(87),

H ='

- m \Pa(l-a}\
k f

l}

or

2A - ;^(sin
2 - sin

a

a)

, ,

w(0 + sin cos
)

or

See Appendix C.
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in which is to be found from c(iog) and

A = J(sin
a

sin
2

a)

+ cos (cos a-\-a sin a cos sin
),

= 20 cos' 3 sin cos + .

Since the value of B is constant for any particular arch,

the values of A can be very easily found from Table XVII by

multiplying the tabular quantities by B.

The denominator of ^(117) is constant for any particular

arch, and hence the value of //, can be found with but little

labor.

The value of V^ can be found from c(in).
From (50),

where V
l
and H^ are to be found from ^(m) and ^(117) re-

spectively.

For practical purposes it will be sufficient to compute but

a few values of y^ and then draw the curve DE, Fig. 31, by
means of a curved ruler.

The change in shape of the arch can be found by means of

'(77), ^87), and c(99).

(c) Horizontal Loads (Nx neglected).

From ^(87),

H, = r SQ -^k'(l-d}-2bk'o( c(\ 19)

3 sin cos + 2 cos
2

0.)J

or

( OL sin a cos a

I

- 2 cos (sin a - a cos <r)
I

. ^(120)

0o3 sin ^o cos + 2 cos*
g )
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The values of 3 sin cos -f 20 cos
2

are given
in Table XVIII; of a sin a cos a and sin <* a cos <*, in

Table XIX.
From (47),

^ - " ^........... ,(122)

Having the values of F
t
and //,, the stresses can be found

graphically or by equations (39) to (48).

As in cas'e of the parabolic arch, we can locate the locus of

the points of intersection of R^ and R^ by means of the formula

Substituting the values of H
l
and Fj from c(i2O) and c(i2i)

for a single load, we have

OL sin of cos a

,.(123)

3 sin cos + 2 cos
2

)

which is easily evaluated by means of Tables XVIII and XIX.
The change in shape can be determined from ^(77), ^(87), and

^99).

(</) Horizontal Loads, including Effect of Axial Stress.

From ^(103),

_ o
-

\** * ' >

or

f 3 sin cos + 20 cos2

-f <*
]

-j

sin cos 2 cos (sin a a cos a) I

+{0+sin0 cos -Hr+ sin* cos or} J / .

-
3 sin cos + 20 cos

2

)

+ 2w(0 + sin cos
)
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which can be quickly evaluated by means of Tables XVIII
and XIX.

J cos*- cos

2 sin

and

in which H, and F, are to be found from ^(125) and c(i26).

The change in shape can be determined from ^(77), ^(87),

and 499).

(e) Temperature.

From c(8?) or ^(103),

etA sin_
7? + 20 COS

2 0o3 sin <A> COS

4-w(0 +sin0 cos0 )

or, when the effect of the axial stress is neglected,

^ ^(128)

r(i28) and ^(129) are quickly evaluated by the aid of Tables

XVIII and XIX.

(/) Change in Length of Span.

From 487),

l

2R\B+ wi (0 + sin cos
) )

)
'

or, if the effect of the axial stress is neglected,

These equations are readily evaluated by the aid of Tables

XVIII and XIX.
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(g) Sinking of a Support.

In case one of the supports changes its elevation after the

arch is in place a slight change in the stresses may result from

the change in span, but this usually will be too small to be of

any practical importance.

SYMMETRICAL CIRCULAR ARCH WITHOUT HINGES.

(a) Vertical Loads (Nx neglected).

Equating c(iO2) and ^(104) and solving for //,, we have

l - 1(1
-

2a)(<p -a)-

which reduces to

i
2 sin [cos a -f- a sin a]

vr>' - sin [2 cos + sin
]
- sin

8 a

0o
a + 0o sin 0o cos 0o

"- 2 sin* 0o
I

which is easily evaluated by the aid of Tables XX, XXI, and

XXII.

Substituting c(iO2) in ^(105), and then solving for Mlt we
have

Afi = . (sin 0o - 0o cos

00
c

*yp r>

sin 0o(cos a sin cos sin
)^ / . ^20 (sm 0o cos 0o )

-j- a0 sin 0o-}- (sin 0o cos 0o )[cosa-|- a since cos0 sin0 ] > .

By the aid of Tables XIX, XXIII, and XXIV ^(134) can

be quickly evaluated.

The value of J/
2 can be found from ^(134) by assuming the
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load applied at a point on the arch, so that (a) in ^(134) will

become (/ a).

From (47),

V^\\M,-M^^Pl(i-k^ . . ,(135)

,
a

where k -'

Having determined the values of //,,Mlt and F: , the stresses

can be found graphically, or by equations (39) to (41).

The ordinates fixing the locations of the resultants R^ and

R^ for any particular load can be found from the following

equations.

From (50), (51), and (52),

and

( So>

(50

From (51) and (52) we obtain, by substituting the values

of M
l
and J/

a ,
and remembering that H, = Ht

in magnitude,

P ( -sin a(cos sin +0 )
) ^

sin cos 0.- ( +sin (cos a sin + a } H^

and

?/?

^9 + Ji =
^-(

sin ^o 0o cos )

r> JP

+ -{cos a-\-a sin cos C
sin $,}-&.

00 ^,

From ^(136) and ^(137),
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n
Vi = (sin 0o cos )

0o

C0

2
-f- 0o sin 0o cos 0o ~~|

2 sin 0o) { [sin 0o cos 0o 0oJ .+. A\
'

tt\ I I A*

-|-0o sin (cos a sin tf-fa) sin a(0 cos sin +0 2
) !

|

'

0o(sin 0o cos 0o 0o)J2
sin [cos or -fa: sin a]

- sin 0[2 cos -f sin ] sin2

a|

By the aid of Tables XX, XXII, XXIII, and XXIV ^138)
can be readily evaluated.

Evidently y^ can be obtained from (138) by making (a)

equal (/ a).

From (50),

The change in shape can be found from (77)>

'(99)-

(/^)
Horizontal Loads (Nx neglected).

From ^(102) and ^(104),

f 2/(/
_ ^ _ a (

b + ^

or
/ s in a cos ^ a)

2 sin sin ^ ~ a cos
ff -.\. T 4-

r I
: a sin

1 - sin cos -
U

2

which can be easily evaluated by means of Tables XIX and

XX.

Substituting c(iO2) in ^(105), and eliminating J/
a between

ciO2) and 4 I05) we liave

0.)} 4142)
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or
TT D

M, = -f-! sin 0o 0a COS <p \

__ __ j (cosar cos0 )(sin cos
""

2(sin cos ) (
sin (sin

2
sin

2

a)
i

"^OR^
{sin 8 cos -f sin tf a cos arj, . .

which can be evaluated by the aid of Tables XIX and XXIII.
The magnitudes of H

t
and M^ can be found from ^(141) and

<r(i43) by making (a) equal (/ a).

From (47),

Having the values of H
v , H^ , Vlt F2 , Mt ,

and M^ , the

reactions R^ and R.t
are completely determined, and the stresses

can be found graphically or by equations (39) to (41).

The change in shape can be found from ^(77), ^(87), and

*(99).

(c) Effect of a Change in Temperature, Length of Span> the

Angle ,
etc.

From ^(102) and ^(104),

A I) + A(l 2k'0

or

where the value of the parenthesis in the denominator can be

obtained from Table XX.

3

o

2 + sin cos - 2 sin
2

)
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From c(iO2) and ^(105),

,

or

sinJ-T /?

^i = ~T~(sin 0o 0o COS 0o) -} r>^ [

0o 4^<A>(sm cos
)

( R(2(pQ
sin /- sin cos )

which can be evaluated by the aid of Table XIX.
From (47),

V, = W -
J/,).

The stresses can be now found from (39) to (41).

The change in shape can be found from ^(77), ^(87),

499).

In order to economize space, the expressions for H
l
and Mt

will be given which are perfectly general, applying to cases of

vertical loads, horizontal loads, change in temperature, etc.

From 4102) and c(io4),

J- 2m<p2Pa(l - a)

o + a)

Q -{-of}- fa - \bl+a(b+ k)\
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The terms containing m show the effect of the axial stress.

From c(i02) and ^(105),

m)(2b - 2aa -

(0 - 2

The rermslTTTinainrng "w show the effect of the axial stress.

By the application of ^(150), ^(151), and (47) the stresses in

any symmetrical circular arch without hinges can be completely
determined by the ordinary methods of graphics.



CHAPTER V.

SYMMETRICAL ARCHES HAVING A VARIABLE MOMENT
OF INERTIA.

THE treatment of symmetrical arches can be considerably

simplified by the methods we are about to introduce. The

following equations forH
l
and M

l
can be applied to any sym-

metrical arch when the axis is a curve which can be expressed

by a linear equation. We will first consider the case where
the arch has no hinges.

FIG. 32.

SYMMETRICAL ARCH WITHOUT HINGES.

Value ofMr From (d), (a), and (b),

Ax = - fJo dx ~'K I ^dx-&(&>)

A*. + 4 f *j*<is + et f dy - f J>. g(6c Jo p* Jo n Jo *
I)

no
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Assume a single load placed at any point upon the arch;
then, since the arch is fixed at the ends and symmetrical,
= J0 ,

J/= o, and Ac = o. If x = /, ^(59), ^(60), and
become, neglecting temperature for the present,

~l-~ds=
tS x

and

i /X i />,=
/ ~rxds -E p-dy

=
t/ 1 * ^cxO *

Now, from (41),

where

Substituting ^(65) in g{62) and ^(64), we have

.. C'ds f'xds f'KdsM
'J ^+F7o <r + ^~ =
c/o* yo * t/o *

and

From (47),

where
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Substituting the value of V
l
in "(67) and ^"(68), and elimi-

nating M^, we have

M. =^ 6" ^ * e,

in which

K=-H,y-F(x-a}+Q(y-b\ x>a.
Nx - Vx sin + Hx cos 0, . . . . . . . . (42)

VX =V\~P, x>a. From (40) ... . &J2)

HX = H,-Q. x>a. From (39) .... -(73)

Then in -(71) we have two unknown quantities,Hl
and Vx .

But Vx occurs in Nx only, which contains the effect of the axial

stress
;
hence for the common method of arch treatment we

can neglect the term containing Nx . A method will be given,

however, which will enable us to very nearly obtain the actual

effect of the axial stress.

Value ofHr The value of H
l
can be found as follows:

FIG. 33.

Assume the arch free to slide longitudinally upon the sup-

ports, and that two equal and symmetrical loads are applied ;

also assume that there are equal and symmetrical moments

Hz applied at the supports; then J0, = ^0, the same as if
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the arch were fixed at the ends, since our loading is symmetri-
cal. From ^62) we have

J. *-
But from (41),

-/0 "x

where

K' = Vj - i'/X*
-

a) + 2Q(y - 6), . . g(76)

Hj being zero, since the arch is free to slide upon the sup-

ports.

Substituting ^75) in ^(74),

' '' 'ds

or

/

The change in length of the span due to the action of our

loading can be found by the aid of ^63). Let A'l be the

change in the length of the span ;
then

., M, f'yJs i PR'yds I--
Substituting the value cf M

l
from

. /

**
A

flC*
If/ _ * */
' *

j sij IE r* ^ *

i \f
is *
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where
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- aK' = F> -

= F* sin

=F-

cos

a;

(42)

(40)

(39)

All of which are known quantities ;
hence the value of A'I

can be accurately determined from "(80) for any symmetrical

loading.

FIG. 34.

Now suppose the arch unloaded and free to slide as before,

and let two equal and symmetrical moments Q'z be applied at

the supports; then A fa = ^0 ,
and we have from

But

hence

/^r =a
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or

yds

z =

The corresponding change in the length of the span is

given by ^63), or

where Mx Q'(z -j-j/) and Nx = + Hx cos = + Q cos 0;

hence

Substituting ^(83) in

r

,(86)

I
.

^, be the horizontal thrust at the support necessary to

cause a change in the length of the span of A'I; then we have

Therefore

C'K'ds.

/%>
J. >.

*-

I ds

Jo \
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where
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-
b) ;

-
a) + Z

Nx = Vx sin + Hx cos
;

x> a.

(a) Vertical Loads only.

If the loads are vertical,

K 1 = V,x - 2P(x a)

= Px - 2P(x - a) ;

;

Vx V^ 2P P

Nx = V
l
sin 2P sin

For two equal
and symmet-
rical loads.

For two equal
and symmetrical
vertical loads,

x-a.

Since our loads are equal and symmetrically placed, and

K' is the moment at any point x t considering the arch as an

unconfined girder, the value of K 1 due to one load will have a

corresponding equal value due to the other load. Then, since

there are symmetrical values of W-, the value of f K'y^ for
"* /o ux

one load must be equal to that for the other load.

Therefore for a single vertical load we have

K' = P(i
-"

k)x
-

[P(x
-

a) when x > a]
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and

Nx = P(i k) sin \P sin when x > a].

For x = o to x = a,

K' = />(i
-

k)x and ^ == J\i
-

k) sin 0. .

For x a to x = /,

K' = Pk(l-x) and A^ = - Pk sin
; . .

and we have

g. /^
t/o ^

+

/
f*ydf\

fds fdx Wo ~S~X )- + / ^- cos f- = D.

ex

From ^(90), the horizontal thrust due to any vertical load

can be found when the relation between x and y is known.
The equation applies equally well to the parabolic, circular, or

elliptic arch.

(b) Horizontal Loads only.

Here we have

K' = -
-*), 1

and

Nx = - 2Q cos 0.

For two equal and sym-
metrical horizontal

loads, x > a.
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For x O to x = 0,,

K' = o and Nx
= o

;

for X = tfj tO 4T = tf
a ,

Kf -

Q(y ~ b) and Nx = Q cos ;

for # = tf
a
to .r = /,

K' O and Nx o .' . . .

Let HI the thrust due to the load on the left ;

^93)

Then

= the thrust due to the right load.

TT TT Q .

but H, + H, = fy ;

hence 2H^ = fy + Q
or

Therefore

fK'yds (*
e/
~ ^

Q +
or

/i(y
0} , r*

a^dx ,

H-Q
}
-yds I

^,-jp
cos

/i
(y U]ds

6X P l

yds

I
/ fyyds\*
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is general, and can be applied to parabolic, circular,

and elliptic arches with equal facility.

(c) Moments, Vertical Loads only.

In "(71), for a single vertical load,

and
, Hj P(x a) a,

cos a,Nx F, sin P sin

where //, can be found from ^(90).

There remains then only the term F, sin 0, which is as yet
unknown. In case there are equal and symmetrical loads F,

becomes known, as it is equal to one half the total loading.

If, however, the loading is not symmetrical, the values of

MI and Mt can be computed with the term V
l
sin neglected,

and the corresponding value of F, found from (47), and then a

second calculation made and this value introduced. Generally
the value of the expression containing F, is very small, and is

omitted entirely by nearly all American authors.

Neglecting the term containing Vl ,
for x = o to x = a,

and
Nx =Hl

cos (approximately);
for x = a to x /,

K=-ffj-P(*-a). . .

and
Nx = HI cos Psin (approximately). . "(100)

Therefore ^-(71) becomes

l

dy

~ f ~ ( ***

"Jo .

'

V. ">.
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where the value of H
l

is to be found from "(90).

The value of M
a can be found from "(101) by replacing a

by(/-4

(d) Moments, Horizontal Loads only.

In the case of horizontal loads only,

K=-Hy + ^Q(y -
b\ x^a.

X

Nx F, sin + HI cos 2Q cos 0. x > a.

Then for x o to ;r = <z,

and

Nx = Hl
cos (approximately); . . . . . ^(103)

for x = a to # = /,

AT=-/O> + e(.r-<5) .......
and

7V* = Hl
cos <2 cos (approximately). .

Therefore ^-(71) becomes

.ay/dfc / xds C . i\xds Clxds

U ... /_ 0.. / tr I* tx o * ty ;*r yo'*

Jf.=

Cl

yds Cl

X"ds f'
f

ds Px'ds
+ fft / -TT / --n-- / Q(y-i>)-jr / -3-

yo e-y &* /. 9*Jt V*

c>dL / **_/ rf*v
, ^7. ^ U *. /

where /f, is to be found from ,-(95).
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The value of J/a can be found from g(io6) by replacing a

by (/-).

(^) Effect of a Change in Temperature.

Assuming that the span does not change in length,

or, if the arch is free to slide upon the supports,

Let Ht be the horizontal thrust necessary to cause a change
in the length of the span of A'I; then, referring to

or

ds .

l dx o Ox

Prom ^(83),

piyds_

_
^ e*

/"*'
/B Qx

M
t

= Htz\
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hence
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ydsfydsJ

e

/ds0*

SYMMETRICAL ARCH WITH A HINGE AT EACH SUPPORT.

In this case we have no moments at the points of support.

Assume that the arch is free to slide upon the supports ;

then, from ^(63),.

FIG. 35.

Let Q be any horizontal load at the hinges ;
then

and

Nx = tfx cos = >' cos

Then ^-(113) becomes
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Now suppose the horizontal loads Q removed and two-

equal and symmetrical vertical loads applied to the arch ; then

FIG. 36.

M = -
a)

and V, = 2P(i - k)\

hence

Nx = Vx sin -j- Hx cos <p = Vx sin

But Vx = V, 2P-
t therefore

Nx = 2P(i k) sin 2P sin 0.

Then for x = o to # = #,

-
k)x {120)

and

k) sin 0;
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for x = a
l
to x =. a^

and

-
)sin 0-Psin

for x #
2
to ;r = /,

and

^ = 2JP(i k) sin - SPsin </>... . ^(125)

Evidently the change in the length of the span due to the

left load will equal that due to the right load
;
hence we have,

for x = o to x =. a,

and

for x = a to x /,

Mx = P(i
-^ - P(x - a) . . . .

and

A7

^ P(i k sin P sin 0. . . .

Therefore ^-(117) becomes

A"I _ P f\i
-

fyxyds P Tsin <j>dx

~* -'Ej,--^ ~^ (I *>J JT-

P C\x - d]yds P r^\v\(J)dx
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Let
fj, represent the horizontal thrust necessary to cause

a change in the length of the span of A"I; then

and we have, since for vertical loads the horizontal thrust is

constant and H^ = ^ l ,

r cos

From "(131) the horizontal thrust due to any vertical load

can be found with comparatively little labor.

FIG. 37.

For two equal and symmetrical horizontal loads we have
from (41). assuming the arch free to slide,

-
b};

but F; = o,

hence
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Nx = Vx sin -\- Hx cos = Hx cos
;

but

Hx ^Hl

- 2Q,

hence

^ = " 2Q cos ........
Then for x = o to ;r =

: ,
and for ;tr = ^

2
to x = /,

^. = ....... ..... ^-(134)

and

for ^r = a
1
to ^r = <7

2 ,

and

Hence the corresponding change in the length of the span is

f? / f) P* I /r

Then since

dx
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For a single load, H, == |j, + \Q. Hence

I2/

,

=

;an equation quite simple in its application.
* If the moment of inertia is assumed to vary according to

the laws assumed by most writers upon the theory of arches,

their equations can be very easily obtained from our general

forms.

For example, let the horizontal thrust H
l for a single vertical

loadplaced upon a parabolic arch having no hinges be required.

Assuming cos <f>
= A = a constant, and that the terms contain-

ing the effect of the axial stress are neglected, and remembering
that ds cos = dx, we have, from "(90),

dx 1*

where, using the nomenclature employed in Chapter III,

= \fl'k(\

* For several examples illustrating the application of these general formulas

-to special cases, see Appendix E.
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(i
_

k) r*dx = \i*k\\
-

k\
t/O

and we have

\fl\k - 2k' + If)
~ \fl\k - If)

or

which is the same as obtained by the method employed in

Chapter III. (See equation /(H3) Page 7 1
-)

In a similar manner any of the equations usually employed
can be quickly deduced from our general formulas, which have

the advantage of being general to the extent that they can be

employed for any arch when the relation between x and y can

be represented by a linear equation.

SUMMATION FORMULAS.

In many cases it is preferable to replace the sign of integra-

tion by that of summation. This is particularly true in arches

where the moments of inertia do not change according to some

law which permits of readily reducing the above equations to

fit the particular case. As examples of such structures may
be mentioned the Douro Arch and the Washington Bridge.

The summation formulas are as follows :
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(A) ARCH WITHOUT HINGES.

Vertical Load only.

,(H
jg-TJS-rr -

^ ^ ff /

sin 0^;. .

h(i

,.'As o o,-

i Ax
h -^ c^ cos --r^

Horizontal Loaa only.

4- ! H.^;r- cos + G^-^r cos r ^
' A '?-.

fo

7 ^
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*=r

2

I-

#i =

Temperature.

Eefl

ARCH WITH TWO HINGES (ONE AT EACH SUPPORT).

Vertical Load only.

(x- a

Horizontal Load only.

2 ' 2

#; =

Q "x

Temperature.

jg^//

' rM^ . _L^*

cos0
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ARCH WITH ONE HINGE AT THE CROWN.

This type of arch is seldom, if ever, employed by American

engineers. French and German engineers sometimes consider

masonry arches having lead* or iron hinges at the skew-backs

and the crown as one-hinge arches for moving loads.

For this case we will neglect the effect of the axial stress as

being of little importance in cases where this form of arch

would be employed.

Vertical Loads.

Value ofH^. Let two equal and symmetrically placed loads

be applied to the arch
;
then

FIG. 38

From "(63) we have

ClMxyds=
/ -r~ = <>> . . .

/o x

where

When x =
,
Mx = o, since there can be no bending

moment at the hinge ; hence

See pages 229 and 230.
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But since our loads are equal and symmetrically pkced,

V, = P, and

Substituting this value in ^(150) and then the value of Mx

in ^(149), we have

or

xyds

-/*'

-
~

or

fs* f Cy*
Jo * Vo *-

xyds Pyds
~^~"V.

~r-

, 0*

where <2, /
t
.

F^/^^ ^/ Vl
and Fa /<?r Vertical Loads.

From ^(61) we have

which becomes, for x -,
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Let two equal and symmetrically placed loads be applied

to the arch
;
then V

l
= P, and for our two loads we have,

from (41),

But

M^fyf-Pa,........... ^-(158)

Hence

Then if ^
a/be the vertical displacement of the crown due

to the action of these two loads,

//'

, f*l* ,
xds

f. / xyds

T.
~ ^

j irc/O

For a single vertical load,

Therefore,

If J,/be the vertical displacement of the crown due to a

single load, we have
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V/2

:ds

.. , xds
, Tr /* ^V^ , ., .

-P (X - a)
- V,- -p+r,! -g-. ^,63)

Since the vertical deflection of the crown due to one of

two equal and symmetrical loads must be one half that due to

both loads, <4
2/= z^^f. Equating these two values and

solving for F,, we obtain

/W/2 /^/2
/'/2

- -a\ I *ds
__

I .xds _ x*ds
J
] T )

l } e L ~TTcxO* t/rt x t-/0 v x

/ / r / 2 r_ / xds __ I x ds
<*> I

~~7T I ~~n
"*^

t-/ x */ x

Is equation is to be employedfor all loads on the left ofthe

crown.

These equations enable us to find the values of V
l
and Fa

for all loads.

Values ofMl
and M^ for Vertical Loads.

\\

a single load,

From (41), making x = - and solving for Mlt
we have, for

in which the values of V, and H, are given by ^(164) and ^(154).

This equation gives the values of M
t
for any load on the

left of the crown.

From (49),
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HORIZONTAL LOADS.

Value of //", for a Single Horizontal Load.

FIG. 39.

Let two equal and symmetrically placed horizontal loads

act upon the arch
;
then V

l
o and (41) becomes

g(i6S)

If x = -, then Mx = o; hence

and

From -(63),

pl w4 = o

Substituting the value of J/x and solving for ^ t , we have,
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Value of F, for a Single Horizontal Load.

This case will be treated in a manner similar to that em

ployed for vertical loads. From "(156),

From (41), for two equal and symmetrical loads,

But

hence

Mx = If- ^y - Q(f- b) + 2Q(y -b). g(i 77)

The vertical displacement due to two equal and symmetrical

loads is

-b) f'^+ Q f\y-^
c/0 * /0 X

For a single load,

X = HJ - Hj - Q(f-b)+ Q(y-b) - V
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But H, =

hence

and

OX

Equating the two values of -^
a/ and solving for F, ,

we
obtain

which reduces to

6 210-
o J\,

which holds good for all loads on the left of the crown.
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Values ofMl
and M^ for a Single Horizontal Load.

From (41),

M, = -
V,x + Hj -

Q(y
-

b\ . . (185)

and from (49),

Temperature.

Assuming that Al = o, and that the hinge at the crown

remains midway between the supports, we have, from ^(60),

- IfM^ + tf f'dx = o. . .

Zit/0 Ux e/O

From (41),

but for x = ,
Mx = o, and hence

M, = HJ, . . ..... ^(189)

Therefore

Mx = HJ- H,y. .... ^(190)

Substituting this value of Mx in ^"(187) and solving for H, ,

The above equations are perfectly general, and in their

integral form can be applied to any symmetrical arch which

has a regular curve for an axis. In the summation form the

equations apply in the case of any symmetrical arch.
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If the axis is parabolic in form and EB cos = A = a con-

stant, our equations become quite simple.

SYMMETRICAL PARABOLIC ARCH WITH A HINGE AT THE
CROWN AND B COS = A CONSTANT.

(a) Single Vertical Load.

P f\x
- a^ydx

- f ^P(x - d)ydx

fdx-f ydx
t0

where

^P(x - d]ydx = C
l

P(x
-

a^ydx + ?P(x - a^ydx.
/<!! t/,

Substituting the value of y and integrating,

-
k)> for k =

J.

From -(164),

(I- a] fixdx - C*(x- a]xdx - ftx*dx
* i/O t/i t/O

'dx
2t/o t/o

or

,

- pxdx - Fx'
2t/o t/o

F =
_ _
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and

(fr) Single Horizontal Load.

From -(172),

or

/f, = <2(i
- 20/^

8 + 4o - i6y^
6

)..... ^(200)

From -(184),

2 JQ

or

-
6*0(2, ......... ^(202)

AT, = - F;* + /r, j-
- C(> - *)..... ^203)

and

M, = M,+ V,!-Qt......... ^204)

(c) Temperature.

From ^-(191),

Aefl
(205)
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or

1
" (206)

Given the values ofHl
and V

l for a?iy vertical load on the

left of the crown, to determine M^ , J/, , F2 , and //, for this

load, and also for an equal and symmetrically placed load on the

right of the crown.

Our formulas have been deduced for loads on the left of

the crown, but they are sufficient for the complete determina-

tion of all the outer forces for any load. In fact we need only
the values of H. and V

l
if graphics be employed.

FIG. 40.

In Fig. 40, let P be any load on the left of the crown.

Hake ab = P, ac = Fj ,
and dc = H

l ;
then ad = R

l
and

ae = R*.

Through O draw aOe parallel to ae. From a, where this

line cuts P9
draw ad parallel to ad. Then we have the true

equilibrium polygon for the load P, from which all the outer

forces can be readily obtained.

Since the arch is symmetrical, evidently the values of H^ ,

Fj, MJt etc., for the equal and symmetrically placed load P'

are equal to the values of //, , V^ , M9 , etc., for the load P.

The fields of loading which cause like stresses can be found

in a manner similar to that given on page 25 for arches having
two hinges.
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THE THREE-HINGED ARCH.
'

The three-hinged arch as usually constructed is symmetri-

cal, and has a hinge at each support and one at the crown.

The introduction of the third hinge materially simplifies the

determination of Hl
and H^ ;

in fact the problem is practically

one of graphic statics in its simplest form.

*.J M Lrf
r Lil r 1 i. vl

V v . T"*!

-r

FIG. 41.

In Fig. 41 let ABC be any arch having three hinges, and let

A) Bt
and C be the location of the hinges ; then, evidently,

there can be no bending-moments at A, B, or C, and the reac-

tion R
l
will pass through A and R^ through C. For a single

vertical load on the left of B the reaction R^ must also pass

through B, since there can be no moment at this point. The
determination of H

l , V^ , H^ ,
and F2

now becomes quite sim-

ple, as follows :

Draw BC through B and C until it cuts P in D, and then

draw DA through A. By simple resolution of the forces meet-

ing in D the values of Jfl9 F, , etc., are readily found.

The same results can be obtained by applying the following
formulas :

From Fig. 41,

tan /?,
= 2-; (207)

= (/-*) tan A = 2(1
-

^(208)
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V, = P(l -k\

From (50), by transposition,

H, = '

/ ,

Jo

^(209)

(210)

or

2f'

The stresses in the various members of the arch can now
be found by the ordinary methods.

The determination of the fields of loading which produce
the maximum stresses has been fully explained on page 25 et

seq.

The treatment of horizontal loads differs but little from that

outlined above.

FIG. 42.

Fig. 42 clearly shows the method for locating l?
l
and R^.

V
l
= Q- and acts upward or downward as Q acts towards

the rigkt or the 4ft respectively.

tan ? =

.
= /-* tanJV=(2/-

(213)

(214)
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From Fig. 42,

#,=-y*.= <2^(2/-*).
. g(21S)

As the Q loads are almost without exception due to the

action of wind and are treated as static loads, the best way to

obtain the stresses in the various members of the rib is to

determine the resultant values of H
l
and V

l
and then treat

the problem graphically.



CHAPTER VI.

COMPARISON OF FOUR TYPES OF ARCHES.

WE will take four types of the parabolic arch having

E& cos a constant and show graphically the relations

between the values of the outer forces for the different types.

Let Type i = arch with no hinges;
" 2 = " " one hinge ;

"
3 = " " two hinges;

"
4 =i " " three hinges,

(a) VERTICAL LOADS.

Comparison ofHr

The formulas* are :

T

* See pages 29, 139, 20, and 143, respectively.
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These values are represented graphically in Fig. 43, from

which we see that the 2 type differs quite considerably from

the others, particularly for loads near the crown and those near

the springing.

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

^
0̂.1 0.3 0.4 0.5

VALUES OF

COMPARISON
THE

0.6

VALUES OF H

0.7 0.8

OF

0.9 1.

FIG. 43

Comparison of Vr

Formulas.* Type l. ^ =
(i
-

V)' (i + 2/5);

* See pages 30, 139, 21, and 143, respectively.
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These values are represented graphically in Fig. 44.

FIG. 44.

The equation for intermediate vertical shear is

VX =V,- 2P or Vx = KP.

We give below the values of Vx for the arch without hinges
and that with a hinge at each support. The span is divided

into twenty equal divisions, and the load P assumed to occupy
each point of division. The values of Vx are given for each

division.

These tables and those given later for maximum bending-
moments are principally useful in preliminary computations
unless is assumed to vary as the secant of 0, when of course

they very materially decrease the labor of calculation.
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Division Q
Number.
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Comparison of the Maximum Values ofMx.

In each of the four types of arches which we are consider-

ing, if the values of Miy Ft ,
and H

l
be substituted in (41), we

find that

M P(K\(7\L"J- X \J.\. y\" J)2

where K depends upon k ==
j and Z upon z =

j, showing that

for parabolic arches the value of Mx varies with the span alone

for given values of k and z. Then we may write

If the values ofJ be computed for each load for every value

of x and tabulated, the maximum values of Mx are readily

found by taking the sum of the values of J having like signs.

We give below the values of J for types i and 3 which

are most common in practice.

It will be noticed that the positive and negative moments
are approximately equal, although the arch is divided into but

twenty equal divisions. For a uniform horizontal load cover-

ing the entire structure the positive and negative moments
would be equal, since the equilibrium polygon would be a pa-

rabola coinciding with the axis of the rib.

In Fig. 45
*

is shown relatively the maximum values of Mx

for the four types.

It appears from this diagram that type i has moments
which vary more nearly according to the variation of the sec-

tion of the rib than either of the others.

The second type has very large moments near the springing,

which rapidly decrease until about the quarter-point, and then

* This diagram is from a note by M. Souleyre: "Note sur 1'emploi de

quatre types d'arcs dans les Fonts, Viaducts et Fermes Metalliques de

grande portee." Annales des Fonts et Chaussees, mai, 1896.
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after increasing slightly, decrease rapidly, becoming zero at the

crown.

A crescent-shaped rib corresponds more nearly with the

variation of the maximum moments in the third type.

l.r,

1
1.5

11.4

1.1

L06

LX

COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM MOMENTS
DUE

[ro
A UNIFO'RM MOVING LOAD OF

to PER LINEAR

0.06 0.10 0.

\

TYPE 4

YPE

JNIT OF TH

0.20 0^5
VALUES

ESPANZ

0.35 0.40 0.45 O.o

FIG. 45.

As the formulas of the fourth type do not depend upon the

values of 6. the rib can be designed to correspond with the

variation in the moments.

Thus far we have considered only the live or moving load

effects.
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SYMMETRICAL PARABOLIC ARCH WITHOUT HINGES.*

PIMx = y values of Jo.

Point
of

Divi-
sion.
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The dead load is very nearly a uniform horizontally distrib-

uted load, and hence the moments due to this load are prac-

tically zero in the four types.

If in the i and 2 types the dead-load stresses are com-

puted as if the ribs were hinged at the springing and then built

with hinges at the springing, when the falseworks are removed

the rib will settle inlo position and the dead-load stresses will

be practically those computed.
From Fig. 45 we see that the live-load flange-stresses are a

minimum for the i type, or the arch without hinges. A rib con-

structed with pins at the springing is very easily made into a

rib with fixed ends by arranging the details so that the flanges

may be rigidly connected with the piers or abutments after

the falseworks are removed.

This method is followed by French and German engineers
in many cases, especially for masonry arches and metal arches

with solid webs.

The arch without hinges, or type i, appears to be the most

economical of the four for the dead and live loads.

There remains to be considered the effect of temperature.

Comparison of Temperature Effects.

Type i. H, = -^-^Aet
Q

. M
l
= H$f.

2. H^Aet*. M,=HJ.

. 3. H, =
$sAtf.

M, = o.

4. H,=o. M, = o.

Hence for

Type i '. M,= Hftf -y) = ,Aei(4f- 6y).
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Type 2. Mx = HJJ - y) =

From which we see that the effect of temperature is great-

est in the i type and least in the 4 type; also that the effect

in the 2 type is greater than that in the 3 type.

For structures carrying moving loads the second and fourth

types are not desirable on account of vertical vibration of the

MAXIMUM MOMENTS
DUE TO THE WIND
BLOWING AGAINST
ONE SIDE OF THE
ARCH WITH A FORCE
OFpPER UNIT OF
THE RISE/

0.1 02 03
VALUES OFfc

FIG. 46.
j

f

structure, leaving the first and third types to be selected from.

Complete calculations show that for large structures the first

type is more economical as well as mor? rigid, and practice proves
this type well adapted to the work required for a railway

bridge.
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(b) HORIZONTAL LOADS.

Horizontal loads, being usually due to wind, may be consid-

ered as a dead load, covering the arch on one side from the

crown to the springing.

For a uniform load/ per unit of height of the arch,* Fig.

46 shows the relative values of max Mx for the four types,

Here we see that the first type more nearly agrees with the

variation of 6 in the variation of the moments, so that the

conclusion drawn above remains unchanged for structures

carrying a moving load. In case there is no moving load, as

in roof-trusses, the fourth type appears to be most economi-

cal. This type is almost always employed by American

engineers for large roof-trusses.

Comparison of Types i, 3, and 4 designedfor a Single-track

Railway Bridge having a Span of 416 Feet.\

To more clearly show the relation between the three types

1, 3, and 4, a comparison of the maximum stresses in the

individual members of a trussed parabolic arch rib are shown
in Figs. 47, 48, 49, and 50.

The diagrams show the maximum stresses due to dead

load, live load, wind, and changes in temperature.

Figs. 47 and 48 clearly indicate the superiority of the arch

without hinges for economy in the flanges.

Figs. 49 and 50 show that there is little choice between the

types as far as the web is concerned, there being a remarkably
close agreement between the stresses for the three types.

The principal data employed are as follows (see Fig. 51) :

Span 416' o"

Rise 67' o"

*See note under Fig. 45.

f The computations for this comparison were made by Messrs. Crockwell>

Wiggins, and Shaneberger in connection with their theses__fo_r__gjraduatioa
from the Rose Polytechnic Institute.

^? c'*~ OF THE

UNIVERSITY
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Batter of arch planes . . . i in 3

Depth of rib at crown 6' o"
" " " skewbacks 10' o"

Moving load per lineal foot ot span 4000 Ibs.

Dead " " " " "
superstructure 1500

"

" "arch 1000"'
Wind " " " " "

span (live) 300
"

" " " " "
(dead) 600 "

Range of temperature 80 F.

FIG. 51.

Relative Weights of Steel in One Arch Rib, including Gusset-

, plates. Rivets, etc.

Type i, without hinges i.oo
"

3,two "
i.2i

"
4, three "

1.30



CHAPTER VII.

APPLICATIONS.

IN the preceding pages we have deduced formulas for deter-

mining the various reactions and moments which result from the

application of vertical and horizontal forces to the linear elastic

arch, that is, we have assumed that the forces were applied

upon the central line or neutral axis of the arch rib. In practice

this evidently is not always the case, especially where a super-

structure is supported by arch ribs having considerable depth.
The weight of the arch rib alone may without serious error

be assumed as applied to the centre line or neutral axis.

Vertical Loads. Vertical forces due to the superstructure

and moving loads may be assumed to act where they intersect

the neutral axis in flat ribs and in trussed ribs where one

system of the web bracing is vertical* The same assumption

may be made for plate-girder ribs, as they are either very shal-

low, as in bridges of short spans, or the forces due to the

superstructure are applied to the rib quite close together.
For the condition where a vertical force does not intersect

the neutral axis of the rib, as in the case of a large semicircular

rib near the supports, the following method

may be employed. In Fig. 52 let P be a

vertical force applied at B which does not

intersect the neutral axis. At the centre

of the strut BD place the two equal and

opposite forces P\ then we have for the

equivalent of the force P applied at B
the force P applied at C and the couple Pd.

FIG. 52.
The reactions can now be found by apply-

ing the formula for a vertical load and that for a couple. In

passing we may say that this method is general and can be ap-
* See Fig. 51.

159
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plied for any load whether its direction intersects the neutral

axis or not.

Horizontal Loads. Horizontal forces in the plane of the

arch-rib seldom occur in practice, excepting in the case where

the arch is employed for supporting a large roof. In this case

the horizontal force is the horizontal component of the wind

load.

If the stresses due to the wind are small in comparison with

those caused by the total dead weight of the structure, the

wind forces may be assumed to act upon the neutral axis where

the normal components intersect it in the determination of re-

actions, etc. If greater accuracy is desired, then the force

may be replaced by an equal force and a couple, as explained
above for vertical forces.

Wind Loads. We have just explained how to consider

wind loads in the plane of the arch. There remains to be

discussed the action of the wind against the arch and super-

structure perpendicular to their plane.

The superstructure is usually composed of a roadway sup-

ported by columns or towers according to the magnitude and

design of the structure.

The action of the wind against the roadway creates a hori-

zontal reaction at the top of each post or tower. This reaction

is transmitted to the arch-rib in the form of an equal horizontal

force at the foot of the column or tower, and a couple which

is equivalent to a vertical force acting upward on the wind side

of the structure and an equal vertical force acting downward
on the opposite side as illustrated in Fig. 53. The vertical

forces are treated as explained above.

The horizontal force with that due to

the direct action of the wind against the

rib must be considered differently. The
actual action of these forces is very com-

plex unless we make the assumption that

the arch-ribs act as the chords of a canti-
*

levered beam having a length equal to

one naif the length of the axis of the

arch. Under this assumption the lateral systems may be
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developed and the stresses in the different members found by
ordinary methods. Although this method is not correct, yet

its simplicity and probable safety commend its use.

Maximum Stresses. We have explained in Chapter II the

methods for selecting those forces which cause the maximum
shears and moments at any point. Another method may be

employed which has many features in its favor. The values

of the reactions, etc., may be found for each load, and then

the stresses in each member of the rib due to each individual

load. These stresses being tabulated, the maximum positive

and negative stresses are readily determined by simple addi-

tion. This method is long, but has the advantage of being
free from errors, and if each load is taken as unity, the stresses

obtained for the individual loads will be coefficients which can

be applied to any load. The latter feature is of considerable im-

portance, as very often the magnitudes of the loads are changed
before the final computation is made. In very large structures

where the moving load is small in comparison with the dead

load it is customary to make but two computations for the mov-

ing load : one for the moving load covering the entire structure,

and a second for the load covering one half of the span.

Character of Reactions. In the hinged or fixed arch the

vertical reactions (F, and F2) always act upward'when the verti-

cal forces which are applied to the arch act downward, and the

horizontal reactions (Hl
and //,) act from the supports towards

the centre of the span. In case the vertical forces act upward,

F, and Fa act downward and //, and H^ act away from the

centre of the span.
In the case of

Jiorjzpntal lds,jrtheload acts from the >^^
towards the wgfct, F, acts Z4gs&a&ar\d Fa acts d<ww&a#d.

Both of the horizontal reactions act from the J*ft

the

Co-ordinates yw x^ / #,, y^ xf

Vertical Loads. The ordinatejj/ is always measured upward
from the long chord of the arch.

The ordinate j\ is always measured upward at the left
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support for loads on the right of the crown. For loads adja-

cent to the left support y^ is measured downward. y l
is zero

for a load near a point which is four tenths the span from the

left support, this distance varying with different arches.

The abscissa x
l
is measured to the left of the left support

when
jj/,

is measured upward, and to the tight when y l
is meas-

ured downward.

x^ and y l
are zero when the arch has a hinge at the left sup-

port.
The directions of ;r

2
and J2 are easily determined from what

has been said concerning x l and^,.
Horizontal Loads. x is always measured towards the right

from the left support for loads on the left of the crown.

y l
and j/a are always measured upward at the left and right

support respectively.

x^ is always measured to the left of the left support, and

x^ to the right of the right support.

Bending Moments at the Supports. For arches with hinges
at the supports Ml

and M
9
are zero.

When yl
is zero M

l
is also zero. When the extremity of y l

lies between the flanges of the arch-rib both flanges have the

same kind of stress
;
for vertical loads acting downward this

stress is compression.
When the extremity of yl

lies above the rib the upper flange

is in compression and the lower in tension for vertical loads act-

ing downward^ or M^ is positive. When y l
is measured down-

ward M
l

is negative and the upper flange is in tension and the

lower in compression unless the extremity of y l
falls between

the flanges, when both are in compression for vertical loads

acting downward.

To illustrate the application of our formulas we will now
solve various examples in detail.

i. Given a parabolic arch, with a hinge at each support,

having a span of 100 and a rise of 25, determine H
l
for a load

P placed at a distance 25 from the left support.

Here / = 100, /=2g, and ^ = 0.25.
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0L, ^
From (6L4) we have

The vertical reaction V
l
is found from (65), or

From (66a) we have

y. = 25(1.3474) = 33-68.

In a like manner the values of fflt Vlt and y can be found

for any other vertical load.

The method employed above was the common method

neglecting the effect of the axial stress. Although this is of

little consequence in this case (see Appendix C), we will, how-

ever, give the solution which includes the axial stress.

For this we need the values of

m = (the radius of gyration)
8

, / = parameter = , and .

Let m be assumed = 4 (an average value).

p = 50 and = 0.7854.

Then, from (74),

H = 15 I 8 X ioo(25)
a

8 X 100(25)* 4- 30 X 4 X 50 X 0.7854! 15

- -*$Ts3>
p l

-*>}>

or

H, = 0.0000297 J33333, - 20oPk(\ -
k)\,

which is general for this particular arch.
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Substituting the values of
1},

and k, we have

H, = 0.000297118559.8
-

37-5! = 0.550^.

From the approximate equation (75),

HI 0.5568(0.9885) = o.55oP,

the difference in results being in the fourth decimal place.

The value of V
x
remains unaffected by the axial stress.

From (76),

* =
TT?

= SH =^
.

By the common method y = 33-68, which is but 0.41 less

than obtained above.

In a similar manner any other vertical load may be treated.

2. Let a horizontal load Q be applied in place of the ver-

tical load P. Then, by the common method from (77) or (770),

H, = 0.57422.

Note that the values of H
l
are given by Table III when

Q = unity.

From (7&a),

V,=4X 0.25 X 0.18752 = 0.18750.

From (79),

* =:o.5742/= 5742.

If the axial stress is included in our calculation's we have

to apply (83), which contains the factor -. But

O.OOOO297 ;
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= 0.0000297 ^- = 0.4949 ;

mp(a + ) _ 4 X 50(0.463+0.785)
z? z?
JL? O

Hence

//, = 0.4949)2(0.5742)12 + 0.00746? = 0.57572,

which is but a very small amount larger than the result found

by the common method.

V
l
= 0.18752, as before.

From (85),

-)= 57-57.

3. In place of the loads P and Q, suppose the arch-rib

constructed of metal having a modulus of elasticity E =
28,000,000, and let the temperature rise 50. What will be the

value of H
l

if the coefficient of expansion of the metal is

0.0000055?
From (86),

If 6 is taken at the crown, cos = I.

Let = 4 ;
then

H, = 92.4.

From (87), which includes the axial stress,

,. 168000000000 ,H. -(0.0000055)50 = 91.53.1

500000 + 47i2
v

Since a rise in temperature tends to lengthen the arch rib,
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the span will tend to increase, hence H
l
must act from left

towards the right.

4. Let the arch be assumed parabolic in shape and fixed at

the ends. Let a load P be applied at the quarter-point and

determine the reactions, etc.

The following data will be used :

/ = 100, /= 25, = 0.7854, == 0.463.

For the value of //, we have, from (91) or (910),

H* ='W(o-350^= 0.5265^.

From (92) or (920) we have

M
l
= 14P- (

- o.io$4)P= - $.

From (93) or (930),

V, = 0.8437^-

From (92) or (920),

M9
= i$*( + 0.0820) /> -

From (93) or (930), letting k = i - k = 0.75,

From (94),

yo |25 = 30, measured up.

From (95),

y i
= 0.4(25) = 10, measured down.

From (96),

y> = +0-3 1 "(2 5) = + 7-777, measured up.
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From (97) or (970),

x, = -^( 0.62 5)
= -(-6.2 5, measured to the right.

From (98) or (980),

*a
= Y/ (

2 -62 5)
= 26.25, measured to the right.

A good check upon the above work is to lay off the ordi

nates and see if the two reaction lines meet on the load line P
as indicated in the figure below.

Thus far the formulas of the common method have been

employed. We will now consider the effect of the axial stress.

For this case we apply (101) to obtain the value of//,,

letting m 4 and/ = 50. From (102),

15 X ioo X 25

4 X ioo X 625 + 90 X 4 X 50 X 0.7854
= 0.1419;

3 X ioo X 4 =

Then

2/O+ 2/) 50(100)

= 0.1419(100(0.0351) 0.24(0.1875)*

or

HI = 0.491 P.

By the approximate formula (103),

H, = 0.935(0.5265)^ = o.492/>.
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For the bending-moment J/a we employ (107), in which there
are several coefficients which are constant for this arch. We
will first compute these:

SD f

Y/-/+
~ D = 39-6i

-
25.0 +0.37 = 14.98.

\rnlD
-7\
= 0- 2 377.

..

= 0.7854. a = 0.463,

Then, from (107)

^(0.4805) = ^{14.98}
-

99.025/^(1

+ 0.2377/^(1 k)k
-

0.6^0.7854(2^
-

i) + 0.4631.

In the case we are considering Hl
= 0.49iP and k 0.25

Making the proper substitutions, we have

J/2(o.48o5) = + 7.355^ - 22.053^

+ 16.405^

+ 0.044^- 0.043^

or
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To determine the value of M, we substitute i k for k in

the above formula, or

^(0.4805) = + 7-355^ 22.o53/>

+ n.7i5^

+ 0.044/
5

0.043P

or

,

0.4805

As a check we will apply (112) to this case
;
then

*
= - 3-555^ +19-

22.270^+ 0.185^

or

M. = - 5-953^

(6.n6 5.953)^ = O.i6P, or an error of about 2$, caused by

neglecting decimals.

From (113),

V, = Ttrl3-555^
~ (- 6^^ + 7$P\

or

F, = 0.8467^,

which differs but 0.003^ from the value obtained by the com-

mon method.

From (51),

or

/ 6.116 = 12.46, measured downward,
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and

^
= ' =

-f- 7.24, measured upward.
0.491

From (54),

y \ PL n fi % -

Therefore

6.116

and

"

0.8467

3-555
5

i 0.8467

From (50),

T~ = 7<2 > measured to the right,

= 23.2, measured to the right.

M,+ V,a _ 6.ii6 + 2i.T8

H, 0.491
= 30.6.

To show the effect of the axial stress upon each of the

quantities we will tabulate our results :

COMPARISON OF RESULTS.

Function.
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5. Let the vertical load be replaced by a horizontal load

acting from left to right.

For the value of //", by the common method we have, from

(1 15) or (i 16),

H
l
= 0.6329(2 acting towards the left.

From (117) or (118),

M
l
= 25(0.2109)0 = 5.272(2.

Now since Q acts towards the right, Ml
will be negative.

From (119) or (120),

MI = 25(0.1171)2 = 2.927^.

Since Q acts towards the right and our formula was deduced

for Q acting towards the left, J/9
will be positive.

From (121) or (1210),

V, = 1 2-^(0.0351)0= 0.10530, acting downward
;

V^ = 0.10530, acting upward.

From (123) or (123*2),

y l

= 25(0.3332) = 8.33, measured upward.

From (124) or (1240),

jya
= 25(0.3189) = 7.97, measured upward.

From (125) or (1250),

x
x

= 100(0.5) = 50, measured to the left.

From (126) or (1260),

x^ = 100(0.2778) = 27.78, measured to the right.
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From (127) or (127^),

100= 1.25 = 62.5, measured to the right.

Note that for horizontal loads x
l
and x^ are always meas-

ured outward and y l
and y^ upward, without regard to the di-

rection of Q.

We will now consider the effect of the axial stress.

The value of //, is given by (128) or (130), which contain

several constants, which we will compute first.

C = 0.1419, (a+ )
= 1.248,

2jj-
= 0.24.

Then, from (130),

H, = o.i4i9{6f<24, + 0.24(1.248)2}

or

H, = 0.1419)4.219 + 0.299(2 = 0.641 1 Q.

The value of M^ is given by (132).

D = 0.99025.

Then (132) becomes

^(0.4805) = 14.98^ - 0.1715^(1 - k)

-
0.2982
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or

^,(0.4805)
= + 9.6042

- 0.0322

+ 12.0122 22.744^

-
0.2982;

hence

As in the common method,Mt
is positive, since Q acts from

left to right.

By making k equal I k and substituting 7/a
for // the

value of M, becomes

^,(0.4805) = + 5-37^2
- 0.0322

+ 8.88/2- 16.8652

-
0.298 Q.

Therefore

From (137),

F, =-^ {
3-03 + 6.122- 18.75

|
2

or

J7 = 0.09602.

From (51),

6.122

and

- = Q.$, measured upward,
0.6411

^
-.^'-- = 8.4, measured upward.
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From (54),

x
l
= ^ 63.8, measured to the left,

0.09^}

and

x~ = ~. =31.6, measured to the right.
0.096

From (58),

1196.2 606. i -

XH = - = 62.1, measured to the right.

6. For temperature stresses let the arch be of metal, having
a modulus of elasticity E = 28,000,000 and a coefficient of

expansion e = 0.0000055. Assume the temperature to rise 50.
From (140), neglecting the effect of the axial stress we have

_ cos
'

Let cos = 4; then

# = 554-4-

From (144),

M, = M, =

From (145),

If the effect of the axial stress is included, we have, from

(139),

H, = 0.1419(3 X E0 cos 0rf)/= 525.

From (141),

^(0.4805) =
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Now Aet = 28000000 X 4 X 50 X 0.0000055

or Aef = 30800.

Therefore

From (51),

, 525

7. Let the arch be loaded from the left support to the

crown with a uniform horizontally distributed load
;

then
" = o and # = 0.5.

From (147),

= - - + =*>-(

ii()[-?
From (148),

From (149),

From (150),

The location of the point where the true equilibrium

polygon starts can be found from (51).
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y - - = 6.2, measured downward *

2 5

1562
jj/a
= = 6.2, measured upward.

8. What will be the vertical deflection of the arch at the

crown when there are two equal and symmetrical loads placed

at the quarter points?

Let E 28000000 and cos = 4;

P= 50.

Since the arch is fixed at the ends, J0 = o; then/(84),

page 55, becomes, making x = //2,

(We have neglected the effect of the axial stress.)

r
r = 0.0000037 about.

= -
i 5 .8i/> + V~ = +42.185^

+ 12.30^ +

+50000^

- 19-74^

- 39-48P

I V
a)=-6.
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Therefore

dy = 0.0000037(0.76)2'= O.OOOOO28<2.

Suppose Q = 30000, then dy = 0.084 J and if our span is

measured in feet

6y = 1.008 inches.

The sign being positive indicates that the crown rises

under the action of these two loads placed at the quarter

points.

Thus far we have considered only parabolic arches. We
will now solve a few similar problems for a circular arch having
a span of loo and a rise of 25. The following data will be

employed :

/= 100, /= 25, R= 62.5,

a

k' = 37-5, 0o = 53 7f' =
~pf

- 0.00102,

= 25, " = 23 35'.

9. Determine //,', F, , etc., by the common method, as-

suming the arch to have a hinge at each support. Vertical

load P.

From

In order to use Table XVII we must determine the values

. 20 . a
of - - and .

7t <p

2<Po a
-^

= 0.590, =0.443-

Entering Table XVII with these values, we have by inter-
A

polation = 0.570. Hence

H, = O.S70P.
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From (161),

V, = 0.750^.

From (163),

From (164),

* = <w- ^^7 p

or

O.OOI02. . ^i-^^^(-64-o-i6)

.

1 +0.00925

J7 =0.75 P, as before.

From (50),

From the approximate equation, H, = ^,(1 e), as ex-

plained in Appendix C, the value of H, becomes

H, = 0.57(0.9885)^ = 0.5634^,

no change in the figures occurring until the fourth decimal is

reached.

10. Let the vertical local P be replaced by a horizontal

load Q acting towards the left. Then we have to employ for-

mula (172), if the axial stress is neglected.

a sin a cos a = ft lt
= 0.04491 ;

s in a a cos a = AA^ = 0.02288
;

2 cos = 1.2;

-
3 sin cos + 20 cos

2 = J
18 =0.155.
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Then

, Q.Q449 1

'

1.2(0.02288) )

0.155
H - n T

,'"^
J

or

^=0.5 562 Q.

From (176),

V, = V, = Q
1^- = 0.18750.

From (178),

x = sin
| 1.1125}^

or

x
o
= 0.799 {1.1125 [62.5 = 55-55> measured to the right.

From (177),

*. = j*= 55.62.
i

The difference in these values is due to the omission of

decimal figures.

If the axial stress is not neglected the operation becomes

considerably longer. The formula to be employed is (180) or

(181).

All but two of the terms in (180) have been evaluated

above.

0o + sin 0o cos 0o = ^
19
= 1.4073,

or-j_ sin a cos a= 4
J9
= 0.7782.

Then
( o.i 55+ 0.0449-0.01745 \

ff
l Q ) + 0.00102(1.4073+0.7782) v

( 0.310 + 0.00204(1.4073) )

or

H, = o.558(2.
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As before,

1^ = 0.18750.

Then, from (183),
'

11. Let the arch be fixed at the ends, and let a load

placed at the quarter-point on the left of the crown
;
then by

the common method ff
l
will be found from (192).

The following quantities will be required :

2 sin 0o = i .60,

cos a-\- a sin a= A^ = 1.081 1,

sin [2 cos 0o + 0o sin ]
= J

3I
= i.5535

o _|_ sin cos 2 sina = ^
ao
= 0.0250.

Hence

PC 1.60(1.0811)
-

1.5535
~

0.931(0-16) )

H*"~ 2 \ 0.025 )

or

H, = 0.546^.

The value of ^ is given by (196), in which the following

terms appear :

20 = 1.862, sin a = 0400, cos <x= 0.9164, sin = 0.800,

cos 0o = 0.600.

0o + sin cos 0o = 4
19
= 1.40/3'

+ sin 0o cos = ft 19
= 0.4474,

cos+ sin a = A^ = 1.081 1,

cos 0o + 0o sin 0o = ^
52 i.3407f

sin 0o cos 0o = JJ
I9
= .2437.

Then

j 0.4(0.93 i)[(o.9i64)(o.8)
-

1.4073] + (0.41X0.931X0.8)
-

1.3407] },
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which reduces to

. M
t
= +8.93iP- 75

or

= -
3.856^.

We see from this problem that the solutions of the formulas

for the fixed circular arch are considerably longer than those

for the parabolic arch, even with the aid of the Tables.

In practice it will be found that if //, ,
M

l , etc., are deter-

mined for loads placed so that a will be in even degrees, and

then the values of H
l
and J/, interpolated from a diagram,

much time will be saved. This method also is less liable to

have errors in individual terms.



CHAPTER VIII.

APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL SUMMATION FORMU-
LAS TO ARCHES HAVING A HINGE AT EACH SUP-
PORT.

WE have selected an arch over the Douro in Portugal to

illustrate the application of the summation formulas, as the

form of the rib is such that none of the common formulas can

be applied. The rib is crescent-shaped, with 6 = 4.6 at the

crown and 0.2 near the hinges.

The data are taken from Me'moires et Compte Rendu des Tra-

vaux de la Socie'te' des Inge'nieurs Civils (Sept. and Oct. 1878),

Memoire par T. Seyrig.

The superstructure is supported symmetrically at points^,

JB, C, D, E, etc., located on the rib as shown in Fig. 54.

D E

-80;00

All dimensions in meters

FIG. 54.

The linear arch used in the computations lies midway
between the flanges of the arch rib, and is divided into twenty-

182
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two sections as indicated in Fig. 55. The coordinates of the

points of division are given in the .following table of data.

, 8 9 10 11 E

J

FIG. 55.
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The term containing Fx in the numerator is very small and

can be neglected without serious error.

Ax cos = As approximately. Then we have

TT _fl
|

'

As

Since the first term of the numerator and the entire denom-

inator are constant for this case, we may place them at once.

Denominator =_ 2(25642.71 -\~ 389.20)
= 52064;

7T = 34066.54.

Therefore

H,
^^

v* As
34066.54 - 2(x a)y -5-

a "x

52064
-p.

There remains then but one term to compute as the position

of the load changes.

Following are the necessary computations for determining
the values of H

l
for loads at A, B, C, D, and E respectively :

Load at A.

a = 25.25, = 0.157.

Point.
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We have, substituting the several values given above,

H = ^34066.54
- 14731-80 __ i9334-74p

52064 52064
or

or

or

Load at B.

a = 54.00.

[
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Load at D.

a = 74.8.
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The differences in column (3) are very small and unim-

portant.
To show the error in applying the common formula to

arches where the moments of inertia do not vary according to

the law making B cos <p = a constant, columns (4) and (5) have

been computed, from which it is seen that an error of about

sixteen per cent would be made in applying formula (91), page

29, to this particular arch.

The following tables give the loading which was assumed

in designing the arch, the unit being 1000 kilograms :

1. MOVING LOAD COVERING THE ENTIRE ROADWAY.

Load
at
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FIG. 56.
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The stresses in the various pieces composing the arch can

now be found either by computation or by graphics.

The stress diagram for a load over all is shown in Fig. 56.

From this example we see that arches having a variable

moment of inertia, not following the law #cos = a constant,

can be treated with but very little labor. Most of the compu-
tations can be made with the slide-rule, and furthermore the

computer need not be familiar with the theory at all, merely

deducing certain quantities mechanically, these quantities to

be used by the person who is responsible for the designing of

the structure.

The effect of the axial stress can be readily seen, since,

approximately, it occurs only in the denominator. In our

example the axial stress term = 778.4. Then the denominator,

neglecting the axial stress, amounts to 52,064 778 = 51,286,
and the results obtained by using this denominator correspond
to those obtained by the common method if the effect of the

variable 8 could be considered.

The relative error made in omitting the axial stress term is

TT!T^ = 0.015, or 1.5 per cent, an error of no practical im-

portance.
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APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL SUMMATION FORMULAS
TO ARCHES WITHOUT HINGES.

IN order to illustrate the application of our formulas and

to show to what degree of accuracy they lead, we will compute
the values of H

l ,
M

l , etc., for a parabolic arch having mo-

ments of inertia varying according to the law cos <p = a con-

stant, by the summation method and by the formulas demon-

strated in Chapter III.

DATA.

Span = / = 190 ;
Rise = / 25 ;

Load = a concentration P or Q unity at points designated.

VERTICAL LOADS. (P = unity).

(a) Determination of H^ by Summation.

15 25 35" 45 5o"~65~~75""85~95

Values of x

FIG. 57.

Let the semi-arch be divided into ten parts as shown in the

figure, and the quantities shown in the tables determined.

b = 4k(i k)f and tan =
jr(%l %)

IQO
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The moments of inertia are determined for the section at

the middle points of As or points having the abscissas x. Only
the relative values need be determined now, as we propose to

neglect the effect of the axial stress.

DATA.

Point.
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Ox

o 0,

H, =

where K* V,x
-

*2P(x
-

a) or for the left half of the arch,

K' = Px - P(x -*a)"

But P = unity, and hence

x> a

K' = x - (x
-

a).

Then

t

and

We will first determine the constants in our expression for

The denominator becomes

9 _i58S_ 6 .

'IT
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and we have

K'As

TT
"\

13747

The following table contains the quantities to be substi-

tuted in this equation

PARTIAL SUMS.
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VALUES OF J7i FOR A LOAD UNITY AT-

Point.
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(c) Comparison of Results.

VALUES OF H\ FOR LOAD UNITY AT

Point.
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The following table contains all the constants entering the

above equation. Substituting these constants and the values

of K, we obtain an equation quite simple in its application.

CONSTANTS.

Point.
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Therefore
I (IXAS

We are now prepared to determine the value of M
1
for a

load at any of the points I to 10 inclusive.

The substitutions in the above formula are quite simple as

illustrated by the detailed deduction of M
l
for a load at point

6 (see table of Partial Sums).

PARTIAL SUMS.

Point.
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Hence
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M
l
= 272.928 280.648 7.720.

In like manner the values of M
l
for loads at any other

points are determined. We have tabulated below the values

obtained by this method.

Load at
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If our points had been taken closer together, the positive

and negative moments would have been practically equal for a

load over all.

The values of V can now be found from the formula

For a load at 6,

The values of y are determined from

(50), page .7-

?.

For a load at 6,

= -7.720+ o.798(55)_
I.2IO

10,

= 4.827+ 0.500(95) =
I.7I4

the correct value for all loads being in this particular case

|/= 1(25)
= 30, showing that the above values are sufficiently

exact for practical purposes.

FIG. 58.

Having the values of H
l , V^ ,

and y determined, the

magnitudes and directions of the resultants can be found as

follows, and then the stresses determined by the usual methods:
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Construct the centre line of the arch to any scale. For

any load as 6, make EN equal the corresponding value of y^
Make EF =

V, ,
DF = H, ,

and EG = P, and complete the

parallelogram of forces : then ED = R
1
and DG = EO = R^ ;

also, AH = x
l ,
AK = y l ,

LC = j/3 ,
and CM = x^.

HORIZONTAL LOADS. (Q = unity.)

From (232), page 48, introducing the constants already

found, and modifying the form, we have

where

13747

K' = (y
-

b}
x>a

or

13747

From the tables computed for vertical loads the partia
sums required above are readily found.

PARTIAL SUMS.

Point.
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To illustrate the application of the formula we will deter-

mine the value of //, for a load at point 7.

Load at 7,

b = 22.5

/+ [H938- 22.5(61 1)]\

V-i5.6[6n -22.5(25)]/
*'~

13747

= 2[1 190.5 -I 5.6(756.6)]
''

13747

Then

By Table XII, H, = * = 0.537.

The following table contains the values of H
l
as found by

two methods for loads at points I to 10 inclusive.

Point.
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C .
o.oooi6

M =
-

The partial sums required above are given on page 197.

As the application of this formula is precisely the same in

method as that for vertical loads, we will only illustrate its

application in a few cases.

Load at Point 10.

- 0.000:

'

,f _ ( 0.000l6|(28l735) = -
46.956,

| +0.021 1(2375) = + 501 IS!
or

^ = + 3.157-

By the use of Table XIII, M, = + 0.1250(25) = + 3.125.

Load at Point I .

-0.000.61
jo.

= 2.5.

984(30II5o)-
=

0.02,
:j

0-^(3.70 -3
2:
45

8

M _
~

0.000l6f(40306) = -
6.7177,

1+0.0211(423)= +8.9253.
Hence

M, = + 2.208.

By the use of Table XIII, Ml

= + 2.231.

The above results indicate a closer agreement in the two

methods than was found for vertical loads.

To determine M^ it is necessary to merely consider a as / a.

The method of procedure is now parallel with that outlined

for vertical loads.

Fig. 59 shows graphically the results obtained by the two

methods.
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The close agreement of the curves shows clearly that the

approximate method of summation is quite accurate enough
for practical purposes. This method requires considerable

more work, but it has the advantage of being approximately
correct for any form of arch and any values of 0, the circular or

elliptical arch requiring no more labor in calculating the values

of //,, Mlt etc., than the parabolic arch.



CHAPTER X.

THE ST. LOUIS ARCH.*

To further show the accuracy of the results obtained by
the use of the summation formulas we will compute the values

of '//",
and MJ for the well-known St. Louis or Eads Bridge,

using the data given in the History* of the bridge. The results

given by Prof. Woodward were computed with great care from

formulas deduced to fit the peculiarities of the arch-rib.

has but two values throughout the rib. For a distance

equal to one twelfth of the span from each support 6 has a

constant value, and between these two sections another value

which is uniform throughout that section
;
thus the use of the

formulas of Chapter IV is prohibited.

DATA.

Span = / = 519.2328 ft. Rise = f = 47.31 ft.

Radius = R = 736.0 ft. = 20 39' if'.92.

Area of each flange for T̂ -
the span at the ends = F = 67

sq. in.

Area of each flange in centre section F = 100.5 sc
l'

'

in >

Depth centre to centre of flanges = 12 ft.

Dead load = I ton per running foot horizontal.

Live " = 0.8 " " " " "

In applying our formulas the linear arch will be assumed to

lie midway between the flanges of the rib. We will divide this

linear arch into fifty-one divisions, as shown in the first table.

The co-ordinates x and y will be computed for the centre points

* See "A History of the St. Louis Bridge," by C. M. Woodward (St. Louis,

G. J. Jones & Co., 1881).

204
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of these divisions, and the moments of inertia taken at the same

points.

Since the areas of the flanges are 67 and 100.5 sc
l-

in -> and

the distance centre to centre of the flanges 12 ft. throughout,
the moments of inertia will be in the ratio of two to three. As
we propose to neglect the influence of the axial stress as was
done by the computers for the structure as built we need not

concern ourselves about the actual values of #, but use relative

values. The following data will be used throughout in the

computation of H
l
and M

l
:

TABLE OF CO-ORDINATES, ETC.

Point.
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0,

in which for a load P = unity__. . (222>

and

= fir
- rt ~ *w- (223)

We note that only the quantities enclosed in the parentheses
in (222) and (223) vary with a change in the location of the

load. We will first compute the terms which are constant.

!>
a = 156,868.7;

2-r- = 125.0.
"x

Combining these quantities and multiplying the product by
2, we have for the value of the denominator 43324.1.

<& As
**y~z- = 669,403.3

As
r = 16,863.4;
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125.0
= 32.88.

For our purpose it will not be necessary to compute Hl
for

a load at each point of division. We have selected points 2,

4,6, 10, 15, 20, 23, and 25.

The following tables show the method of procedure in the

determination of H
l
for each point designated.

FIRST TERM OF NUMERATOR.
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VALUE OF H\.

Load at Point
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For a uniform load of w per horizontal unit of span the

total value of //, will be twice the area included between the

above curve (extending from the support to the crown) and the

axis of abscissas multiplied by w.

Such a curve is shown in Fig. 60. The full line represents
the curve located by the above values of //.. The broken

line is located by values of //, which were obtained by another

computation in which only one decimal place was employed
in the data.

In the computations for the St. Louis arch uniform loads

were assumed as follows :

For dead load i.o ton per lineal foot.

live 0.8

In the history of the bridge the values of //", are given for

a load extending from the support up to each of eight points
of division. The corresponding points are marked I, II, III,

etc., in Fig. 60.

The following table shows the relation between the values

of HI given in the history of the bridge and those obtained

from Fig. 60.

MOVING LOAD OF 0.8 TON PER LINEAL FOOT. VALUES OF H.

Load up to
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broken line and the axis of a is 559.3, being in error 14 tons,

or a little over 2 per cent. Even this is of no practical

importance.
We will now show that the effect of the axial stress, which

was neglected in the calculations made for the St. Louis

Bridge, is very much larger than any error which is likely to

be made by using the summation formula.

In (221) we have in the numerator

Ax %^Ax sin

'F~
~ f ~F

'

rx J^x

Since we used only relative values for 0, it will be necessary

to introduce a factor in the above expression. For the area

67, 0=2 .(
j =2(16.75) approximately. Therefore

144 \ 2 /

2- '-^- = 2(8.37) = tne factor required ;
then

'/* ^Ax a Ax sin2Nx-=r = 2^8.37 w-->
o P

x^ o -Fx

This is very small in comparison with the remaining terms

in the numerator, and hence can be neglected without serious

error.

In the denominator of the same equation we have

l/*Ax cos '/ Ax cos
+ 2-=., or 228.37 if---

o I1* o rx

We may replace Ax cos by As nearly, and have

i6.74^-~r = 8300, about,
o PX

Then the denominator, when the effect of the axial stress is

considered, becomes

43,324+8,300= 51,624.
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= 1. 10, or the values of H, obtained above are too
43324

large, and should be divided by 1.19 to obtain the values

which include the effect of the axial stress.

Deduction ofM^

Neglecting the axial stress term, (225), page 47, becomes,

\
xAs _

where

a * a

The values of the constant terms are as follows:

s
l x*As

-fi-
= 250 2n = 22,035,617."

Hence the denominator = 1,298,530,726.

4*M*
* * * *= 0.0169696;

- = 0.000050046.
o

Then our equation becomes

AT. = 0.000050046^7: 0.0169696^:.
o Vx o vx

The following tables contain the necessary quantities for

substitution in the above equation, using the values of H
l

found above and the same points for the location of the loads.
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FIRST TERM.

Load at

Point
No.
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ALUES OF Mi.

213

Load at
Point No.
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In column (3) the positive sign indicates that the values in

column (2) are too large.

Here we see that the agreement in values is not as close as

in the valves of H^ but we also note that the greatest discrep-

ancies occur in the small and non-important values.

The maximum negative value of J/, is in error but 4.5 per

cent and the maximum positive value 6.3 per cent errors which

are of little importance.
The negative area in Fig. 61 is about 4.5 per cent too large

and the positive about 6.3 per cent too small. Now since

in this particular case the difference between these areas is

small, we readily see why our discrepancy for a load over all

is so large. The heavy broken line in Fig. 61 represents the

correct curve.

For practical purposes our curve is quite exact, and will

give results as near the truth as any of the common methods

in their special cases.

Of course the particular advantage in the summation

method is its adaptability to any case of the symmetrical arch.

Temperature.

Data.etQ = 0.000527, where t = 80, / = 520, E =

1944000.

Value of H* From (239),

_ Eefl __ 532734a'~ D D

In this case the actual values of 9X must be employed in the

denominator, or
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From the history of the bridge,

Ht
= 204.9.

205,9204.9 =i, or an error of about one half of I per cent.

Value ofMlf
From (240), page 49, we see that

^yAs

M, =#i V2J7
= 2 5-9(32.88) = 6769.9.

ff
From the history of the bridge,

M, = 6747.

6769.9 6747 = 22.9, or an error of about 3.4 per cent.



CHAPTER XI.

THE SPANDREL-BRACED ARCH.

THE so-called spandrel-braced arch usually consists of an

arched bottom chord and a horizontal top chord connected by
a system of web-bracing. Evidently the formulas of Chapters
III and IV cannot be applied even approximately to this

form of arch. The summation formulas, however, enable us

to consider this type of arch either with or without hinges with

comparatively little more labor than required for the ordinary
form having a variable 0.

To illustrate the method to be pursued we will take the

case of a proposed design for a bridge over the river Douro

by Mr. Max Am Ende and Messrs. Handyside & Co.*

The form and general dimensions of the bridge are given
in Fig. 62.

c D

All dimensions in meters

.86,7

FlG. 62.

When the general form of the structure has been decided

upon, the first step is to approximately determine the sections

*
Design for a bridge over the river Douro by Mr. Max Am Ende and

Messrs. Handyside & Co.; Engineering, London, 1881.
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of the various members by the formulas of Chapter III or IV,.

using for the linear arch the parabola or circle which lies

approximately midway between the two chords.

For the application of the summation formulas the linear

arch is assumed to pass through the centres of gravity of each

vertical section. (Of course in both cases mentioned above the

linear arch must pass through the supports.) The method of

procedure is now the same as already explained for the arch

with a hinge at each support and the arch without hinges.

In computing the values of 6 for each section the moments
of inertia of the flange sections about an axis passing through
their centres of gravity may be neglected and the moment of

F$
each flange be taken as

,
where h is the distance centre to

4
centre of the flanges.

Douro Spandrel-braced Arch.

Let ABODE, Fig. 62, represent one half of the bridge, and

suppose the approximate dimensions of members and the linear

arch have been determined. We will divide the linear arch

B'

H JO F! E! D C B! A

r
FIG. 63.

into twenty equal parts, measure the co-ordinates at the centre

of each division, and take the moments of inertia at the same

points.

Following are the data required for the determination of
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DATA.

Divi-
sion.
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or

1961, say 2000

where

and

(^g>fo _ & Jj C QxyAs
l

^y
5

' y u 1 Zj
^ ~n

^* #* ( a ^ a

for /" = unity.

For a load at 10, a = 81.2. Then

-4/26.5 - {oj
-

4726.5;

o

and

... ff, = 4726.5 - .21(25.25) =
2OOO

For a load at 9, a 71.2. Then

^ = 4726.5 - {2183- 71.2(26.9) f =4458.7

=121 {46.4 71.2(0.572)} = 115.2.
">

; 4458.7-115-2(25.25) ^
2000

In like manner the values of H
l
for loads at the other

points are obtained. The following table contains the values
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of HI for each division, the interpolated values for the ends of

the divisions, and the values given by Mr. Max Am Ende, who
took his origin of co-ordinates at the crown and measured the

jr'sandys to the extremities of the divisions. He then sub-

stituted the proper quantities in * three equations, which he

demonstrates, and eliminated all unknowns but //,.

COMPARISON OF THE VALUES OF H*
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We see from Fig. 64 that our values lie above and below

those given by Mr. Max Am Ende, and that the areas between

the curves located by both series of values and the axis of a

are very nearly equal, that is, for a uniform load over all the

values of H
l
would be practically equal. We could not expect

any closer agreement in values, considering the difference in

method and the very approximate values of x and y which we
used.

It will not be necessary to take up the deduction of M
Jt

Fp etc., as the method of procedure is precisely the same as

that employed for the St. Louis arch.

The more common form of the spandrel-braced arch is

hinged at each support. The method of treatment is prac-

tically the same as outlined above; only the formulas for the

hinged arch are, of course, used.



CHAPTER XII.

THE MASONRY ARCH.

UNDER this heading we will include arches constructed of

^tone, brick, and concrete having spans of at least twenty-five

feet.

Before considering the many types of masonry arches we

will first consider a type which is amenable for calculation

by the formulas deduced for the elastic arch. This type

consists of an arch-rib of masonry, with joints carefully made

and as thin as practicable. At regular intervals this arch

supports thin lateral walls, which in turn carry small arches or

slabs which support the roadway. At the abutments the arch

is protected from any horizontal pressures by retaining walls.

The general features of this type are shown in Fig. 65.*

FIG. 65.

The dead weight of this style of bridge consists (i) of the

weight of the masonry in the rib proper, and (2) the weight of

* See "Bericht des Gewolbe-Ausschusses. Sonderabdruck aus der Zeit-

schrift des Osterr. Ingenieur- und Architekten-Vereines," No. 20-34, 1895.

223
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the material above the arch which is transmitted to the rib

through the thin lateral walls. The forces acting upon the

arch-ring are evidently vertical.

Now since any rectangular masonry joint will have the

same kind of stress at all points when the resultant pressure

upon the joint is applied within the middle third, our arch-ring

will be in compression throughout if the equilibrium polygon
lies within the middle third of each section. Then if the effect

of the mortar joints be neglected the masonry rib will behave

quite similarly to an elastic rib, and hence we may consider

the formulas already demonstrated as applicable in this case.

If the skew-backs are well fitted and the abutments or

piers supporting the arch practically immovable, then the

masonry rib is fixed at the ends, or at least more nearly fixed

than hinged, as long as the equilibrium polygon remains within

the middle third of the section.

Since the arch-ring is necessarily made up of many pieces

where either stone or brick is employed, it is practically

impossible to so construct the arch-ring that there will not be

more or less change in the position of the axis when the false-

works or centring is removed. As a consequence the true

position of the equilibrium polygon in the arch as constructed

is somewhat uncertain.

To avoid this uncertainty in the location of the equilibrium

polygon, it is advisable to place in three or more joints which

divide the ring symmetrically some material, as lead, covering

the middle third of the joint. This locates the polygon within

the limits of the area of the lead plates, and hence the maximum

possible thrusts at these joints can be determined.

After the falseworks are removed and the arch with its

spandrels, etc., completed, these joints can be filled with

cement, and become fixed at the ends for any additional loads.*

This method is successfully followed by German engineers.

For arches of the above type all loads are considered vertical^

aud the arch-rib is assumed to be without hinges for moving loads*

* See page 229.
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As in all arch designs, the general dimensions must be *

assumed, and then the corresponding loads computed and the

equilibrium polygons f drawn to determine if they lie within

the middle third of the arch-ring assumed, and further, to be

sure that the intensity of the pressure at any point in the rib

does not exceed the safe strength of the material and that

frictional stability is not exceeded.

Having decided upon the shape of the arch, the span and

rise of the axis being assumed, the next dimensions required
are the thickness of the rib at the crown and that at the skew-

backs. The assumption of these dimensions can be made with

the aid of Table XXX.

THICKNESS OF ARCH-RING AT THE SKEW-BACK.

Theory (except in hinged arches), practice, and appearances
demand that the depth of the arch-ring at the skew-back

should be somewhat greater than at the crown. For vertical

forces the horizontal thrust is constant throughout the arch,

and hence the axial thrust increases as the secant of the angle
of inclination of the axis. The thickness of the rib, however,

should increase more rapidly than the secant of this angle,

since it is seldom that the equilibrium polygons follow the

centre of the arch-ring. As the polygon departs from the

centre of the ring the maximum intensity of the pressure upon
the joint changes quite rapidly, being twice the average intensity

when the polygon passes through the third point of the joint.

Having decided upon the depths of the crown and the

skew-backs, the arch-ring can be drawn to scale.

* See Alexander and Thomson's direct method for proportioning masonry
arches, page 234.

| The graphic method is preferred for the preliminary investigations, being
much shorter than the algebraic methods, and quite accurate enough.
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EQUILIBRIUM POLYGON FOLLOWING THE AXIS OF THE
ARCH-RING.

The ideal arch would be one in which the pressure over

the area of each joint is uniform, or the resultant pressure

would pass through the centre of each joint of the arch-ring.

This, of course, is impossible when the loading is movable
;
but

for the dead load of the structure the various parts can be so

located that the equilibrium polygon will very nearly pass

along the axis of the arch-ring.

Now since the dead load is usually much greater than the

live load, if the arch be designed so that the equilibrium polygon
follows the axis for the dead load and a live load over all, the

ring will be safe usually for a variable moving load.

The loading necessary to make the equilibrium polygon
follow the axis can be obtained approximately as follows :

Assume the dimensions of the arch-ring and draw it to

scale as shown in Fig. 66. Determine the distance mp and

the location of the points a, b, c, etc., where the lateral walls

rest upon the arch-ring. Then in Fig. 66 let abc, etc., be these

points of division
;
connect them by the straight lines ab, be, cdy

etc. ; then abcde is one half of the equilibrium polygon which

follows (nearly) the axis of the arch. We have now to deter-

mine the relative and actual magnitudes of P
t
P

9
P

9 , etc., so

that the points a, b, c, etc., will not be changed in position.

The load at the crown can be determined at once from the

assumed dimensions and weights. Lay off one half of this

load as shown in Fig. 66, and draw 56 parallel to ge until it

cuts the horizontal at P\ draw S
t
S

3 , etc., parallel to ed, dc, etc.,

respectively: then the distances PffJ?^ etc., cut off on the

vertical are the required values of the loads at e, d, c, b, etc.

A few trials will place the material above the ring so that these

values will very nearly obtain.

We have now all of the general dimensions of the structure

from which the actual loads at abc
t etc., can be computed.
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Taking abcde as the axis of the arch, and assuming the above
loads applied at the points abcde, the actual values of //,, F,,

and M
l
can be found by means of the formulas already demon-

strated, and the true equilibrium polygon drawn.

IG. 66.

If lead joints are employed at the skew-backs and the

crown, the values of ff
l9 F,, etc., can be found under the

assumption that the arch has three hinges, trials being made
under the assumption that the hinges lie within the middle
third of the arch-ring.

If an actual hinge is placed at the crown, the starting-point
of the equilibrium polygon is fixed.

If no hinges are assumed, then the starting-point of the

polygon must be determined in the same manner as for the
metal arch.

Extent of Loading which will cause the Equilibrium Polygon
to follow the Axis of the Arch. In Fig. 66 let mg' represent
the load at g ; then at the joints e, d, c, etc., lay off upwards from
the lower limit of the arch-ring the loads P

%P^ etc., and draw
the curvejkm. This represents very nearly the upper limit of
a homogeneous load corresponding to the polygon abc, etc.

If now nop is drawn parallel tojkm at a distance mp below this
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curve, the shaded portion between the curve nop and the upper
limit of the arch-ring represents the relative amount of material

to be placed in the lateral walls.

If the live load over all is included with the dead load, the

point m would be raised an amount proportional to the added

live load measured in masonry units.

The axis of the arch shown in Fig. 66 is circular. If the

angle at the centre had been larger and the curve//;;z continued,

we would have found the distance between it and the arch-ring

increasing quite rapidly beyond an angle of 45 or 50 from

the crown and becoming infinite for the semicircular arch.

For this reason it is customary to consider the arch-ring to

act as an arch for only about 45 or 50 from the crown, the

masonry in the abutments or piers being built solid in horizontal

courses up to this point.

Moving Load. There remains now to be determined the

effect of the moving load. If the actual maxima stresses are

desired, the best method of procedure is to determine the

effect of each load or concentration independently and combine

the results. In most cases, however, the effect of the moving
load is small, and it is necessary to consider but two cases,

namely, moving load over all and moving load extending from

one support up to the crown.

Change in Dimensions. If after trial it is found that some

equilibrium polygon for dead and live load combined departs

from the middle third of the ring, the depth of the ring may
be changed ;

this need not necessitate a new calculation unless

a great change is made, for the effect of the added material is

likely to be very small, especially if the equilibrium polygon
for the dead load follows the axis of the arch-ring. In case

the equilibrium polygon lies outside of the middle third at

any section, it does not necessarily make the structure unsafe

unless the intensity of the pressure is sufficient to crush the

material. The joints may open a little on the side farthest

away from the polygon, so that it is not good policy to so

design the ring that there is any such tendency.

Concrete and Brick Arches. Evidently concrete and brick
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arches can be designed in the manner outlined for the stone

arch, using proper judgment as to the strengths of the materials.

The concrete arch may even be made lighter, since it has

considerable strength in tension.

ARCHES WITH LEAD IN THE JOINTS AT THE SPRINGING AND
THE CROWN.*

In order to reduce as much as possible the uncertainty of

the location of the equilibrium polygon at the crown and the

springing, and also to reduce to a certainty its location within

limits, German engineers have placed lead in the middle

thirds of the joints specified. Evidently the equilibrium

polygon cannot lie far outside of the middle third at these

joints, as the lead acts similarly to a hinge. After the false-

works have been removed the masonry adjusts itself until

every joint is in equilibrium. Nearly all, if not all, this

adjustment takes place at the lead joints, which are com-

pressed in thickness and expanded around the edges until the

pressure per square inch does not exceed about 3500 pounds.
German engineers design these lead joints so that the

maximum intensity of the pressure does not exceed about

1600 pounds per square inch, and have been very successful

in their application of the method. After the structure is

about completed and the entire dead weight is in place the

joints at the springing are filled with cement and the arch

becomes fixed at the ends for any additional loads.

* ' ' Fonts en Magonnerie avec Articulations a la clef et au joint de Rup-
ture." Par M. G. La Riviere. Annales dfs Fonts et C/iaussees, juin, 1891.

Abstract, Engineering News, Oct. 24, 1891.
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ARCHES WITH STEEL OR IRON PINS AT THE CROWN AND THE
SKEW-BACKS.

Recently there has been constructed in Switzerland a

concrete-arch bridge which has articulations at the springing-

joints and at the crown composed of convex steel bearings

resting in concave steel sockets or grooves. The entire depth
of the arch-ring is reinforced with metal and the steel bearings

placed at the centres of the joints.

This mode of construction definitely fixes the equilibrium

polygon at the springing-joints and the crown.

EARTH-FILLED SPANDRELS

In small arches the spandrels are often filled with earth

from the arch-ring up to the roadway.

Assuming the earth to produce only the vertical pressures

upon the arch-ring due to its weight, the determination of the

equilibrium polygon offers no especial difficulties. But prob-

ably the earth causes other than vertical forces, and these are

more or less indeterminate.

If the earth is assumed to be a homogeneous granular

* The Coulouvreniere Concrete-arch Bridge, Geneva, Switzerland. En-
gineering News, Aug. 6, 1896.
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mass, then the pressure upon the arch-ring at any point can

be fairly well determined from the Theory of Earth-pressure.*
If the arch is designed for this earth-pressure, it will sup-

port a very considerably increased load at the crown, owing to

the resistance of the earth over the haunches against heaving.
Another feature which places the method of considering

the earth-pressure acting against the ring as against a retain

ing-wall upon the safe side is that longitudinal side walls

must be used to retain the earth in the spandrels. These

Avails undoubtedly relieve the arch-ring from the direct thrust

of the earth.

If a retaining-wall is placed over the abutments, then the

earth-filling may as well be treated as a vertical weight upon
the arch-ring.

PART EARTH AND PART MASONRY SPANDREL-FILLING.

Under the assumption of vertical loading, it is found often

that spandrels filled with earth alone are too light to cause the

equilibrium polygon to follow the axis of the arch; then the

spandrels are partially filled with masonry, as shown in Fig.

68.

FIG. 68.

ItThis masonry is usually concrete or rubble masonry,
is seldom of the same class as the arch-ring masonry.

As constructed, the upper limit of this masonry filling

*
Retaining Walls for Earth, by M. A. Howe ; John Wiley & Sons, N. Y.
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slopes very gradually from the crown towards the skew-backs;

hence the horizontal thrust of the earth above is practically

eliminated.

The exact action of this spandrel-filling upon the arch-ring

is indeterminate. The assumption that it acts as vertical

forces is on the safe side.

MASONRY SPANDRELS WITH LONGITUDINAL VOIDS.

Here the haunches are lightened by running longitudinal

walls above the arch-rib and connecting them by arches or

slabs immediately below the roadway, as shown in Fig. 69.

FIG. 69.

The amount of space to be left void can be found by the

method outlined for lateral voids, but the masonry un-

doubtedly exerts a much less pressure upon the arch-ring
than under the assumption of vertical loads. Just what the

pressure is cannot be determined. Such arches seldom if

ever fail at the haunches owing to the resistance offered by
the solid longitudinal spandrel-walls.

If the arch-ring is designed for vertical loads the crown

will not rise, as these walls cannot possibly exert a pressure

equivalent to their weight. In fact good masonry can be

stepped at an angle of at least 50 from the horizontal and be

perfectly stable, provided the weight is balanced over the pier
or abutment.
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ARCHES HAVING SPANS LESS THAN TWENTY-FIVE FEET.

These can be proportioned in the manner outlined for

larger arches, but usually the ring is made much deeper than

necessary owing to the economy in using material of certain

dimensions. Stone arches seldom have ring-stones less than

one foot deep.
We have pointed out some of the difficulties which arise

in the consistent designing of masonry arches of the usual

type. The principal difficulty appears to be the determina-

tion of the magnitudes and directions of the forces due to the

dead load. If these forces are assumed as acting vertically

and in magnitude the weight of the material included between

vertical planes then the arch can be designed by the formulas

already deduced for elastic arches, or by the direct and very
consistent method proposed by Alexander and Thomson,
which we will explain in the following pages. For the

assumptions made, this method is the most general and con-

sistent which has been advanced up to the present time.



CHAPTER XIII.

ALEXANDER AND THOMSON'S METHOD FOR DESIGNING
SEGMENTAL MASONRY ARCHES.*

" THE Transformed Catenary is shown by Rankine (Civil

Engineering, Art. 131) to be the form of equilibrium for an

ideal linear rib or chain under the uniform-vertical-load area

between itself and a horizontal straight line. This curve has

received considerable attention from early times because of

its importance in designing arches, and is known best, per-

haps, by engineers as the equilibrium curve.
"

It seems to have been assumed that the transformed

catenary, like the common catenary and the parabola, had its

curvature continuously diminishing from the vertex out-

wards.
" In the following investigation it is shown that a very

close resemblance exists between certain of these equilibrium
curves and the circle a fact important to engineers."

EQUATION OF THE COMMON CATENARY.

From Rankine's Civil Engineering, Art. 128,

ml -

(0

* Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. xxix, part in, 1888. On
Two-nosed Catenaries and their Application to the Design of Segmental Arches.

By T. Alexander, C.E., Professor of Engineering, Trinity College, Dublin;

and A. W. Thomson, B.Sc., Assoc. Mem. Inst. C.E., Lecturer in the Glasgow
and West of Scotland Technical College. This is an elaborate paper, contain-

ing many interesting things which are omitted here as not being essential for

the mechanical method of designing arches.

234
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where y the ordinate of any point ;

x = the abscissa of any point having the ordinate y ;

m = the parameter ;

and e = the base of the Naperian system of logarithms.

K

FIG. 70.

THE TRANSFORMED CATENARY.

The locus of a transformed catenary is obtained by in-

creasing or decreasing all the ordinates of a common catenary

by a given ratio r.

Then for the transformed catenary

m
(n)

dx

where j/ is the value of y when x = o.

_
my

m -, . . (no

(IV)

sec' =
(i + tan

8

0)1 = ?, (v)
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where is the slope at any point and p the radius of
curvature.

For the crown (iv) becomes

m m
y*'~~r

and hence (v) becomes

sec'0=
p,y.

(VI)

(VII)

THE TWO-NOSED CATENARY.

An investigation of (iv) for maxima and minima shows

that for values of r less -=. there is a maximum radius of

curvature p at the crown and a minimum radius of curvature

* G_a ,

* Directrix

FIG. 71.

p, at a pair of points (B^BJ) symmetrical about the crown
r/

where

m . . (VIII)

Such catenaries are called two-nosed.
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If m be assumed as unity and r be given values less than

VJ, the values of plt _?,, xlt yot and 0, can be readily com-

puted. A large number of these values are given in Table A.

As an aid in computing the ordinates, etc., of the two-

nosed catenary, the general formulas may be put in the

following forms :

Let

Then, from (vni),

From (III),

I S

tan 0, =A/ -^ ;

p 1
= *3 l(is) (XII)

From Rankine's Civil Engineering, Art. 131,

It may be noted here that, given a certain value of s, all

quantities are directly proportional to m excepting t ,
which

is constant for any given value of s, regardless of any change
in m or p,.
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THE DESCRIBED CIRCLE.

In Fig. 71 if B
1
C

1
be prolonged, it will cut AQ t

in Qt
. If

<2i be taken as a centre and B
1 QJ

as a radius, and a circle

described, it will evidently lie wholly above the two-nosed

catenary between the points B^ and BJ. This circle will also

lie beyond the catenary curve for some distance beyond B^
and Bf, cutting it finally in J34 and B{.

Let R
1
be the radius of the described circle. Then, from

,

= x
i
cosec 0j , ....... (

XIV)

^=> 1 +^ 1 cos01 , .... (XV)

and

O^=Y = 6-R
l
. ...... (xvi)

The values of ^ , ,
and F are given in Table A for the

values of r which were used in computing the ordinates, etc.,

of the two-nosed catenary.

An examination of this table shows for r !/, or s -J,

that y9
= F

,
or the described circle touches the two-nosed

catenary at the crown. That is, B^B^ and A and K coincide.

Also, that between the values of s = 0.027 and s = 0.0204, F
changes sign, indicating that the described circle cuts the

directrix.

The distance apart of the described circle and the two-

nosed catenary at the crown is

8.=y.-Yt...... (xvil)

The values of # are given in Table A.

THE THREE-POINT CIRCLE.

Evidently for the two-nosed catenary there must be a

point beyond B^ which has the same radius of curvature as at
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the crown. There will be a similar point on the opposite side

of the crown. A circle passed through these three points will

Directrix

evidently lie below the catenary between B^ A, and BJ. This

circle is called the three-point circle.

Let R^ be the radius of the three-point circle which passes

through the three points of equal curvature of the two-nosed

catenary.

pt
= po

= ' = m (xvill)
y o r S

y^ = yQ
sec

3

2
= m vTsec3

a . . . (xix)

sec
a

a
=
A/J

- ^ - - (XX)

tan'^y^-f.
. . ... (xxi)

x
t
= m

log^sec
8

a -) ;/=/ (xxn)

7?
^H

\- . . . (xxm)8 ~2U-7o)^ 2

tan - = a
. (xxiv)

^ X ~
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The values of ^
Q , 7,, a , /?, p2 ,

and .#, are tabulated in

Table A, from which we see that
a
and ft differ but little until

s = 0.027, and then the difference is but 2 28', so that in

many calculations one angle can be used for the other.

RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE DESCRIBED AND THREE-POINT

CIRCLES

For Values of s

from -3 to '02 the
Circular Arcs Converge

FIG. 73

From Table A the distance between the centres of the two

circles is found to be very small when compared with the

length of the radii, so that the angular distance of the nose B^
from the crown is sensibly the same, whether measured on the

described or three-point circle. Then

and approximately, for values of s from 0.333 to o.oi,

tf,
= R

v R* + A cos 0, . . , (xxvi)

and

where

(XXVII)

. (XXVIII)
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An examination of the values of tf
, #, ,

and <?
a , given

in Table A, shows that for values of s from 0.333 to 0.027,

tf
o > <y

i > a ,
or the two circles approach each other as they

leave the crown.

Between s = 0.027 and s = 0.204 (s
= ^), =d

l
=

, ,
or

the two circles are concentric, oeyond these values of s the

circles diverge.

Then if through A a symmetrical circular arc is passed

concentric with the described circle, the equilibrium polygon
or two-nosed catenary will lie between the two out to the

points of rupture B^ and BJ. Then much more will it lie be-

tween the described circle and one of a less radius than the

concentric circle.

Table B. In Table A are given the various co-ordinates

of points on the described circle and the three-point circle for

a modulus m = unity.

Suppose now we wish to base all of these quantities upon
the radius of the described circle and take its value as unity,

then it is necessary to divide each linear quantity in A by the

corresponding value of R
t
.

Table B is the result of such an operation. The object

of this will appear from the following:

Suppose a circle of radius unity be drawn, and let this

circle be taken as a described circle; then R
l
= I.

Since j, 1?
and

a
are independent of Rlt it is evident that

all of the two-nosed catenaries in Table A can be constructed

within this circle of unit-radius merely by changing each

ordinate proportional to R
t
. We have then to the scale unity

(R l
= unity) an exact representation of the relations between

the several curves we have been considering.

If R
t
has any other value than unity, we have only to mul-

tiply these quantities by the new value of the radius.

In Fig. 73 let XX be the upper limit of masonry to be

supported by an arch, and OA the depth at the crown when

R^ = unity; then, from Table B, OA = y can have values

from 0.23 to 0.05, RI, a > 0!> etc., corresponding values, and
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for any particular case the equilibrium polygon will never be

above BfiB^ between B
l
and B^ and never below B^AB^

between B^ and B^ . Then if the portion of the masonry
between B^KB^ and B^AB^ were cut into arch-stones the

structure would be stable under the assumption that B^AB^
does not sensibly differ from BJS^AB^B^ which is the case

within the limits of our values of s.

If this arch with R^ = unity is in equilibrium, then any
other arch of the same proportions would be in equilibrium.

But although we have equilibrium, we have not strength

probably; and besides, in masonry the equilibrium polygon
should not depart at any place from the middle third of the

joints, and often it must follow more closely the centre line to

obtain intensities of pressure consistent with the strength of

the material employed.
The arch-ring specified above decreases in depth as it

leaves the crown while the pressures upon the radial joints

increase, indicating that the lower boundary of the ring should

be changed so that the depth would increase as the stresses

increase. This can be done after the depth at the crown is

known. As this depends upon the material, we must deter-

mine the permissible intensities of the stresses, etc.

Horizontal Thrust. According to Rankine's Civil En-

gineering, Art. 131,

H
i

= Hx = H wm\ . . . (xxix)

where w is the weight per unit volume of the material taken

as solid from the directrix down to the two-nosed catenary or

the equilibrium polygon, or Approximately the three-point
circle.

If d is the depth at the crown from the directrix to the

soffit,

H = w m* = wp^d. .... (XXX)
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If T is the thrust at any point,

(XXXI)

Intensity of Pressure. In Chapter I it was shown that if

the resultant pressure on any rectangular joint was applied at

the third point, the maximum intensity was twice the average

intensity and the minimum intensity was zero.

Assuming, then, that the equilibrium polygon at the

crown is to be applied at the lower third point of the key-

stone, if / is the depth of the key,

* = 3<? -

. (XXXII)

The average intensity of the pressure is

H wp d
A=Z

7^~- -J-'

and the maximum intensity

Let the safe strength of sandstone be 576008 pounds per

square foot and w = 140 pounds per cubic foot; then

wp.d 576008
2 - must not exceed -

t
% 140

or

- - must not exceed 205 ;

*0

hence the maximum multiplier which can be used in Table B
t

pQ
d

for sandstone is 205 H- .

*0
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Table B^ derivedfrom Table B. The values of s remain

the same as in Table B.

-^ is derived from taking pQ
from Table B and' multiply-

d
ing it by -.

*0

The maximum multipliers are found as explained above,

upon the supposition that is never less than one foot for

stone masonry or one brick for brick masonry, nor greater

than reasonable dimensions.

The remaining factors depend upon R, which is found as

follows :

In order that equilibrium may still exist under the addi-

tional masonry due to increasing the depth at the crown by
tf

,
and that the arch-ring may increase in depth as it departs

from the crown, the limit of the soffit is made a three-point

circle for a two-nosed catenary which lies the distance d below

the directrix at the crown. Then entering Table A with

yo
= d, the corresponding value of R9 is found for m unity.

If this value of R^ be divided by the corresponding value of R 19

the result will be the value of R given in Table B
t
on the line

containing the assumed value of d.

In a manner quite similar other supplementary tables are

formed.

ADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD.

One of the principal advantages of the above method is

that any uniform load over the entire span can be added

without changing the described circle which is the boundary
of the kernel of the arch-ring, provided the added load is

not sufficient in its equivalent of masonry to make / -i- p

greater- than one third. The effect of the added load is
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merely a change in the angle X , which grows smaller, and a

change in # , which also grows smaller, thus leaving the

equilibrium polygon within the kernel designed for the original

mass of masonry.
This is particularly advantageous in the case of moving

loads.

It is to be noted that the depth of the key depends not

only upon equilibrium, but upon the strength of the material,

and that this depth is a function of j and #
, thereby securing

a keystone which varies consistently with different conditions.

Again, for given conditions there is a perfectly definite

form and size of arch, which can be obtained without any of

the usual cut-and-try methods.

Since for a solid load having the horizontal directrix for

the upper limit the lower limit is a two-nosed catenary when

equilibrium exists, and since within the limits of our tables an

indefinite number of two-nosed catenaries can be constructed

having different values of j/ , it must follow that the homo-

geneous material between any two two-nosed catenaries of the

same family (that is, transformed from the same common

catenary) must be in equilibrium, or any combination of such

areas. For such conditions the weight of the material may
be taken as the average, and then reduced by the ratio of the

loaded area to the total area between the two-nosed catenary

forming the soffit and the directrix.

The three-point circle can always be used for the limits of

the loading since it differs so little from the two-nosed

catenary within the limits of our tables.

Thus almost any kind of spandrel-filling can be used pro-

vided its upper limits are always three-point circles, members
of the same family as the line of stress.

UNSYMMETRICAL MOVING LOAD.

Since the moving load is usually small in comparison with

the dead load, unsymmetrical loading need not be considered.
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For a moving load covering but one half of the span the

equilibrium curve at the crown is raised a little, thus leaving a

small distance between it and the dead-load curve from the

unloaded portion. The effect of this is a couple tending to

turn the key. This turning can be prevented by the masonry

filling, as illustrated in Example 6.



CHAPTER XIV.

EXAMPLES ILLUSTRATING ALEXANDER AND THOMSON'S
METHOD FOR DESIGNING SEGMENTAL MASONRY

ARCHES.*

Ex. i. Design of a sandstone segmental arch with ver-

tical load: span 75 feet and depth of surcharge at crown

about I foot 4 inches. The springing to be the joint of

rupture.

Here 2c = 75 and d t = i^; their ratio is 56.^3. We
find by trials on Table B

}
that 2c -=-

(d /
)
= 53 occurs on

the line where s = 0.05, and the multiplier required on that

line to make 2c into 75 is 50.07, about half the maximum
multiplier given under sandstone in the table; so we shall

have a factor of safety of about twice ten.

From Table E
l
we obtain the relative values given below,

and multiplying them by 50.07 we obtain the absolute values.

s Mult, d / /a R k 2c

0.089 O.O6 1 O.I23 0.869 0.427 1.498
.05 5-7 ^

[4.46 3.05 6.15 43.5 .21.4 75 feet.

The radius and rise of soffit are 43.5 and 21.4 feet; the

thickness of arch-ring at the crown and springing, 3 feet o
inches and 6 feet 2 inches; the surcharge being 1.41 feet or

nearly I foot 4 inches, as required.

From Table B, for s = 0.05 we have

s Mult. J?! po Y 5, S 2

I 1.3634 0.0478 0.0478 O.OI67
' 7 ^

50.07 68.265 2.393 1.02 0.836 feet.

*
Examples I to 7 inclusive are from Alexander and Thomson's paper.

247
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At the crown the thrust on the arch-ring per foot of

breadth is H = wp^d 140 X 68.265 X 4.46 42,600

pounds; the average intensity of the stress is 42,600 -f- 3.05

= 14,000 pounds; and hence the maximum intensity is 2 X
14,000 = 28,000 pounds per square foot, giving a factor of

safety of 576,000
-~ 28,000 = 20.

At the springing T = H sec 2
= 84,000; the average

stress is 84,000 -=-6.15 = 13,700; and since the deviation of

the stress is \t^ tf
a
= * = 1.025 0.836 = 0.189 above

the centre of the joint, then from Chapter I, page 9,

I ,

6*o\ , 6(o.i89)\
max. intensity = / ^i + -^-J

=
13700^1 + 6 ^

J

)

16,200 pounds per square foot,

which gives a factor of safety of 576,000 -=- 16,200 =35.
2. If a live load of 220 pounds per square foot of road-

way be placed upon the structure (Ex. i), find the new line

of stress in the arch-ring and the intensities of stress at the

crown and springing.

The height of superstructure equivalent to this live load

is h = 220 -T- 140 = 1.571 feet of sandstone. Here we have

to find a new two-nosed catenary still inscribed in the same

circle, R t 50.07, forming the upper boundary of the middle

third of the arch-ring, as already designed (Ex. i
c

), but to a

directrix, /, higher than before. Adding h to the old value

of F we get 2.393 + I-57I or 3.964, which, divided by

R^ = 50.07, gives us 0.0793 as a new relative value of F
,

which is found in Table B at the line

j <J>2 mult. R
l Po ^0 S 83

I 1-2384 0.07Q3 0.0134 O.OOQ7
55 3 50.07

0>486leet>

This is a new two-nosed catenary, of a different modulus

and of a different family, so that the soffit already designed

will not be mathematically the three-point circle of another

member of the family of this line of stress, but it will sensibly

be so. The joints of rupture have gone up to 55 3'; but this
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is immaterial, as the line of stress is now closer to the upper

boundary of the kernel; and will therefore be wholly in the

kernel down to 59 31', the springing-joint.

At the crown now we have the thrust H' = wp(d -\- //)
=

140 X 62.007(4.46 + !-57) = 5 2 >3 pounds; average inten-

sity = 17,200 and maximum intensity 22,600 pounds, being
less than the maximum intensity for the dead load alone,

because of the centre of stress being much nearer the centre

of the joint.

At the springing T' = H' sec 59 31' = 103,200. X
Q
=

0.539 feet above the centre of the joint, and the maximum

intensity of pressure is 25,600 pounds per square foot, giving
for the live load on the structure a factor of safety of about 22.

3. Let the live load of 2 cover but one half of the span;
find the horizontal thrust to be balanced by the backing of

the voussoirs.

For dead load alone, H = 42,600 pounds;
For live and dead loads, H = 52,300

"

Hence the required thrust is = 9,700
"

4. Fig. 74. Suppose the arch-ring spandrels, etc., of i

have by means of voids in the superstructure an average

weight of 100 pounds per cubic foot. Find results corre-

sponding to those of 1.

For stability, and to give the required value of d /
, the

dimensions in i are required, just as before, but the stresses

will be altered in the ratio 140 : 100. H now becomes about

30,500 pounds and T 60,000 pounds, giving factors of safety

of 28 at the crown and 49 at the springing.

The voids should be so arranged that their boundary may
be roughly a member of the same family as the line of stress,

by making the ordinates of the boundary a constant fraction

of those of the soffit.

This should be done when the spandrels are partially filled

with masonry and then the remainder with earth.

5. Fig. 74. Let a live load of 157 pounds per square
foot of roadway be over the whole span of the bridge
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(Ex. 4). Find the line of stress and the intensity of the

stress at crown and springing.

X,

I
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new density into account, so that the solution is the same as

2, only we must alter the quantities in the ratio 140 : 100.

7/= 375OO nearly, and T= 73,700 nearly.

6. Fig. 74. Let the live load in 5 be over only one

half the span. Find the amount of horizontal thrust to be

balanced by the frictional stability of the vault-covers butting

against the higher voussoirs. Find also the distance back to

which the vault-covers must extend to balance it.

The thrust P 37,500 30,500 7000 pounds per foot

of breadth. If the under side of the vault-covers come up to

the level of the crown of the soffit, then the weight per foot

of breadth of bridge on the spandrels due to the vault-covers,

and the dead load over them alone, is wdL = 140 X 4.46^
= 624^. Taking the coefficient of friction as 0.7, then

0.7 X 624^ = 7000, or L = about 16 feet. The voussoirs

near the keystone should have square-dressed side-joints until

the sum of their vertical projection is /, so as to receive the

horizontal thrust of the vault-covers truly; the spandrel walls

must be built up to the height of the soffit for a distance

equivalent to 16 feet of vault-covering, when they may be

stepped down.

7. Design of a semicircular arch-ring of common sand-

stone, the span to be 100 feet, and a surcharge of at least ij

feet being required for the formation of the roadway, laying
of gas-pipes, etc. The data are R = 50, and R -f- (d /)
not to be less than 33. On Table B

1
the lines above that

with s = .08 (in order to make R into 50) require a multiplier

greater than the maximum given for sandstone; these lines

are therefore excluded on the question of strength, while the

lines below that with s = .05 do not give R ~ (d /
)

so

great as 33, and are excluded by requirements of the road-

way. Those two limiting lines give

s Mult. R d t 02 Factor of Safety.

.08 53-6 50 5-9 2 54 14'
57

5 3 6

' = 10.6

.05 57-5 50 5-1 3-5 59 31' ^12<J2 = I8
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The upper gives greatest economy of material in arch-ring,

which is only 2 feet at crown, but less economy of material in

superstructure, as d is larger, and also less economy of solid

backing, which has to be built to a joint 5 higher. Hence

the line midway between them would be most suitable all

round. For a single arch a line a little nearer the upper may
be adopted; and for a series of arches a line nearer the lower,

that is, in favor of a heavier arch-ring to withstand the shocks

transmitted from arch to arch. The best lines then are

j Mult. R d fQ i^ 63 Factor of Safety.

Single arch 07 54-526 50 5.6 2.4 4.4 55 53'
9

^
* = 12.7

Series of arches. .06 55.804 50 5.3 2.9 5.4 57 38'
- := 15.2

55- a

Compare Rankine's empirical rule, Civil Engineering, Art.

290, giving

t V.12 X 50 and V . 17 X 50

= 2.45
"

2.92 respectively.

The solid backing must be brought up to the point where

the joint at #
a
meets the back of the arch-ring, and below

that joint the arch-ring may be of the uniform thickness /
a

.

The superstructure may readily be reduced by voids and the

employment of material of less density than sandstone, till

the average density of the whole is a fifth less than that of

sandstone, which would raise the factors of safety at crown to

1 6 and 19. The factors of safety at joint of rupture are even

greater as the centre of stress is nearer the centre of the joint,

and /
3 -T- t

l > sec
a

. By means of the values obtained for

Po d, tf
a , the thrust at crown and joint of rupture and the

centre of stress at joint of rupture are calculated, as in pre-

ceding example. A tangent from this last point enables a

suitable abutment to be designed.



CHAPTER XV.

TESTS OF ARCHES.

RECENTLY the Austrian Society of Engineers and Archi-

tects have published a report of a series of tests made upon
full-size arches. The publication contains 131 folio pages
with 27 plates.* The experiments are minutely described

and thoroughly discussed, and a comparison made between the

results and those theoretically obtained.

The tests of greatest interest were those made upon five

arches having a span of 75.4 feet, a clear rise of 15.1 feet, and

a width of 6.56 feet. These arches were

i. Rough quarry-stone;

2. Brick;

3. Concrete;

4. Concrete Monier type;

5. Steel.

Rough Quarry-stone Arch. This arch was constructed of

rough quarry-stone laid in Portland cement-mortar composed
of I part cement and 2.6 parts sand, the test being made 51

days after its completion.

The thickness at the crown was 23.6 inches and at the

skew-backs 43.3 inches.

The loading was applied vertically at five points, dividing

the half-span into five equal parts.

The ultimate load causing rupture was 660 pounds per

square foot over one half of the span.

* Bericht des Gewolbe-Ausschusses des Oesterreichischen Ingenieur- und
Architekten-Vereins. Vienna, 1895. See also Eng. News, Nov. 21, 1895,

p. 351, and April 9, 1896.
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The arch failed by radial cracks appearing on the extrados

near the skew-backs on the loaded side and over the haunches

on the unloaded side.

Brick Arch. This arch was identical in dimensions with

the stone arch, and failed in a similar manner under a load of

602 pounds per square foot over one half of the span.
Concrete Arch. The thickness at the crown was 27.6

inches, and at the skew-backs 27.6 inches.

This arch was made up of segments of concrete composed
of mixtures of different proportions, and at the skew-backs the

joints between the arch-ring and the abutments were rilled

with asphalt about \ inch thick.

The arch failed under a load of 742 pounds per square
foot over one half of the span.

Monier ArcJi. Here the general dimensions were the

same as before, but the thickness at the crown was only 13.8
inches and at the skew-backs 23.6 inches.

The arch failed under a load of 1300 pounds per square
foot over one half of the span, failing by cracking as follows:

1st. On the loaded side at the skew-back;
2d. On the unloaded side at the haunches; and,

3d. On the loaded side at the haunches.

Steel Arch. Failure took place under a load of 1564

pounds per square foot over one half of the span, by the

buckling of the unloaded portion near the haunches.

Deformations. Throughout the tests careful measure-

ments were made of all deformations caused by removing the

falseworks, temperature changes, and the changes in loading.
The appearance of the first crack was noted, with the

magnitude of the load causing it.

The arches were finally tested to destruction and the load

causing failure carefully determined.

From these records a comparison was made with theoreti-

cal results.

Comparison with Theory. It was found for the stone and
brick arches that failure occurred in the joints, the mortar
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separating from the stone or brick. The adhesive strength
of the mortar for the stone arch was found to be about 120

pounds per square inch and the value of E about 960,000.
In the brick arch the adhesive strength of the mortar was

about 70 pounds per square inch, and the values of E varied

from 340,000 to 470,000.
From the results of the tests of the concrete arch the

average ultimate strength of the concrete was placed at 290

pounds per square inch, and the value of E at 1,430,000.

The Monier arch cannot be discussed theoretically, owing
to the use of metal imbedded in the concrete.

The value of E as determined from the tests of the steel

arch was about 26,000,000, which is a little smaller than the

value obtained from the tests of small specimens.
Even in the masonry arches the deformations were pro-

portional to the loads up to a certain point, showing that the

material behaved the same in the arch as in small specimens
for testing.

The measuring devices placed near the skew-backs indi-

cated that on the loaded side the arch was practically fixed at

the ends and on the unloaded side very nearly so. Of course

the concrete arch with asphalt plates at the skew-backs must
be excepted. This arch behaved neither as fixed nor

hinged, and the theoretical results were taken as the mean
of those obtained by considering the arch as fixed and then

as hinged.
In all cases the arches failed at points which theory pre-

dicted.

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE RESULTS OF THE FIVE

EXPERIMENTS.

The very important conclusion drawn from these experi-

ments was that the masonry arches behaved very nearly as

elastic arches fixed at the ends, and hence the formulas for

-elastic arches were the only formulas which should be em-

ployed in designing such structures.
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The close agreement with theory under the method of

applying the loading employed in these experiments is a very

strong argument in favor of the type of spandrel construction

advocated in Chapter XII. A few very old bridges and

some modern bridges have been constructed after this form.

The only argument against this method is that in bridges of

long span the effect of changes in temperature sometimes

cracks the masonry above the small arches; but this can be

avoided by making a vertical joint near the skew-backs, as

was done in the Coulouvreniere bridge.

SPECIFICATIONS.

The following specifications are advocated in Chapter VII

of the Austrian report.

All Large Arches must be designed according to the Elastic

Theory. Two cases of live loading may be considered: (i)
load covering entire span, and (2) load covering but one half

of the span.

For railway bridges the rails should be at least 3.28 feet

above the crown of the arch, and this space filled with some

cushioning material.

Brick and stone arches, where the ratio of the rise to the

span lies between one half and one fifth, may have depths
at the crown as specified below.

For spans of 30 metres, thickness of crown = 1. 1 m.

^o
n

1.4
"

^q
(( 2 2 lt

g 2.J
"

" " 100 " " "
3.4

"

I2O " " "
4.1

"

For segmental arches the thickness at the skew-backs may
be i J the thickness at the crown, and for semicircular arches

1.7 the thickness at the crown.
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The width of the bridge at the crown should never be less

than the following:

For spans of 30 metres, width = 2.4 m.
" "

40
" "

3.0
"

6 4-5
"

< 3 *< 5
(4

JOO II it
j Q

(i I20 it 36 ii

If the width at the crown is small, the width at the skew-

backs should be one twentieth greater.

In all cases the falseworks should be as rigid as possible,

and in order that the deformations should be symmetrical the

arch should be constructed in symmetrical sections.

TEST OF SMALL ARCHES.

In connection with the tests mentioned above two small

arches were tested.

Monier Arch. This arch had a span of 32.8 feet, a rise

of 3.28 feet, and a width of 13.92 feet. The thickness at the

crown was 7.87 inches. The metal gridiron which was placed
near the intrados of the arch was made of pieces 0.39 inch

and 0.27 inch in thickness, the former running longitudinally.

The spandrels were filled even with the crown with con-

crete, which carried a single standard-gauge railway track.

The arch was first tested with locomotives covering one

half of the span, then a uniform load of rails was placed upon
one half of the span.

Cracks appeared near the springing on the loaded side

under a load of 920 pounds per square foot. The arch failed

under a load of 2010 pounds per square foot over one half of

the span by the yielding of the abutments.

Concrete Arch. A concrete arch of the same dimensions

was tested six months after being built and no signs of failure

appeared under a load of 2110 pounds per square foot over

one half of the span.
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TESTS OF FLOOR ARCHES.

Austrian Tests. A synopsis of these tests was given by
Prof. Merriman in Engineering News, April 9, 1896. This

synopsis covers the ground so thoroughly that it is given
below.

Seventeen arches, having spans of 4.43 feet and 8.86 feet,

were tested to destruction by a uniform load. Of these four

were common brick arches, five were of special forms of brick,

three were concrete arches, three were Monier arches, one

was of the Melan system, and two of corrugated plates.

Most of these were built between rolled beams in the manner
usual in floor construction, these beams being prevented from

spreading by plates and channels at the ends, and also by a

tie-rod at the middle. The space above the arch and between

the beams was levelled up with earth, upon which a board

floor was laid, and upon this pig iron was piled. The tests

were made four months after the arches had been built. All

these arches were designed for an allowable load of 123

pounds per square foot of load, besides their own weight,and

were expected to rupture with about eight times this load,

or, say, 1000 pounds per square foot.

Seven floor arches, with spans of 4.43 feet, were tested in

this manner. Under a load of 1000 pounds per square foot

none showed cracks or signs of failure. Under 1500 pounds

per square foot the tests of two arches were discontinued on

account of a deformation of the beams and their connections,

although the arches themselves were intact. On the other

arches the load was increased to about 1650 pounds per square

foot, under which two failed and three remained unbroken.

In each case the deflection of the crown of the arch was
observed for different loads: under 1430 pounds per square

foot, for example, this deflection varied between 0.39 and

0.98 inch, while for the two arches that failed the ultimate

deflections were i.o and 1.65 inch.

The conclusions drawn from the tests of these small floor
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arches are as follows: (i) That common brick arches 4 43 feet

in span, with a rise of 0.44 foot, and laid with lime-mortar,

show such slight deformations under a uniform load of 1430

pounds per square foot, that they afford ample security for

all common buildings; (2) that ring-courses in brick arches are

preferable to longitudinal courses; (3) that beton arches 3

inches thick, made of I part of Portland cement and 5 parts

of sand, have about the same strength as brick arches 6 inches

thick; (4) that flat arches give a much higher strength than

expected (although the thrust upon the floor-beams is of

course greater), and under careful construction they are of

ample strength for all architectural purposes.

A second series of tests on arches of 8.86 feet span was

conducted in a similar manner, except that the extra uniform

load was applied only over one half the span. The following

table gives the principal data regarding these arches, as also

the load causing rupture:

Kind of Arch.
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less in thickness than the common kinds should not be em-

ployed. The first corrugated-plate arch simply butted against
the floor-beams, while the second was provided at the ends

with angle-irons; the deflections of these were greater than

in any other arch except the brick ones.

A third series of tests on concrete and brick arches of 13.3
feet span was also undertaken, the abutments being made as

nearly immovable as possible. A brick arch of 13.9 inches

rise and 5.5 inches thickness was loaded over half the span.
Under a load of 205 pounds per square foot the vertical

deflection at the crown was 0.29 inch, and the horizontal

movement was o. 1 1 inch. When the load reached 205

pounds per square foot, a small crack appeared on the un-

loaded extrados, and when it reached 275 pounds per square
foot rupture occurred. A concrete arch, on the other hand,
cracked at 410 pounds per square foot and ruptured at 663

pounds per square foot. A Monier arch, which is of beton

built on an arched network of heavy wire or light round iron,

cracked at 512 and ruptured at 894 pounds per square foot.

The Melan system, in which the beton or concrete is

included, between arched I beams, was also tested, the span

being 4 metres, or 13.1 feet, the rise 0.94 foot, the I beams
I metre apart, and the thickness 3.15 inches. This arch

was loaded on one side up to 1410 pounds per square foot,

when the test was discontinued on account of lack of pig iron.

Afterwards an area of I metre square over the second rib was
loaded up to 3360 pounds per square foot, when failure

occurred, large cracks having formed at 3100 pounds per

square foot. This test shows, of course, the strength of the

I rib rather than that of the total structure, yet there can be
no doubt that this system is a highly efficient one, not only
for floors, but for small bridges.
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APPENDIX A.

INTEGRALS EMPLOYED IN THE DEDUCTION OF Ax FOR
PARABOLIC ARCHES. EQUATION ^(79).

Substituting the value of ^/0 as given in/(69),

o" X
Substituting the value of dy =* dx [from/(65)],

263
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which reduces to

- 2*

- 3*-

Then

/0 ^'
r*AK#*+

i /*A'

1/ T^'^c/O ^*

From (42),

-AT, = F,, sin <t> + Hx cos 0.

From /( 59),

i Ox dx . dx dy
%,
= -7 -j- since cos <p = -r- and sin0 = -fE Ads ds
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r\

From /(6o), m = -r
;
hence

J / ^?<&
=
^

j
/* K cos' 0/s + cos' <t>dx .

From (39) and (40),

+ /r, cos' 0^r - g cos
8

COS

and

V,= V
t
-P. ...... /(4o)

Substituting these values in the above equation,

,
cos9

^dy - 2P cos
2

^ / ^dx
=

/
f/r,

cos'

J o
-

/ /* /

= ^ i
F

> / cos
' $dy + fft I cos' ^^A

I Jo Jo

-

i[p y
cos

3

<j>dy
]
- i

[(2
f cos3

0^] |

. /(73)

Let , = tan = = 2; .-. cos' =
!

I

-: -, and dx pdz ; hence dy = zpdz, and we have

cos
i . - -- '...-- '+*
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Substituting the value of 2,

= - / log i -

f i ^y
In oractice seldom exceeds ; then for this ratio :

-
>

g 5 / + 2/

= _Z_ . when y < f, ,

-
> < . Then without sensible error

2 / -+- 2/ 29

we may take

and

.*..... X74)

/ cos
a

0<^r.

As before, let 2 = tan ;
then cosa = -

/ I +

and dx = pdz, and we have

,n~* z = p\ 0.

o

Therefore

jTcos
9

<t>dx =-p(<t>- )
= X0. - 0)- /(75)

/ cos
a

<t>dy.

* From demonstration by Prof. Weyrauch.
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Tecs' <t>dy = I?
Py --*

J' U> + 2/

p
P+2f

Therefore

a \

-4

-
b)

/ cos* <t>dx.

jTcos
1
<t>dx = ["= -/Ptan-

1 z = -
p\^>

= -
p(<t>

-
).

a a a

Therefore

jfcos'
<t>dx = p(<*

-
0). . . . , p(77)

Substituting /(74), X75). A76). and/(;7) in/(;3), reducing

and factoring, we obtain

r^dx = *
j
_J 1

1 r,>+ ^,o + 2/X0. - 0)
I/a EF* A t/+2/)

- JP(^ - *)
- SQ(f + 2/)(

-
0)1. .

Substituting /(/i), X/2
), and/(78) in /(7O), we have

Ax = etx - y*<p.
- - Jf,(3-

- 2*) + F,*f-

- g* -
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-
6)

- 2Q(p + 2/)(
-

0)|..... ..... /(79)
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INTEGRALS EMPLOYED IN THE DEDUCTION OF Ay FOR
PARABOLIC ARCHES. EQUATION ^(84).

or

'/-
t/0

-
a)'

- x' + a? 6pb(x - a)} I

269
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C' 7 ex df=
i V

-AF.*

sin
" ^^ H

From (39) and (40),

...... (39)

and

V,= V>-2P; . . . .... (40)

hence

/^
= 5 i

FI
jf

sina ^-r + H* A08*

-if/5 / sin
3

^Mrj
- ife / cos3

in
3

(f>dx =
j/F(i

- cos
3

<f>}dx = x -/(0 -
0);r/1*

sin* 0^r = / (i cos3

0)^r = x ^ /(a 0);t'a

f+'tf
-

6).
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Therefore

-a-p(a- 0)] - 2Q-J^( y _ 6
)

J

.

Substituting /(8i), X82 ). and /(83) in /(8o), we obtain
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EFFECT OF THE AXIAL STRESS.

To illustrate the effect of the axial stress we will solve

several examples by the common method and by the formulas

which take into account the axial stress. A comparison of

the results thus obtained will indicate the importance of this

stress.

In the following examples let the form of the arch be para-
bolic and have a span of 100. Also, let the (radius of gyra-

tion)
3 = 4 = m.

ARCH WITH A HINGE AT EACH SUPPORT.

(a) Vertical Loads.

1. Assume a single load on the crown of the arch, and let

the rise be 10. Then = 21 48' = 0.38, / = 125, and k

From (640),

^ 100

From (74),

s I0416 "

(1.9531 i.Si?i)P= 0.1360^;

0.1360--- = 0.069 = relative error.

272
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2. Assume a single load acting at the crown of the arch,

and let the rise be 25. Then = 45 = 0.785, / = 50, and

* = *.

From (640),

From (74),

//, = ^-
5

{26041 -
5047 I 2

(0.7813 o.7724)/
> = o.ooSgP ;

0.0089

0.7813
= 0.0114 = relative error.

2a. The same as 2, with k = J.

From (64^),

From (74),

(0.5568 -o.

0.0065 = o.oi 1 6 = relative error,
0.5568

which is practically the same relative error which was found

in 2.

3. Assume a single load acting at the crown of the arch,

and let the rise be 50. Then = 63 26' = i.u, p = 25, and

*=*.
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0.3904

fa. The same as 3, with k J.

From (640),

From (74),

H =

(0.3904 0.3894)^= o.ooiP;

o.oo i = 0.0025 = relative error.

S 36680 -3o}P=o.2744/>;
2003330'

(0.275 1 0.2744)^ o.oooyP

0.0007 = 0.0025 = relative error.
0.2751

The above results are tabulated below for convenience in

comparison.

HINGED ARCH WITH VERTICAL LOADS.

Load at Crown, k

///
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The results in the above table are probably not correct in

the fourth decimal place, but for our purpose they are suffi-

ciently exact.

The following conclusions may be drawn from the tabu-

lated results :

i . The position of the load has little or no effect upon the

magnitude of the relative error.

2. The common method in general gives results which are

too large.

3. To obtain results which are not six or seven per cent

too large, the formulas which consider the influence of the axial

stress must be employed for flat arches.

4. For arches having a rise equal to one fifth or more of the

span the common formulas are sufficiently accurate.

(b) Horizontal Loads.

A series of computations similar to those made for vertical

loads indicated that for arches having a rise of one fifth or

more of the span the common formulas can be employed,
For flat arches the effect of the axial stress should be taken

into account, as the results obtained by the common formulas

are from six to ten per cent too small for arches having a rise

of about one tenth the span.

ARCH WITHOUT HINGES.

(a) Vertical Loads.

i. Assume a single load on the crown of the arch, and let

the rise be 10. Then = 21 48' = 0.38. / = 125, and k = J.

From (910),

= 2.3437^.
4

From (101),

H, = 0.262616.25 o.i03!^ = i .6150/1
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(2.3437
- i .61 so)/

3 = 0.7287^.

6.7287 , ,.
~1L L 0.309 relative error.

2-3437

ia. The same as i, with k = \.

From

4

From (101),

H^ = 0.2626(3.51 0.077)^= 0.9007^.

(1.3162 0.9007)^ = 0.4155/1

4 55 = 7i.c = relative error

1.3162

2. Assume a single load on the crown of the arch and let

the rise be 25. Then = 45 = 0.785, p = 50, and k = .

From (910),

^ =
^(0.0625)^-0.9375^

From (101),

H, = 0.1419(6.25
- o.o6)P= 0.8784^.

(0.9375 0.8784)^ = 0.059I/
5
.

0.0591 = 0.063 = relative error.

0-9375

2 a. The same as 2, with k \.

From (91 a),

H, = 15(0.035 1)^=0.
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From (101),

I
= 0.1419(3.51 o.o4)P= o.4gioP.

/X0.5265 0.4910) = 0.035 5^.

0.0355

0.5265
0.067 = relative error.

3. Assume a single load on the crown of the arch and let

the rise be 50. Then = i.n,/ = 25, and k = .

From (910),

From (101),

HI = 0.074(6.25 o.02)P = 0.46 1 oP.

(0.4687 0.46 1o)P= 0.0077P.

0.0077

0.4687
0.017 = relative error.

Collecting the above results for convenience, we have the

following table :

ARCH WITHOUT HINGES VERTICAL LOADS.

Load at Crown, k = $.
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From this table the following conclusions may be drawn :

1. The position of the load das little or no effect upon the

magnitude of the relative error.

2. The common method in general gives results which are too

large.

3. In arches which do not have a rise equal to at least one

fourth the span, the effect of the axial stress is too great to be

neglected. It amounts to about thirty per cent for arcJies having
a rise equal to one tenth their span.

(b) Horizontal Loads.

A series of computations similar to those made for vertical

loads indicated that for loads near the crown of the arch the

effect of the axial stress can be neglected.

For loads near the supports and the quarter-points the

effect of the axial stress amounts to at least six per cent for

arches having a rise of one tenth their spans, but decreases

rapidly as the ratio increases.

Since horizontal loads are usually caused by wind, and the

ratio of the wind stresses to the live and dead load stresses is

small (ordinarily), the common method is probably sufficiently

exact for practical purposes.

CIRCULAR ARCHES.

The above conclusions are based upon examples of par-

abolic arches. For flat circular arches (rise less than one

fourth the span) we can safely predict that practically the

same conclusions will obtain, since the parabola and circle so

nearly coincide. We will solve a few examples, which will

show the exact effect of the axial stress upon arches of

greater rise.
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CIRCULAR ARCH WITH HINGE AT EACH SUPPORT.

(a) Vertical Loads.

. Let /= ioo and/= 25. Then

R = 62.5 and k' = 62.5 25 = 37.5.

tan = -- = 1.333 0. = 53 7i'-

20 106.25-2-s =-2 = 0.500.
7T 1 80

From Table XVII, for a o, or a load on the crown

For = 0.58,
-

0.758.n D

For 0.6o, = 0.726.
71 t>

Then for 5 = 0.59, -= = :

TC D 2

From (160),

H,=-.P~ = o.742P.

From (164),

I (sin' sin' a)
<~ 2A

+ (0 + sin 0o cos 0.)

\vhere 6 = 0.742/1
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From (153),44 4m =
//r

. = -^, say ,
= 0.00102.

(62.5)" 3906
'

3900'

From Table XVIII.

for = 53> 8 = 0.1532454
for = 54, B = o. 1 67 1 294

600.0138840

.00023140 = diff. for i'

7l

0.00179335 = diff. for

0.1532454

.-. for = 53 7*', 3 = 0.1550387

A

g
= 0.742. /. A = (0.742X0.155) =0.115.

From Table XIX, by interpolation,

(0 +sin cos )= 1.407

Substituting these values,

O.OOI02 / .,

i - (0.64 o)

H
t
= 0.742- -P

aoo.o_2

0.155

988)/>

or

^ = 0.733^;

(0.742 - 0.733)^ = 0.009^ ;

0.009

0.742
= O.OI2 = relative error;
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or for a load at the crown the results by the common method

formula (160), are about 1.2 per cent TOO LARGE, which is

practically the same as found for parabolic arches of the same

rise.

ia. Let a load be placed at the quarter-point in i. Then

* = i, sin a =
*-j* =0.4.

.-; = 23 35' = 23^.583, =

Interpolating in Table XVII, g
= 0.570.

From example i,

/. A = (0.155X0.570)
= 0.08835.

From (160),

HI = o.$7oP.

From c(n6), which is (164) in another form,

2B + 2m(0 + sin cos )

or

_ 0.1767-0.00102(0.64-0.16) _
0.31287

(0.570 0.563)^ = o.oofP;

0.007L = 0.012 = relative error,
0.570

which is the same relative error obtained for a load on the

crown.

2. Assume a vertical load on the crown of a semicircular

arch. / = 100, / = 50, and k = \. Let (radius gyration)
2 = 4,

2(^> CX.

= 90, and a = O. Then - - = I and -- = o.
Tt (DO
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From Table XVII,

for = i and = o, = 0.318.n B

From (160),

From (153),

Then from (164),

= =0.0016.
2500

(0.318 0.317)^= o.ooiP;

aOQI = 0.003 = relative error,
0.318

which is too small to be of any practical importance.

APPROXIMATE FORMULAS.

Very close approximate formulas can be formed by apply-

ing correction factors to the common formulas for vertical

loads.

Arch with a Pin at Each Support.

Let ^ = the horizontal thrust as given by the common

method ;
then

where e is the relative error.

Computing the value of e for several problems and plotting

these results, the following table can be made by means of a

curve drawn through the plotted points.
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Arch without Hinges.

Results obtained by the use of the approximate formulas

will be sufficiently accurate for the ordinary problems met with

in practice.

VALUES OF i e AND i e' IN THE APPROXIMATE FORMULAS FOR H\.

c

t_j_
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SPECIAL CASE-SEMICIRCULAR ARCH.

= a constant.
R

SINCE semicircular arches are sometimes employed for large

roof-supports, we will give the necessary formulas for determin-

ing the outer forces. The effect of the axial stress will be

omitted, as its effect can be neglected in practice. See Appendix
C.

ARCH WITH FIXED ENDS.

(a) Vertical Loads.

Since = -, sin =
I, and-cos = o.

Then from ^(133),

i 2(cos a + a sin a) sin
8 a

IT*

I

2

and

I7t \

sin a( . cos
a)

a

-\- cos a -f-
a sin ot

By making a negative (hence the sin a will be negative)

in the value for M
l
we have

284
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sin
/ n\

in tff cos a -- 1

-|-
a

-f- cos or -f- a: sin a
2

For any single load we have, from (51),

M

Substituting the values of M^ and H
l
found above, we

obtain after reduction

-?+

sin
In \

a\ cos
a]

a

i

n
cos a -4- of sm OL

TT 2 cos a 2a sin sn a

and by making a negative in the expression for^ ,

sm cos a

-[- cos a -f-
a sin a -

R

7t 7t .

-\7t-2 cos a 2<x sin a -4-~ sin
2

a]2\ * 2 I

From (50),

, + F.

Substituting the value of V
l
from (47) and reducing, this

becomes

y, = -(i + sin 0)^ + -(i sin 0)^2 + cos
8

ex.
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The values of cos a + OL sin a can be found from Table

XXII.

(b) Horizontal Loads.

From ^(154),

(sin a cos a a) -f- 2(sin a a cos a)

2 --
4

From ^(156),

2/f,*
,

/. =-- .

^
|

-|
-- cos a cos

2 a (

By making a negative in the above equations, they become

(a sin a cos ) + 2( cos a sin a)
2-

and

2M. ---- 7T
7t 7t

I
-|
-- cos a cos a \

From (47),

V^^Mt-Mt + ZQb
j.

The values of x
l , y l , ^a ,

and *
9 can be found from (51) and

(54).
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(c) Effect of a Change in Temperature.

From ^(159),

2A -let A-et

From c(i6i),

Ae?
n n

4

From (51),

M^ 2R
i= =-=0.632*.

ARCH WITH A HINGE AT EACH SUPPORT.

(a) Vertical Loads.

From <r(io8),

flcos'a]* I 2 / rrca rv

From

From (50),

V, I + sin a n
y'
=

-ff;

a =- -
^*n*R^

- sin

or
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(b) Horizontal Loads.

From c(i2o)

From c(\2\),

From ^(123),

a sn a cos a
-

2~

The values of a sin or cos a can be found from Table

XIX.

(c) Effect of a Change in Temperature.

From <r(i28),



APPENDIX E.

DEDUCTION OF FORMULAS FOR SPECIAL CASES FROM
THE GENERAL FORMULAS OF CHAPTER V.

SYMMETRICAL PARABOLIC ARCH.

(a) Arch without Hinges. Special Case where

cos = a constant.

LET 6 cos = A = a constant, and neglect the terms con-

taining Fx ;
then for a single vertical load we have from "(90),

page 117,

Value ofH,.

(i-k ("yxdx+k
I/O

x\ax

dx -i

r/A ~(M
/-

Substituting the value of y in terms of x, the following
values of the respective integrals are easily obtained :

*

kj\l
- x)ydx = -fl'k(\

- 6k'

The general formulas for the parabola are given on pages 52 and 53.
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j*(i
- x)dx = %rk(\

Substituting these integrations in the expression for H
v
and

reducing,

\fl\k - 2k3 + k<)
- \fl\k - K)

'

or

H>= l

^jP^-k)\
. . . .... . (91)

Value ofMr For a single vertical load, from ^(101), page
1 19, we have

+ ff

Replacing y in terms of x, the following integrations are

easily obtained :

rdx r*d* -
( r*d*\

t/o i/o Wo /

- d)xdx = i/'(2
-

$fl\ r
l

x*dx
t/0

- a)dX = i/'(i
-

*)'.
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Substituting these values, and that for H
l given above, we

obtain

or

M
t
= ?U(i - *)'(5* -2). . . '. . . (92)

Value ofHt
. For a single horizontal load we have, from

(95). page n8,

We have introduced the values of the integrals which

have been determined above.

The values of the two remaining integrals are as follows :

C
a

\y _ tydx =
S
f-t(-

l/a 115

Wx = (- 1

9

Hence

H* = G[i + ^(- 15 + 50^ - 6o^a + 24^-)]. (115)

Value ofMr For a single horizontal load, from

page 1 2O, we have
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Performing the integrations indicated,

C'ydx C'x'dx = |/
4

/;
t/0 t/0

(\y _ V)xdx = ^(i-6k + 6k* + 2k*

X a

f' (y
- b)dx =

^-(i
- 6k + 9*-

-
4*-).

*y

Therefore

M, = 0/|2^(i
-

)'(2
- 7^ + 8^

2

)}. ("7)

The value of ff
l
is given by (115).

/ each Support.

As for the arch without hinges let 6 cos = a constant,

and neglect the terms containing Fx.

Value of Hr For a single vertical load we have, from

Pa e

(I
-

k) f
l

xydx x - d)ydx
r- _t/0_t/o_p
rl =- TTi

*

ffdxt/0

The values of the integrals are

C(X - a)ydx =
^-'(l

- 2k 2k' -
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Hence

. . . . (64)

Value of //,. For a single horizontal load we have, from

(140), page 127,

Q \

*
~~

2 '

The value of the integral in the numerator of the fraction

is given above in the deduction of (115); the denominator

equals TVY; hence

. (77)

SYMMETRICAL CIRCULAR ARCH.

{a) Arch without Hinges Special Case where ^-8=a constant.
K.

Value of //,. For a single vertical load we have, from

^(90), page 117, neglecting the terms containing Fx ,

-
x)d<t>
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Performing the integrations indicated, we have, remember

ing that a = klt

-
I xyd<l> = - i#/0 + \k'la + - + bk ;

t/O
2

-
(I
-

k) f xyd<t>
/0

bk'

:

- tM -.-

- k \

!

y(l
-

x)d<t>
= %al-a*+^ -\

c/ a

~k f

.

Combining these values we obtain

bk' - ak'a - -.

7

Combining these two values, we have

aa la -/ b.

=-- I - 2k'$,;

= / -
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Substituting the values found above for the integrals in-

dicated in the expression for H
l

it becomes, after reduction,

_ p2bl - 1(1
-

2a)(0
-

a)
- 2a'0

2(/</0ffl + 70. - /)

which readily reduces to (192).

Value of M^. For a single vertical load we have, from

(101), page 119,

The values of the integrals not already found above are

Then the terms containing Hl
reduce to

jwhere a =

pi /?
2
/y_

0o + __;
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//(x a)d<j>
= 4/0 + %lot acfr.

Then for the terms containing Pwe have

(k'-d)(2b-2aa-l<j>, + /a)

The denominator becomes /0 (<^ kr

).
Hence

which reduces to (196).

Value of //! For a single horizontal load we have, from

(95), page 118, remembering that R( d(j))
= ds,

From integrals already evaluated the denominator of this

at once becomes

(/
_
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= - 2

2bk
fa ;

ffy b)d(f> 2 C(y b)dcf> I- 2a 2k'a 2ba.
Ja l

Jo.

Making the proper substitutions, we obtain

TT rgl
|a

which reduces to (207).

Value of J/j. For a single horizontal load we have, from

^(106), page 120,

From integrals already evaluated the denominator becomes

,

where d= .

C\y - b^xdQ = - i(/-
- tf - (K + b)[_l(<t>,+ a)

t/a

(y- b)d<t> =-(l-a-ba- k'a - '0 ).

The integrals in the terms containing //, have been evaluated

above.
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Substituting the values determined above, we have

')}. 4155)'

which reduces to (212).

(b) Arch with a Hinge at each Support Special Case where
2E n a constant.K

Value of Hr For a single vertical load we have, from.

, page 125,

-*>
I

-
jf*^ t+(* ~ "

-Jo

Therefore

Numerator = \a(l a 2k'a) \k\lfa la 2b\.

Hence

__ a(l-a- 2k'a)^~ 4^0 + 2^0 -3^ '

which reduces to (160).
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r />/-

/ 7
i/o
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Value of //,. For a single horizontal load we have, from

^(140), page 127,

L

a -\- sin a cos a -f- 2 cos [sin a a cos a]).

- /"y^0 = ^'(0o 3 cos sin + 2 cos8

).

t/O

Hence

rr_Q( ,

sin cos or 2 cos (sin a a cos a) , .

1

~
I

(

J -
3 cos sin + 2 cos' f"

^ 72>
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EFFECT OF A COUPLE UPON A SYMMETRICAL ARCH.

(a) Arch with a Hinge at each Support.

Value ofHS Let Ma be any couple applied at any point a

of the arch : then

VJ = Ma or V, = ~fl

.

Evidently Fa
is numerically equal to V^ but acting in the

opposite direction, and H^ = Hf

If another couple equal and symmetrical to Ma be placed

upon the arch,

,.,. (
the horizontal thrust at theK = o = K and B. = 2ff. ] . -.

JL
f
l

(}
left support.

If the arch be assumed free to slide upon the supports, the

change in the length of the span due to a horizontal load Q'

applied at each support is given by^(ii6), page 122, or

Now let the loads Q
f be removed and two equal and sym-

metrical moments be applied to the arch; the corresponding

change in the length of the span will be

-

where Mx is the resultant moment at any section x.

300
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If
I}, represents the magnitude of the horizontal thrust

necessary to cause a change in the length of the span of the

loaded arch of ^'7, we have

Substituting the values of A'I and A"I, we have

/">+/>*
fi

</o * Jo *
' * '

Nx = o and Mx = Ma from x = a, to x = a

Then since H^ = ^ ,

vd

This equation is perfectly general for any symmetrical arch

having a pin at each support.

(b) Arch without Hinges.

Value of M,. Let a couple Ma be applied at any point a
on the arch; then the moment at any point x is

Mx = Mf+ V,x - H,y +Ma . . . x > a.

Since the arch is fixed at the ends J0 = ^<&, and as it is

symmetrical Ac = o. Substituting the value ofMx in "(62) and

^(64), page in, we obtain, neglecting the axial stress term,
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and

Eliminating V^ and solving for M^ we have

+

M
t
=

in which everything is known excepting 77^ which can be deter-

mined as follows:

Value of //,, Let two equal and symmetrical couples act

upon the arch, and assume the arch free to slide upon the sup-

ports. Also assume that there are equal and symmetrical
moments applied at the supports. Then from g(2) we have

= o.

Since the arch is free to slide upon the supports, Hl
= o ;

and since the applied couples are equal and symmetrical,
V

l
= o. Therefore

Mx = Ml + K',

where K1
is the additional moment at the section x caused by

the action of the applied couples.

Substituting the value of Mx and solving for M
l
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The change in the length of the span due to our couples is

f'K'ds

-I- i J e* r**. i rK
'

yds i r*-4*~
C'ds J, 0, "Ejt 0,

-

Eja F,

Now suppose the arch unloaded and free to slide as before.

Let two equal and symmetrical moments Q'z be applied at the

supports ; then the corresponding change in the length of the

span is given by ^(86), page 115,

/ /VA'i
\J *)

A f
'I = 5^- ^ i 71 r i ^ // ,

I J,9. J

Let ^j be the horizontal thrust necessary to cause a

change in the length of span of ^/7; then

or

ri

K'd*

r^+ r^-J*jL* r.

c/O * /0 * / ^

,

cos

0,

For x = o to x = a
lt K' = o

;

For x = a, to x = at, K' = Ma ;

For x a, to x = /,; K' o.
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Therefore since ff
l
for a single couple equals Jfy, we have

Ma

tit.

ft/ / **// C / L/*-

c/a *
I fir. ^O
/ u

5/0
-K
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() Arch without Hinges.

Value ofH . Neglecting the term which contains FXi we
have

//,d*M*J
dx

From Appendix E, page 290, the denominator is found to

be-^/Y.
135

Therefore
T 2

or
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Value ofMr Our general equation becomes

/ /< \
3

x?dx-\ I xdx]
o < W /

The denominator becomes /*.

2
ft r

i
x
/ a

3
' ^ 3

Hence



APPENDIX G.

SPECIAL CASE WHERE = A CONSTANT.

PARABOLIC ARCH WITH A HINGE AT EACH SUPPORT
VERTICAL LOAD.

In practice it sometimes happens that the arch-rib has a

constant moment of inertia, especially in large arches. The
formulas already deduced do not apply to such a condition,

though they may be considered as approximately correct.

This case has been very thoroughly considered in two*

papers by M. Belliard in the Annales des Fonts et Chaussees.

The principal results are given below.

According to the assumption that 6 cos = a constant,

the general equation for //, becomes, from ^

=
i" .j rdx
/, y dx +J, p-

cos
* x

while for = a constant

sn

* Note sur L'erreur relative que Ton commet en substituant dx a ds dans la

Formula de Navier. April, 1893.

Memoire sur le calcul de la Resistance des arcs paraboliques a grande fleche.

November, 1893.
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These two equations are the same in form, and their only
difference is, in the second ds replaces dx in the first in all

terms excepting those containing Fx .

Although the integration of the second equation offers no

serious difficulty, yet the final results are long, and their appli-

cation in practice tedious without special tables.

The equation for the common method is very simple and

easy in application. Since the location of the load does not

affect the relation between the results obtained by using the

equation containing dx and that containing^, the relative error

between the results can be found, and the results obtained by
the common method corrected to correspond with those which

would have been obtained by the application of the correct

formula containing ds.

M. Belliard found that the relative error depended only upon

the ratio of the rise to the span. For
j
= 0.50 he found that

the common formula H
l
=

|- -^Pk(i k)(i + k ?), which

neglects the axial stress, gave a result 3.3 per cent larger than

that given' by the exact formula. For y
= 0.25 the result

was 1.7 per cent larger, or practically one half that (per cent)

for ~ = 50. This being the case, it is a very simple matter

to find the percentage for any ratio of j by interpolation.

The magnitudes of the above errors are too small to be of

much practical importance, and since the formulas of the com-
mon method give results which are too large, an additional

factor of safety is introduced by using them.
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TABLES.

{The tables that follow are arranged according to the scheme here given.}

A. Tabulated Properties of the Two-nosed Catenary.

B. A Series of Two-nosed Catenaries inscribed in the Circle of

Radius Unity

B
x
. Arch-rings with the Line of Stress lying within the middle

Third.

I. k(i
- 2k* + )

= Ar

8 I

III. I
-

[5(1
- k -

IV. I - 2k(2
-

V. k\ k(i
- k\ and (i+k-

VI. k\i
-

VII. (i -^

VIII.
5 9k

-
2) _

X. 2/^ - 3/

XL ^(1-^)'

XII. i + k\- 1 5

XIII. 2^(1 - k)\2
310



TABLES.

2k(l
- k)\2 -?&

i -f- k*( 15 + 5^ 6o^a

-f- 24#)

vv 2 7# - 8 ^
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TABLE A. TABULATED PROPERTIES



TABLES.

OF THE "TWO-NOSED CATENARY. 1

313

Three-point Circle.
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TABLE B.

A Series of "Two-NOSED CATENARIES" inscribed in the Circle of Radius (R^)

Unity, and having Parallel Directrices at Graduated Distances (A^ + ^o)

from its Centre from (i + .026) to (i + .234).

This Table has for its purpose, in conjunction with supplementary tables, the de-

signing of arch-rings, so as to secure the condition of the line of stress lying within the

middle third, fifth, seventh, etc., of the arch-ring, as may be required to give strength and

stability for every variation of proportion of parts and of the nature and distribution of load.

s
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE

315

Arch rings with the Two-nosed ^Catenary or Line of Stress lying within the mid-

dle third, and loaded from directrix to a circular soffit which is the three-point
circle of another member of the same family of transformed catenaries as the

line of stress.

Strong Brick. Sandstone.

Average W't Average W't
112 140
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TABLE I.

VALUES OF k(i
- 2$ -f = //,.

k
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TABLE III.

VALUES OF i - ft(i
- k - 26* +
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TABLE V.

k



TABLES. 3*9

TABLE VI.

VALUES OF k\\ - A) (3

k
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TABLE VIII.

65/6-2
VALUES OF :

*
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TABLE X.

VALUES OF ik

k
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TABLE XII.

VALUES OF i -f &(- 15 + 50^ -6o& + 24^) =

k
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VALUES OF

TABLE XIV.

l)
2
(2
-

-jk

k\- 15 + 50/&
- = 4,

k
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TABLE XVI.

VALUES OF 3 i2- -f- 24^ i6/ 3 =

k
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TABLE XVII (BRESSE).
A

VALUES OF IN
X

EQUATION (109) Hi =B

a*o
Jg
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TABLE XVII Continued.

2*p
7T
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TABLE XVIII.

VALUES OF 2x cos5 x 3 sin x cos x = 2f,

x
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TABLE XIX.

VALUES OF x a + sin x cos x
" x sin x cos jr

.*r
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TABLE XIX Continued.

VALUES OF sin x x cos x = AA 19 .

x
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TABLE XX.

VALUES OF x* -f- x sin x cos x 2 sin 2

^r
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TABLE XXII.

VALUES OF cos x -f- x sin x = An-

x
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TABLE XXIV.

VALUES OF x* -f x sin x cos x =

jr*
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TABLE XXV (WINKLER).

333

X
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TABLE XXVI (WINKLER).

.r
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TABLE XXVII (WINKLER).

335

x
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TABLE XXVIII (WINKLER).
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TABLE XXIX (WINKLER).

337

X
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TABLE

TABLE OF DATA IN CONNECTION WITH MASONRY

Name.
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XXX.*

ARCHES CONSTRUCTED AT VARIOUS PERIODS.
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TABLE

Name.



TABLES. 341

XXX. (Continued.)
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TABLE XXXI.

DIMENSIONS OF SOME CAST-IRON ARCHES.

Name, etc.
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TABLE XXXII.

DIMENSIONS OF A FEW WROUGHT-IRON OR STEEL ARCHES.

Name, etc.
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TABLE XXXIII.

DIMENSIONS OF A FEW METAL ROOF-ARCHES.*

Name, etc.
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Catenary, equation of 234
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"
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"
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"

changes of temperature. 153

Mx for horizontal loads 155
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Mx for arch without hinges, table of values , 152

F! for vertical loads 146
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only, table of values 149
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Stresses, comparison of, for three types 156, 157
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fixed parabolic arch 191,198, 201
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St. Louis arch 213, 209
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Concrete arch 228
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Deformation, general formulas for 1 , 6

measurement of 254

general formula for symmetrical arch 50

Diagram for H\, spandrel-braced arch 221
" "

St. Louis arch 208
" "

Mi, St. Louis arch 215

Distribution of loading, masonry arch 227
" "

pressure upon rectangular section 9
" " "

general formulas for 8, 10

Douro bridge, application of summation formulas to 182
" "

assumptions of loading for 187
" "

relative error made in neglecting Nx 189
' "

spandrel-braced 217

Earth-filled spandrels 230

Equilibrium polygon, following axis . . 226
" "

equations for co-ordinates 17

Examples:
i. Parabolic arch, two hinges, vertical loads. 162

2. Parabolic arch, two hinges, horizontal loads 164

3. Parabolic arch, two hinges, temperature 165

4. Parabolic arch, fixed, vertical loads 166

5. Parabolic arch, fixed, horizontal loads 171

6. Parabolic arch, fixed, temperature 175

7. Parabolic arch, fixed, uniform load 175

8. Parabolic arch, fixed, vertical deflection 1 76

9. Circular arch, two hinges, vertical loads 177

10. Circular arch, two hinges, horizontal loads. ... 178

11. Circular arch, fixed, vertical loads. 180

Examples, Alexander and Thomson's masonry arches 247-252

External forces, general relations between 14

Floor-arches, tests of 258

Formulas for practical use 20-5 1

Circular arch, hinged 39
" " without hinges 43

Parabolic arch, hinged 20
" without hinges 29

Summation formulas, general 46-49

ffi (see Parabolic Circular, etc.).

Horizontal loads, point of application of 160
" thrust for masonry arches 242
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PACK

Integrals employed in deducing Ax , 263
" "

Ay 209

Joints of lead 229

Keystone, depth of 256

Lead, joints of 229
Linear arch, Douro bridge 182

Loading for masonry arch 227

MI (see Parabolic Circular, etc.).

Masonry arch 223
"

spandrels 232
Max Am Ende .... 217

Maximum stresses, tabulation method 161

Merriman. 258

Monier arch 254
Moments Mi and J/3 ,

character of 162

Mx ,
maximum value of 22

Parabolic arch, fJ cos <f>
= constant :

Curve, general equations for ... 52, 53

A<l>, general expression for 54

Ax, general expression for 55

Ay, general expression for 55

Symmetrical parabolic arch :

Ac, general expression for 58

Al, general expression for 57

A<j>i, general expression for. , 57

Symmetricalparabolic arch with two hinges :

A<p for horizontal loads, Nx neglected 64
"

general 54
"

vertical loads, Nx neglected 60

Ax for horizontal loads, Nx neglected 64

Ay for horizontal loads, Nx neglected 65
"

vertical loads, Nx neglected 61

HI for horizontal loads, Nx included 28, 65
" *'

neglected 27, 63
"

temperature changes 29, 66
"

changes in length of span 29, 67
" uniform loads, Nx neglected 23, 68
" " load over all 24,68
"

vertical loads, Nx included 26, 61
" " " "

neglected 20, 58

MX for uniform loads, Nx neglected . 24, 68
" " load over all 69

table of values for vertical loads 153

Vx table of values for vertical loads 149

V\ for horizontal loads, Nx included 66
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Vi for horizontal loads, A7
"* neglected 27, 63

" uniform loads, Nx neglected 23, 68
" " load over all , 69
" vertical loads 21, 58

x for horizontal loads, Nx included 28
" " "

neglected 27,63

y for vertical loads, Nx included 27, 63
" ''

neglected 21,59

Symmetrical parabolic arch without hinges :

A(J> for horizontal loads, Nx neglected 80

^0 for vertical loads, Nx neglected 73

A<p, general expression for 54
Ax for horizontal loads, Nx neglected '. ... So

' '

vertical loads, Nx neglected 74

general expression for 55

Ay for horizontal loads, Nx neglected 8 1

"
vertical loads, Nx neglected 74

general expression for 55

H\ for horizontal loads, Nx included 35, Si
" " " "

neglected 33,77
' '

changes in length of span 37, 84
" ' '

of temperature 36, 83

in 0o , <t>i , Ac, etc

'

85
" uniform loads 37, 86
" " load over all 87
"

vertical loads, Nx included 31, 75
" " " "

neglected 29,71

Mi for horizontal loads, Nx included 35, 82
" " " "

neglected 33,78
"

changes of temperature 37, 84
" "

in </>o, Ac, etc 86
" uniform loads 37, 86
"

vertical loads, Nx neglected 30, 71

J/a for horizontal loads, Nx included 35, 82
" "

neglected 33,78
"

vertical loads, Nx included 32, 76
" " " "

neglected 30,71Mx for uniform loads 86

table of values for vertical loads 152

Vx table of values for vertical loads 148

V\ for horizontal loads, Nx included 36, 83
" " "

neglected 34,78
" uniform loads ". 37, 86
"

vertical loads, Nx included 76
*' " " "

neglected 30,72
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x for horizontal loads, JVX neglected 34, 80

Xi for horizontal loads, Nx neglected 34, 79
"

vertical loads, Nx neglected 30, 73

^3 for horizontal loads, Nx neglected 34, 79,
"

vertical loads, Nx neglected 30, 73

y y\ , andjj/a for horizontal loads 34, 79.
' '

vertical loads 30, 72

Symmetrical parabolic arch -with one hinge :

Hi for a single horizontal load 140
" " "

vertical load 139

M\ for a single horizontal load 140
" " " vertical load 139

V\ for a single horizontal load 140
vertical load 139

Pins, steel 230

Reactions, character of 161
" for Douro bridge 187

Resultant, application of 1 1

" "
for several forces 18-

Rough quarry-stone arch 253
Semicircular arch 285-288

Seyrig , 182

Spandrel-braced arch 218

Spandrels (see Earth, Masonry, etc.).

Special formulas, deduction of 289

Specifications, masonry arch, Austrian 256
St. Louis arch ... 204

Stresses, comparison of, three types 156, 157
Stress diagram, Douro bridge 188

Summation formulas applied to spandrel-braced arch 217
" "

fixed parabolic arch 190
" " " "

two-hinged arch 182

Summation formulas :

Symmetrical arch with two hinges :

Hi for a single horizontal load 50, 130
'' " " vertical load 49, 130
"

changes of temperature 50, 130-

Symmetrical arch without hinges :

Hi for a single horizontal load 48, 129
" " "

vertical load 46, 129
"

changes of temperature ... 49, 130
Mi for a single horizontal load 48, 129

" " "
vertical load 47, 129

Tests of arches , 253

Temperature, St. Louis arch 214.
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Tx ,
maximum value of 22

Unsymmetrical loading, masonry arches 245
Variable moment of inertia :

Symmetrical arch with two hinges :

Hi for a single horizontal load 50, 127
' " "

vertical load ." 49, I2 5
"

change of temperature ^o

Symmetrical arch without hinges :

Hi for any symmetrical loading ng
" a single horizontal load 48, 118
" " "

vertical load 46, 117
"

changes of temperature 49, 121

M\ for any loading 112
" a single horizontal load 48, 120
" " "

vertical load 47, 119
"

changes of temperature 49, 121

Symmetrical arch with one hinge :

HI for a single horizontal load 135
"

vertical loads 132

M\ for a single horizontal load 138
" vertical loads 134

V\ for a single horizontal load 137
"

vertical loads 134

Vertical loads (see Parabolic, Circular, etc.).

" "
replaced by force and couple 159

" "
point of application of 159

Weight, comparison of, for three types of arches 155

Wind loads, assumptions concerning 160
" "

application of 160
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AGRICULTURE.

CATTLE FEEDING DAIRY PRACTICE DISEASES OF ANIMALS

GARDENING, ETC.

Aruisby's Manual of Cattle Feeding, 12mo, $ 1 75

Downing's Fruit and Fruit Trees Svo, 5 00

Grotenfelt's The Principles of Modern Dairy Practice.
(Woll.),

12mo, 2

Kemp's Landscape Gardening 12mo, 2 50

Lloyd's Science of Agriculture 8vo, 4 00

London's Gardening for Ladies. (Downing.) 12mo, 1 50

Steel's Treatise on the Diseases of the Dog Svo, 3 50

" Treatise on the Diseases of the Ox Svo, 6 00

Stockbridge's Rocks and Soils Svo, 2 50

Woll's Handbook for Farmers and Dairymen 12mo, 1 50

ARCHITECTURE.
BUILDING CARPENTRY STAIRS VENTILATION, ETC.

Berg's Buildings and Structures of American Railroads 4to, 7 50

Birkmire's American Theatres Planning and Construction. Svo, 3 00

Architectural Iron and Steel Svo, 3 50

Birkmire's Compound Riveted Girders Svo, 2 00

Skeleton Construction in Buildings Svo, 3 00
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Carpenter's Heating and Ventilating of Buildings 8vo, f3 00

Downing, Cottages 8vo, 2 50

and Wightwick's Hints to Architect* 8vo, 2 00

Freitag's Architectural Engineering. 8vo, 2 50

Gerhard's Sanitary House Inspection 16mo, 1 00
" Theatre Fires and Panics 12mo, 1 50

Hatfield's American House Carpenter 8vo, 5 00

Holly's Carpenter and Joiner 18mo, 75

Kidder's Architect and Builder's Pocket-book Morocco flap, 4 00

Hen-ill's Stones for Building and Decoration 8vo, 5 00

Monckton's Stair Building Wood, Iron, and Stone 4to, 4 00

Stevens' House Painting. . . . , 18mo, 75

Worcester's Small Hospitals Establishment and Maintenance,

including Atkinson's Suggestions for Hospital Archi-

tecture 12ino, 1 25

World's Columbian Exposition of 1893 4to, 2 50

ARMY, NAVY, Etc.

MILITARY ENGINEERING ORDNANCE; PORT CHARGES, ETC.

Bourne's Screw Propellers 4to, 5 00

Bruff's Ordnance and Gunnery. 8vo, 6 00

Buckuill's Submarine Mines and Torpedoes 8vo, 4 00

Chase's Screw Propellers 8vo, 3 00

Cooke's Naval Ordnance 8vo, 12 50

Cronkhite's Gunnery for Non-coin. Officers 18mo, morocco, 2 00

De Brack's Cavalry Outpost Duties. (Carr.) 18mo, morocco, 2 00

Dietz's Soldier's First Aid 12mo, morocco, 1 25

*
Dredge's Modern French Artillery 4to, half morocco, 20 00

" Record of the Transportation Exhibits Building,

World's Columbian Exposition of 1893. . 4to, half morocco, 1 5 00

Dyer's Light Artillery 12mo, 3 00

Hoff's Naval Tactics 8vo, 1 50

Hunter's Port Charges 8vo, half morocco, 13 00

Ingalls's Ballistic Tables .8vo, 1 50

' ' Handbook of Problems in Direct Fire . . 8vo, 4 00

Mahau's Advanced Guard 18mo, 1 50

Permanent Fortifications. (Mercur.).Svo, half morocco, 750



Mercur's Attack of Fortified Places 12mo, $2 09

Elements of the Art of War 8vo, 400

Metcalfe's Ordnance and Gunnery 12mo, with Atlas, 5 00

Phelps's Practical Marine Surveying 8vo, 2 50

Powell's Army Officer's Examiner 12mo, 4 00

Reed's Signal Service 50

Sharpe's Subsisting Armies 18mo, morocco, 1 50

Strauss and Alger's Naval Ordnance and Gunnery

Todd and Whall's Practical Seamanship 8vo, 7 50

Very's Navies of the World 8vo, half morocco, 8 50

Wheeler's Siege Operations 8vo, 2 00

Winthrop's Abridgment of Military Law 12mo, 2 50

Woodhull's Notes on Military Hygiene 12mo, morocco, 2 50

Young's Simple Elements of Navigation.. 12mo, morocco flaps, 2 50

ASSAYING.

SMELTING ORE DRESSING ALLOYS, ETC.

Fletcher's Quant. Assaying with the Blowpipe.. 12mo, morocco, 1 50

Furman's Practical Assaying 8vo, 3 00

Kunhardt's Ore Dressing 8vo, 1 50
* Mitchell's Practical Assaying. (Crookes.) 8vo, 10 00

O'Driscoll's Treatment of Gold Ores 8vo, 2 00

Ricketts and Miller's Notes on Assaying 8vo, 3 00

Thurston's Alloys, Brasses, and Bronzes 8vo, 2 50

Wilson's Cyanide Processes 12mo, 1 50

ASTRONOMY.
PRACTICAL, THEORETICAL, AND DESCRIPTIVE.

Craig's Azimuth 4to, 3 50

Doolittle's Practical Astronomy 8vo, 4 00

Gore's Elements of Geodesy 8vo, 2 50

Michie and Harlow's Practical Astronomy 8vo, 3 00

White's
^Theoretical

and Descriptive Astronomy 12mo, 2 00

BOTANY.
GARDENING FOR LADIES, ETC.

Baldwin's Orchids of New England 8vo, $1 50

Loudon's Gardening for Ladies. (Downing.) , . .12mo, 1 50
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Thome's Structural Botany ISrno, $2 25

Westermaier's General Botany. (Schneider.) Svo, 2 00

BRIDGES, ROOFS, Etc.

CANTILEVER DRAW HIGHWAY SUSPENSION.

(See also ENGINEERING, p. 6.)

Boiler's Highway Bridges .8vo, 2 00

* " The Thames River Bridge 4to, paper, 500

Burr's Stresses in Bridges Svo, 3 50

Crehore's Mechanics of the Girder Svo, 5 00

Dredge's Thames Bridges , 7 parts,

Du Bois's Stresses in Framed Structures 4to, 10 00

Foster's Wooden Trestle Bridges 4to, 5 00

Greene's Arches in Wood, etc Svo, 2 50

Bridge Trusses Svo, 250

Roof Trusses :W!Y.4 Svo, 1 25

Howe's Treatise on Arches Svo,

Johnson's Modern Framed Structures . . . 4to, 10 00

Merriman & Jacoby's Text-book of Roofs and Bridges.

Parti., Stresses '. Svo, 2 50

Merriman & Jacoby's Text-book of Roofs and Bridges.

Part II.. Graphic Statics Svo, 2 50

Merriman & Jacoby's Text-book of Roofs and Bridges.

Part III., Bridge Design Svo, 5 00

Merriman & Jacoby's Text-book of Roofs and Bridges.

Part IV., Continuous, Draw, Cantilever, Suspension, and

Arched Bridges (In preparation).
* Morison's The Memphis Bridge Oblong 4to, 10 00

WaddelPs Iron Highway Bridges Svo, 4 00

Wood's Construction of Bridges and Roofs Svo, 2 00

Wright's Designing of Draw Spans Svo, 2 50

CHEMISTRY.

QUALITATIVE QUANTITATIVE ORGANIC INORGANIC, IXrc.

Adriance's Laboratory Calculations 12mo, 1 25

Allen's Tables for Iron Analysis Svo, 3 00

Austen's Notes for Chemical Students 12mo, 1 50

Bolton's Student's Guide in Quantitative Analysis Svo, 1 50
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Classen's Analysis by Electrolysis. (Herrick.) 8vo, $3 00

Crafts's Qualitative Analysis. (Schaeffer.) 12mo, 1 50

Drechsel's Chemical Reactions. (Merrill.) 12mo, 1 25

Fresenius's Quantitative Chemical Analysis. (Allen.) 8vo, 6 00

Qualitative Chemical Analysis. (Johnson.) 8vo, 4 00

Gill's Gas and Fuel Analysis 12mo, 1 25

Hummarsten's Physiological Chemistry. (Maiidel.) 8vo, 4 00

Helm's Principles of Mathematical Chemistry. (Morgan).12mo, 1 50

Kolbe's Inorganic Chemistry 12mo, 1 50

Mandel's Bio-chemical Laboratory 12mo, 1 50

Mason's Water-supply 8vo, 5 00

Miller's Chemical Physics 8vo, 200
Mixter's Elementary Text-book of Chemistry ..12mo, 1 50

Morgan's The Theory of Solutions and its Results 12mo, 1 00

Nichols's Water Supply (Chemical and Sanitary) 8vo, 2 50

O'Brine's Laboratory Guide to Chemical Analysis Svo, 2 00

Perkins's Qualitative Analysis 12mo, 1 00

Pinner's Organic Chemistry. (Austen.) 12mo, 1 50

Ricketts and Russell's Notes on Inorganic Chemistry (Xon-
11- X ^, -,

metallic) Oblong Svo, morocco, 75

Schimpf's Volumetric Analysis 12mo, 2 50

Spencer's Sugar Manufacturer's Handbook . 12mo, morocco flaps, 2 00

Stockbridge's Rocks and Soils , Svo, 2 50

Troilius's Chemistry of Iron 8vo, 2 00
-n-. i , 1 T -NT * rt o rtrtWiechmann s Chemical Lecture Notes 12mo, 3 00

"
Sugar Analysis Svo, 2 50O J

Wulling's Inorganic Phar. and Med. Chemistry 12mo, 2 00

DRAWING.
ELEMENTARY GEOMETRICAL TOPOGRAPHICAL.

Hill's Shades and Shadows and Perspective Svo, 2 00

MacCord's Descriptive Geometry 8vo, 3 00

Kinematics Svo, 500

Mechanical Drawing Svo, 400

Mahan's Industrial Drawing. (Thompson.) 2 vols., Svo, 3 50

Reed's Topographical Drawing. (H. A.) 4to, 5 00

Smith's Topographical Drawing. (Macmillan.) Svo, 2 50

Warren's Descriptive Geometry 2 vols., Svo, 3 50
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Warren's Drafting Instruments 12mo, 1 25
" Free-hand Drawing 12ino, $100
"

Higher Linear Perspective 8vo, 3 50

" Linear Perspective 12mo, 1 00

" Machine Construction 2 vols., 8vo, 7 50

" Plane Problems , 12mo, 125
"

Primary Geometry 12mo, 75

" Problems and Theorems 8vo, 250
"

Projection Drawing 12mo, 150
" Shades and Shadows 8vo, 300
"

Stereotomy Stone Cutting. 8vo, 2 50

Whelpley's Letter Engraving 12mo, 2 00

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
ILLUMINATION BATTERIES PHYSICS.

Anthony and Brackett's Text-book of Physics (Magie). ...8vo, 400
Barker's Deep-sea Soundings 8vo, 2 00

Benjamin's Voltaic Cell 8vo, 3 00

Cosmic Law of Thermal Repulsion 18nio, 75

Crehore and Squier's Experiments with a New Polarizing Photo-

Chronograph 8vo, 3 00

*
Dredge's Electric Illuminations 2 vols. , 4to, half morocco, 25 00

Vol. II 4to, 7 50

Gilbert's De maguete. (Mottelay .) 8vo, 2 50

Holman's Precision of Measurements 8vo, 2 00

Michie's Wave Motion Relating to Sound and Light 8vo, 4 00

Morgan's, The Theory of Solutions and its Results '.12mo,

Niaudet's Electric Batteries. (Fishback.) 12mo, 2 50

Reagan's Steam and Electrical Locomotives *12mo 2 00

Thurston's Stationary Steam Engines for Electric Lighting Pur-

poses 12mo, 1 50

Tillman's Heat 8vo, 1 50

ENGINEERING.
CIVIL MECHANICAL SANITARY, ETC.

(See also BRIDGES, p. 4
; HYDRAULICS, p. 8

;
MATERIALS OF EN-

GINEERING, p. 9 ; MECHANICS AND MACHINERY, p. 11
; STEAM ENGINES

AND BOILERS, p. 14.)

Baker's Masonry Construction 8vo, 5 00
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Baker's Surveying Instruments 12mo, 8 00

Black's U. S. Public Works 4to, $5 00

Butts's Engineer's Field-book 12mo, morocco, 2 50

Byrne's Highway Construction 8vo, 5 00

Carpenter's Experimental Engineering 8vo, 6 00

Church's Mechanics of Engineering SolidYand Fluids 8vo, 6 00
" Notes and Examples in Mechanics 8vo, 200

Crandall's Earthwork Tables 8vo, 1 50

Crandall's The Transition Curve 12mo, morocco, 1 50

*
Dredge's Penn. Railroad Construction, etc. . . Folio, half mor., 20 00

* Drinker's Tunnelling 4to, half morocco, 25 00

Eissler's Explosives Nitroglycerine and Dynamite 8vo, 4 00

Gerhard's Sanitary House Inspection 16mo, 1 00

Godwin's Railroad Engineer's Field-book. 12mo, pocket-bk. form, 2 50

Gore's Elements of Goodesy 8vo, 250

Howard's Transition Curve Field-book 12mo, morocco flap, 1 50

Howe's Retaining Walls (New Edition.) 12mo, 1 25

Hudson's Excavation Tables. Vol. II 8vo, 1 00

Button's Mechanical Engineering of Power Plants 8vo, 5 00

Johnson's Materials of Construction 8vo, 6 00

Johnson's Stadia Reduction Diagram. .Sheet; 22i X 28 inches, 50

"
Theory and Practice of Surveying 8vo, 4 00

Kent's Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-book 12mo, morocco, 5 00

Kiersted's Sewage Disposal 12mo, 1 25

Kirkwood's Lead Pipe for Service Pipe 8vo, 1 50

Mahan's Civil Engineering. (Wood.) 8vo, 500

Merriman and Brook's Handbook for Surveyors 12mo, mor.
t

2 00

Merriman's Geodetic Surveying 8vo, 2 00

Retaining Walls and Masonry Dams 8vo, 2 00

Mosely's Mechanical Engineering. (Mahan.) 8vo, 5 00

Nagle's Manual for Railroad Engineers 12mo, morocco,

Patton's Civil Engineering 8vo, 7 50
" Foundations 8vo, 500

Rockwell's Roads and Pavements in France 12mo, 1 25

Ruffner's Non-tidal Rivers 8vo, 1 25

Searles's Field Engineering 12mo, morocco flaps, 3 00

Searles's Railroad Spiral 12mo, morocco flaps, 1 50
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Siebert and Biggin's Modern Stone Cutting and Masonry. . .8vo, 1 5ft

Smith's Cable Tramways 4to, $2 50
" Wire Manufacture and Uses 4to, 300

Spalding's Roads and Pavements 12mo, 2 00

OQ f Hydraulic Cement 12mo,

Tburston's Materials of Construction 8vo, 5 00

* Trautwine's Civil Engineer's Pocket-book. ..12mo, mor. flaps, 5 00

" Cross-section Sheet, 25

* ' Excavations and Embankments 8vo, 2 00

* "
Laying Out Curves 12mo, morocco, 2 50

Warren's Stereotomy Stone Cutting 8vo, 2 50

Webb's Engineering Instruments 12mo, morocco, 1 00

Wegmanu's Construction of Masonry Dams .4to, 5 00

Wellington's Location of Railways. . - 8vo, 5 00

Wheeler's Civil Engineering 8vo, 4 00

Wolff's Windmill as a Prime Mover 8vo, 3 00

HYDRAULICS.

WATER-WHEELS WINDMILLS SERVICE PIPE DRAINAGE, ETC.

(See also ENGINEERING, p. 6. )

Bazin's Experiments upon the Contraction of the Liquid Vein

(Trautwine) 8vo, 2 00

Bovey's Treatise on Hydraulics 8vo, 4 00

Coffin's Graphical Solution of Hydraulic Problems. 12mo, mor., 2 50

Ferrel's Treatise on the Winds, Cyclones, and Tornadoes. . .8vo, 4 00

Ganguillet&Kutter'sFlow of Water. (Hering& Trautwine ).8vo, 4 00

Hazen's Filtration of Public Water Supply 8vo, 2 00

Kiersted's Sewage Disposal 12mo, 1 25

Kirkwood's Lead Pipe for Service Pipe 8vo, 1 50

Mason's Water Supply 8vo, 5 00

Merrimau's Treatise on Hydraulics. . 8vo, 4 00

Nichols's Water Supply (Chemical and Sanitary) 8vo, 2 50

Ruffner's Improvement for Non-tidal Rivers 8vo, 1 25

Wegmann's Water Supply of the City of New York 4to, 10 00

Weisbach's Hydraulics. (Du Bois.) 8vo, 5 00

Wilson's Irrigation Engineering 8vo, 400

Wolff's Windmill as a Prime Mover 8vo, 3 00

Wood's Theory of Turbines 8vo, 250
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MANUFACTURES.
ANILINE BOILERS EXPLOSIVES IRON SUGAR WATCHES

WOOLLENS, ETC.

Allen's Tables for Iron Analysis 8vo, $3 00

Beaumont's Woollen and Worsted Manufacture 12mo, 1 50

Bolland's Encyclopaedia of Founding Terms 12mo, 8 00

The Iron Founder 12mo, 250

Supplement 12mo, 250

Booth's Clock and Watch Makers Manual 12mo, 2 00

Bouvier's Handbook on Oil Painting 12mo, 2 00

Eissler's Explosives, Nitroglycerine and Dynamite 8vo, 4 00

Ford's Boiler Making for Boiler Makers 18mo, 1 00

Metcalfe's Cost of Manufactures 8vo, 5 00

Metcalf 's Steel A Manual for Steel Users 12mo, 2 00

Reimann's Aniline Colors. (Crookes.) 8vo, 2 50

*
Reisig's Guide to Piece Dyeing 8vo, 25 00

Spencer's Sugar Manufacturer's Handbook. . . .12mo, inor. flap, 2 00

Svedelius's Handbook for Charcoal Burners 12mo, 1 50

The Lathe and Its Uses 8vo, 6 00

Thurston's Manual of Steam Boilers 8vo, 5 00

West's American Foundry Practice 12mo, 2 50
" Moulder's Text-book 12mo, 2 50

Wiechmann's Sugar Analysis 8vo, 2 50

Woodbury's Fire Protection of Mills 8vo, 2 50

MATERIALS OF ENGINEERING.
STRENGTH ELASTICITY RESISTANCE, ETC.

(See also ENGINEERING, p. 6.)

Baker's Masonry Construction 8vo, 5 00

Beardslee and Kent's Strength of Wrought Iron 8vo, 1 50

Bovey's Strength of Materials 8vo, 7 50

Burr's Elasticity and Resistance of Materials 8vo, 5 00

Byrne's Highway Construction 8vo, 5 00

Carpenter's Testing Machines and Methods of Testing Materials

Church's Mechanic's of Engineering Solids and Fluids 8vo, 6 00

Du Bois's Stresses in Framed Structures 4to, 10 00

Hatfield's Transverse Strains 8vo, 5 00

Johnson's Materials of Construction 8vo, 6 00
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Lanza's Applied Mechanics 8vo, $7 50
"

Strength of Wooden Columns 8vo, paper, 50

Merrill's Stones for Building and Decoration 8vo, 5 00

Merriman's Mechanics of Materials 8vo, 4 00

Pattou's Treatise on Foundations 8vo, 5 00

Rockwell's Roads and Pavements in France 12mo, 1 25

Spaldiug's Roads and Pavements 12mo, 2 00

Hydraulic Cement 12mo, 200
Thurston's Materials of Construction 8vo, 5 00

Thurston's Materials of Engineering 3 vols. , 8vo, 8 00

Vol. L, Non-metallic 8vo, 200

Vol. II., Iron and Steel 8vo, 3 50

Vol. III., Alloys, Brasses, and Bronzes 8vo, 2 50

Weyrauch's Strength of Iron and Steel. (Du Bois.) 8vo, 1 50

Wood's Resistance of Materials 8vo, 2 00

MATHEMATICS.
CALCULUS GEOMETRY TRIGONOMETRY, ETC.

Baker's Elliptic Functions 8vo, 1 50

Ballard's Pyramid Problem 8vo, 1 50

Barnard's Pyramid Problem 8vo, 1 50

Bass's Differential Calculus 12mo, 4 00

Brigg's Plane Analytical Geometry 12mo, 1 00

Chapman's Theory of Equations 12mo, 1 50

Chessin's Elements of the Theory of Functions

Comptou's Logarithmic Computations 12mo, 1 50

Craig's Linear Differential Equations 8vo, 5 00

Davis's Introduction to the Logic of Algebra 8vo, 1 50

Halsted's Elements of Geometry c..8vo, 1 75
"

Synthetic Geometry 8vo, 150

Johnson's Curve Tracing 12mo, 1 00

" Differential Equations Ordinary and Partial 8vo, 350

Integral Calculus 12mo, 1 50

" Least Squares 12mo, 1 50

Ludlow's Logarithmic and Other Tables. (Bass.) 8vo, 2 00

Trigonometry with Tables. (Bass.) 8vo, 3 00

Mahan's Descriptive -Geometry (Stone Cutting) 8vo, 1 50

Merriman and Woodward's Higher Mathematics 8vo, 5 00

Merriman's Method of Least Squares 8vo, 2 00
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Parker's Quadrature of the Circle 8vo, |2 50

Rice and Johnson's Differential and Integral Calculus,

2vols. inl,12mo, 2 50

" Differential Calculus 8vo, 350

Abridgment of Differential Calculus.... 8vo, 150

Searles's Elements of Geometry 8vo, 1 50

Totten's Metrology 8vo, 2 50

Warren's Descriptive Geometry 2 vols., 8vo, 3 50

4 '

Drafting Instruments 12mo, 1 25

" Free-hand Drawing 12mo, 1 00

14
Higher Linear Perspective 8vo, 3 50

" Linear Perspective 12mo, 100
"

Primary Geometry 12mo, 75

" Plane Problems 12mo, 1 25

" Plane Problems 12mo, 125
" Problems and Theorems 8vo, 2 50

"
Projection Drawing 12mo, 150

Wood's Co-ordinate Geometry 8vo, 2 00

"
Trigonometry , 12mo, 100

Woolf's Descriptive Geometry Royal 8vo, 3 00

MECHANICS-MACHINERY.

TEXT-BOOKS AND PRACTICAL WORKS.

(See also ENGINEERING, p. 6.)

Baldwin's Steam Heating for Buildings 12mo, 2 50

Benjamin's Wrinkles and Recipes 12mo, 2 00

Carpenter's Testing Machines and Methods of Testing

Materials 8vo,

Chord al's Letters to Mechanics 12mo, 2 00

Church's Mechanics of Engineering 8vo, 6 00

" Notes and Examples in Mechanics 8vo, 2 00

Crehore's Mechanics of the Girder 8vo, 5 00

Cromwell's Belts and Pulleys -12mo, 1 50

Toothed Gearing 12mo, 150

Compton's First Lessons in Metal Working 12mo, 1 50

Dana's Elementary Mechanics 12mo, 1 50

Dingey's Machinery Pattern Making 12mo, 2 00
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Dredge's Trans. Exhibits Building, World Exposition,

4to, half morocco,$15 00

Du Bois's Mechanics. Vol. I., Kinematics 8vo, 3 50

Vol. II., Statics 8vo, 400

Vol. III., Kinetics 8vo, 3 50

.Fitzgerald's Boston Machinist 18mo, 1 00

Flather's Dynamometers 12mo, 2 00

Rope Driving 12mo, 200

Hall's Car Lubrication 12mo, 1 00

Holly's Saw Filing 18mo, 75

Lanza's Applied Mechanics 8vo, 7 50

idacCord's Kinematics. 8vo, 5 00

Merriman's Mechanics of Materials 8vo, 4 00

Metcalfe's Cost of Manufactures 8vo, 5 00

Michie's Analytical Mechanics 8vo, 4 00

Mosely's Mechanical Engineering. (Mahau.) 8vo, 5 00

Richards's Compressed Air 12mo, 1 50

Robinson's Principles of Mechanism 8vo, 3 00

Smith's Press-working of Metals 8vo, 8 00

The Lathe and Its Uses 8vo, 6 00

Thurston's Friction and Lost Work 8vo, 3 00

The Animal as a Machine 12mo, 1 00

Warren's Machine Construction & vols., 8vo, 7 50

Weisbach's Hydraulics and Hydraulic Motors. (Du Bois.)..8vo, 500
" Mechanics of Engineering. Vol. III., Part I.,

Sec. I. (Klein.) 8vo, 500

Weisbach's Mechanics of Engineering. Vol. III., Part I.,

Sec. II... (Klein.) 8vo, 5 00

Weisbach's Steam Engines. (Du Bois.) 8vo, 500

Wood's Analytical Mechanics 8vo, 3 00

"
Elementary Mechanics 12mc, 125

Supplement and Key 1 25

METALLURGY.

IRON GOLD SILVER ALLOYS, ETC.

Allen's Tables for Iron Analysis 8vo, 3 00

Egleston's Gold and Mercury 8vo, 7 50
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Egleston's Metallurgy of Silver 8vo, $7 50

* KeiTs Metallurgy Copper and Iron 8vo, 15 00

* " "
Steel, Fuel, etc 8vo, 1500

Kunhardt's Ore Dressing in Europe 8vo, 1 50

Metcalf Steel A Manual for Steel Users 12mo, 2 00

O'Driscoll's Treatment of Gold Ores 8vo, 2 00

Thurston's Iron and Steel 8vo, 3 50

Alloys 8vo, 250
"Wilson's Cyanide Processes 12mo, 1 50

MINERALOGY AND MINING.

MINE ACCIDENTS VENTILATION ORE DRESSING, ETC.

Beard's Ventilation of Mines 12mo, 2 50

Boyd's Resources of South Western Virginia 8vo, 3 00
"

Map of South Western Virginia Pocket-book form, 2 00

Brush and Peufield's Determinative Mineralogy 8vo, 3 50

Chester's Catalogue of Minerals 8vo, 1 25

Dictionary of the Names of Minerals 8vo, 3 00

Dana's American Localities of Minerals 8vo, 1 00

"
Descriptive Mineralogy. (E. S.) 8vo, half morocco, 12 50

Mineralogy and Petrography. (J. D.) 12mo, 2 00
"

Minerals and How to Study Them. (E. S.) 12mo, 1 50

Text-book of Mineralogy. (E. S.) 8vo, 3 50

*Drinker's Tunnelling, Explosives, Compounds, and Rock Drills.

4to, half morocco, 25 00

Egleston's Catalogue of Minerals and Synonyms 8vo, 2 50

Eissler's Explosives Nitroglycerine and Dynamite 8vo, 4 00

Goodyear's Coal Mines of the Western Coast 12mo, 2 50

Hussak's Rock- forming Minerals. (Smith.) Svo, 2 00

Ihlseng's Manual of Mining Svo, 4 00

Kunhardt's Ore Dressing in Europe , Svo, 1 50

O'Driscoll's Treatment of Gold Ores Svo, 2 00

Rosenbusch's Microscopical Physiography of Minerals and

Rocks. (Iddings.) Svo, 500

Sawyer's Accidents in Mines Svo, 7 00

StDckbridee's Rocks and Soils Svo, 2 50
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Williams's Lithology 8vo, $3 00

Wilson's Mine Ventilation 16mo, 1 25

STEAM AND ELECTRICAL ENGINES, BOILERS, Etc.

STATIONARY MARINE LOCOMOTIVE GAS ENGINES, ETC.

(See also ENGINEERING, p. 6.)

Baldwin's Steam Heating for Buildings 12ino, 2 50

Clerk's Gas Engine 12mo, 4 00

Ford's Boiler Making for Boiler Makers .18ino, 1 00

Hemenway's Indicator Practice 12mo, 2 00

Hoadley's Warm-blast Furnace 8vo, 1 50

Kneass's Practice and Theory of the Injector 8vo, 1 50

MacCord's Slide Valve 8vo,

* Maw's Marine Engines Folio, half morocco, 18 00

Meyer's Modern Locomotive Construction 4to, 10 00

Peabody and Miller's Steam Boilers 8vo,

Peabody's Tables of Saturated Steam 8vo, 1 00

"
Thermodynamics of the Steam Engine 8vo, 5 00

" Valve Gears for the Steam Engine 8vo, 2 50

Fray's Twenty Years with the Indicator Royal 8vo, 2 50

Pupiu and Osterberg's Thermodynamics 12ino, 1 25

Reagan's Steam and Electrical Locomotives 12mo, 2 00

ROntgeu's Thermodynamics. (DuBois.) 8vo, 500

Sinclair's Locomotive Running 12mo, 2 00

Thurston's Boiler Explosion 12mo, 1 50

"
Eugine and Boiler Trials 8vo, 500

" Manual of the Steam Engine. Part L, Structure

and Theory. , 8vo, 7 50

" Manual of the Steam Eugine. Part II., Design,

Construction, and Operation 8vo, 7 50

2 parts, 12 00

"
Philosophy of the Steam Engine 12mo, 75

" Reflection on the Motive Power of Heat. (Carnot.)

12mo, 2 00

"
Stationary Steam Engines 12mo, 1 50

" Steam-boiler Construction and Operation 8vo, 500
14



Spangiers Valve Gears 8vo, $2 50

Trowbridge's Stationary Steam Engines ,4to, boards, 2 50

Weisbach's Steam Engine. (Du Bois.) 8vo, 5 00

Whitham's Constructive Steam Engineering 8vo, 10 00

Steam-engine Design 8vo, 600

Wilson's Steam Boilers. (Flather.) 12mo, 2 50

Wood's Thermodynamics, Heat Motors, etc 8vo, 4 00

TABLES, WEIGHTS, AND MEASURES.

FOR ACTUARIES, CHEMISTS, ENGINEERS, MECHANICS METRIC

TABLES, ETC.

Adriance's Laboratory Calculations 12mo, 1 25

Allen's Tables for Iron Analysis 8vo, 3 00

Bixby's Graphical Computing Tables Sheet, 25

Compton's Logarithms 12mo, 1 50

Crandall's Railway and Earthwork Tables. . . , 8vo, 1 50

Egleston's Weights and Measures 18mo, 75

Fisher's Table of Cubic Yards Cardboard, 25

Hudson's Excavation Tables. Vol. II 8vo, 1 00

Johnson's Stadia and Earthwork Tables 8vo, 1 25

Ludlow's Logarithmic and Other Tables. (Bass.) 12mo, 2 00

Thurston's Conversion Tables 8vo, 1 00

Totten's Metrology 8vo, 2 50

VENTILATION.

STEAM HEATING HOUSE INSPECTION MINE VENTILATION.

Baldwin's Steam Heating 12mo, 2 50

Beard's Ventilation of Mines 12mo, 2 50

Carpenter's Heating and Ventilating of Buildings 8vo, 3 00

Gerhard's Sanitary House Inspection Square 16ino, 1 00

Mott's The Air We Breathe, and Ventilation 16mo, 1 00

Reid's Ventilation of American Dwellings 12mo> 1 50

Wilson's Mine Ventilation 16mo, 1 25

niSCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS.

Alcott's Gems, Sentiment, Language Gilt edges, 5 00

Bailey's The New Tale of a Tub 8vo, 75
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Ballard's Solution of the Pyramid Problem 8vo, $1 50

Barnard's The Metrological System of. the Great Pyramid. .8vo, 1 50

Eminon's Geological Guide-book of the Rocky Mountains.. 8vo, 1 50

Pen-el's Treatise on the Winds 8vo, 4 00

Mott's The Fallacy of the Present Theory of Sound. .Sq. 16mo, 1 00

Perkins's Cornell University Oblong 4to, 1 50

Ricketts's History of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 8vo, 3 00

Rotherham's The New Testament Critically Emphathized.

12mo, 1 50

Totten's An Important Question in Metrology 8vo, 2 50

Whitehouse's Lake Moeris Paper, 25
*
Wiley's Yosemite, Alaska, and Yellowstone 4to, 3 00

HEBREW AND CHALDEE TEXT=BOOKS.

FOR SCHOOLS AND THEOLOGICAL SEMINARIES.

Gesenius's Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon to Old Testament.

(Tregelles.) Small 4to, half morocco, 5 00

Green's Elementary Hebrew Grammar 12mo, 1 25

" Grammar of the Hebrew Language (New Edition). 8vo, 3 00

" Hebrew Chrestomathy 8vo, 2 00

Letteris's Hebrew Bible (Massoretic Notes in English).

8vo, arabesque, 2 25

Luzzato's Grammar of the Biblical Chaldaic Language and the

Talmud Babli Idioms. ..',!...';...'. 12mo, 1 50

MEDICAL.

Bull's Maternal Management in Health and Disease 12mo, 1 00

Hammarsten's Physiological Chemistry. (Mandel.) 8vo, 4 00

Mott's Composition, Digestibility, and Nutritive Value of Food.

Large mounted chart, 1 25

Steel's Treatise on the Diseases of the Ox 8vo, 6 00

Treatise on the Diseases of the Dog 8vo, 3 50

Worcester's Small Hospitals Establishment and Maintenance,

including Atkinson's Suggestions for Hospital Archi-

tecture... 12mo, 1 25
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